Dedication
This book is dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. Alex Smith. A
couple who switched lanes in life, swerved on their pasts, drove in
their gi=s for the last 27 years, and let Love be their GPS. This
power couple had a healthy obsession with doing "good in the
hood." I got to see the journey and the results of a submissive wife
listening to mornings and evenings of her husband planning the
beHerment of a small town, Alliance, Ohio, with no desire for
accolades.
Mrs. Smith, though it's rewarding, I'm sure it wasn't easy
supporKng a man who is the embodiment of power, love, and a
sound mind; a man whose life seemed to have changed almost
overnight. I'm amazed at your perseverance. You've shown me that
God is literally Love; that Love isn't just cute and cuddly, but a
force; pure, unstoppable, unyielding, tank-like power. I like how
Love took the lives of a normal couple and gave you the legacy of a
King and Queen. Mrs. Smith, you are true beauty personiﬁed. You
took pleasure in feeding, clothing, counseling, supporKng, building,
loving, and overcoming with Mr. Smith. You are a pillar, not only to
his vision but Love's vision. God is Love. He who began a good work
was sure to ﬁnish it through your willingness of obedience. I now
know, even in wriKng this book that my queen will have to be an
extension of the qualiKes I've seen in you. You are foundaKonal.
You are royalty's ﬁnest. I salute you.
Many are called, few are chosen, but Mr. Smith, you were
sent! It's important to have a gi=, but you allowed yourself to be
the gi= of repairing broken lives, starKng with your family and
extending across the map. You taught me that when you ﬁnd your
gi= for the world, walk in Love because God (who is Love) handles
everything. He gave you a new heart, spiritually and physically, for

25 extra years of driving supernaturally in your gi=. All the good
that was done in you was also done to your environment through
the gi=. Love covered up your imperfecKons, and we experienced
God Himself through your gi=. For your purpose, you were remade
in the likeness and image of Love. Most importantly, if I never
wrote any of this, your reputaKon would speak for itself. Your
beauKful smile and the Love it carries are my wings. Nothing can
ever hold me down with you in mind.
In conclusion Mr. and Mrs. Smith, there was no dead end
Love didn't drive you through; no barricade that wasn't turned to
rubble, and no speed limit that could slow the gi=. Love made a
way out of every road block, every Kme. I honor you today as
legends and the proof that God is the same Love you shared. Your
story is one of the greatest ever told here and in heaven. Mrs.
Smith, make sure you celebrate every day for the rest of your life,
knowing you not only supported a solid man of Love but Love
Himself. Thank you for ﬁghKng the good ﬁght. You ﬁnished the
race. You kept the faith. You've earned your crowns. I salute you
both, and I'm happy to say I'm your grandson.
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Rev Your Engines!
Maybe you're a musician, marKal arKst, author, doctor,
or lawyer. Maybe you're a mentor, preacher, or humanitarian; a
nutriKonist; an acKvist; or a designer. Or maybe you heard about
this book and just decided to read it out of pure interest. You could
be like me. You've been struggling with what you've been taught to
believe and the music business, all the while holding a gi= that
needs to be given to the world. Maybe you feel condemned by the
people around you, or maybe it's not them. Maybe it's you not
knowing what's ok, what's not, and what's available to you due to
your upbringing. What's the right or wrong way to share your
gi=(s)? Maybe you feel a desire to express yourself honestly and
the only way you know is your journal, which is your diary, your art.
Do you feel as if you missed your window in your industry? Is it
diﬃcult to grasp the thought of defying all the odds against you?
You might be that person who's expected to walk in the shadow of
someone else. Has your creaKvity been interrupted by quesKons
such as "What will my parents think?" "What will my friends
think?" "What will the church think?" "Will I go to heaven or hell?"
or "Am I doing the right thing?" Maybe religion has baited you into
feeling ashamed of your desires for a successful career.
I was one of those people who yearned to vent creaKvely
but felt I had to hide my imperfecKons from the judgment of
others. I jumped oﬀ the success train hoping to avoid being tracked
by dishonor. I began my life running from ridicule. Is this you? You
could even be a good friend who aims to encourage someone who
is dealing with a scenario wriHen above. Or maybe you've
entertained too many "maybe's" in your life. Lol. Regardless of
whoever or whatever led you to this book, it's not for you. It's for
now!
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Now is what's most important. The Kme we're living in is
hinKng at your gi=s. It's obvious that we're in a pivotal day and age.
Rumor has it we're reaching the end of age itself. I used to be
alerted by the urgency to empty my gi=s upon the earth because
things seem to be wrapping up. I'm not interested in tampering
with your end-Kme beliefs in any way. That is NOT my goal. My goal
is to assure you that If you're alive, it's for a reason and you're not
too late. Your music, your art, your gi=s, ideas, your talents, and
your story are purposeful to now. They're purposeful to who and
what you're being exposed to. More importantly, they're
purposeful to Love. I urge you to read this book with cauKon. This
is the last book you'll read before you're using your gi= as a vehicle
and driving to the world that's been expecKng you. I believe every
creaKve person who has breath needs to understand the contents
of this book. As you read there will be ideas or recollecKons of
ideas popping up when we menKon gi=s and purpose. It’s
important to jot those ideas down while they’re fresh. It’s those
seemingly liHle specks of ideas that make big ripples. Get ready to
rev your engines! VROOOOOOM!
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CHAPTER 1

Carwash
Hello, fam! My name is Robert LeShawn Birdsong.
I've been known as Rob, Little Bob, Bobby, Le, LeShawn,
plain Shawn, and L-U-Sean for "illusion," but I prefer my
artist name Zion which was given to me after the identity
crisis. I’m a singer, songwriter, and producer born and
partially raised in Alliance, Ohio. My family and I moved to
Atlanta, Georgia when I was 9 years old. I guess I can be
deemed an ATL-ien (in the words of the late great Outkast)
because most of my development took place in ATL. In the
Little Bob days before the move, I was a developing artist
whose life started out looking picture perfect. Picture
perfect, like picture frames could wear photos of my family
to look perfect. My family photos could make the American
Dream look like it jumped out and came to life. We had the
marketable image, but oh how deceiving looks can be. All
aboard! I'm going to take you on a brief tour of my world.
Ok, why am I feeling very Willy Wonka-ish right now?
As far back as I can remember I considered my
existence to be bittersweet. It was like beautiful bright sun
rays escaping the grasp of the clouds... only to highlight
junkyard flies on a splattered diaper; it showed me what
needed to be cleaned. Or better yet, it was like watching a
lovely newborn baby smiling, ever so warming the heart…
only to realize that warmth was a stream of urine on my
shirt; it showed me what needed to be cleaned. It was like
hearing the piano pluck the strings of a seemingly wellorchestrated action scene before hearing Tay Zonday yell,
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"Chocolate Rain!" Ok. You catch my drift (but yeah, look
that last one up). The point is, I'm thankful for my deceitful
well-kept upbringing showing me what needed to be
cleaned.
My family was a mess waiting to happen, but to
everyone else we looked and smelled like Fabuloso. We
were developing in the "image of tidiness." You see, when
your parents drill it into your mind that you have to maintain
a tidy image, you slowly begin to recognize what the Dirt
Devil is leaving behind (metaphorically speaking). Know
what I mean? You progressively become OCD because
you're aware the dirt and dust will never be all the way
gone! Even when you're vacuuming, dust is being
redeposited back into the air! When you empty the vacuum,
you're dirtying the air again! You develop a little infatuation
with tidiness; then you end up like Mommy Dearest yelling,
"NO MORE WIRE HANGERS!" You youngsters might want
to look that up too. Lol. The bottom line is you have your
own vacuum, in your own home, with your own items, and
your own portion of air for your own family. You're shielded
from the rain, snow, cold and heat, but you allow a little bit
of dust to blind you from seeing how fortunate you are. How
could we not constantly be thankful? Why is this a
revelation? The word "dirt" can be used in many ways, but
I'm speaking of metaphorical dirt i.e. differences and
imperfections. We'll never be rid of them no matter how
much we try to attempt to change ourselves and others. We
don't realize "that dirt" is what's making the rose garden so
beautiful, yet no rose is identical, and all are unique. Oh, if
we could all quit being busybodies and take time to stop
and smell the roses! My outlook on differences and
imperfections needed to be cleaned.
On with the story, some people are born human
beings; I was a natural born individual. I didn't know my
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fingerprint was different from everyone else's, but I lived
that way. That metaphorical different-dirt was on me so thick
I couldn't hide it. If it were visible, I'd look like Pigpen from
Peanuts! I was an artist. I enjoyed expressing myself through
drawing, building, painting, acting, dancing, martial arts,
and music. If I had been exposed to more arts in the art
pool, I suspect I'd be guilty of diving headfirst into those
also.
The first song I remember enjoying was "Learn to
Pray" by Commissioned around age 3. I wouldn't have
known many other styles of music at this time because I was
raised by my parents to favor gospel music and "God-stuff"
over everything else. I was discovering gospel music and
using mom's pots and pans for drum sets. I can imagine she
grew tired of me putting dents on her cookware. My parents
saw my musical passion early and invested in the classic
Little Tikes instrument sets. My toy instruments had to hold
my attention until I was mature enough to play my father's
real instruments. He and his band, The Z-Band, would
practice in our basement before my Pops decided to go
gospel. They were debuting in Ohio and looked "Ready for
The World" (look them up too). Lol. I marveled at the
equipment my father left sitting around and even tinkered
with it from time to time (our little secret)! My parents had
early decided that gospel was the elite music for me and my
journey of life. Although I didn't understand genres at that
age (let alone gospel), I just enjoyed expressing myself
through art and music was the shiny new option.
My father (who we'll refer to as Pops for story sake)
became a respected Christian singer/songwriter for
churches after the Z-Band. You see, during the reign of the
Z-Band, my father had a spiritual encounter that convinced
him to change his lifestyle. His group members didn't get it
at first, but Pops eventually led them all to share in his
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beliefs. His decision to "go hard" for what he believed is
one of my biggest inspirations. Because of Pops I sincerely
believe I can do anything without an entourage and
overcome any form of scrutiny. Boy! I wasn't aware of how
much that would come in handy in my adulthood. That's an
important trait all you gift-holders need to have.
Man! I remember Pops doing what seemed to be
musical miracles on a keyboard every Wednesday and
Sunday. Pops would get on that keyboard, start a
sequenced beat, sing, play the piano, and singlehandedly
set the intro and outro of many sermons that had to be
preached. He only sang about Jesus and was convinced he
really knew Him. I recall my dad often wearing a suit and tie
(everything perfectly pressed), polishing his Sunday's best
shoes, smelling like cologne, carrying a thick Bible, and
smiling a lot. He was friendly, mannerly, and always
encouraged people to rely on the Bible and Jesus. It's
funny; I recall some family members would sneer at his
suggestions to live according to the Bible when we'd come
around. He'd always take opportunities to minister to others
even when they weren't interested. He made the best of
what he understood about the Christian religion. Most
relevant to the story, he strived to live upright and
maintained a positive persona.
At home, Pops wasn't much of a smiler, but when he
did it was genuine and useful. I could catch him smiling
while he play-wrestled with me and my sisters, tickling us
until we almost peed ourselves. He got a kick out of kids
and the silly stuff we said or did. If all else failed, everyone
knew "In Living Color" was the instant laughing gas of the
early 90’s. My parents did a good job of censoring our
media intake as much as they could, but that crew and a
couple of other non-PG movies were just plain funny. We all
liked to laugh, but at some point, Pops usually looked deep
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in thought or slightly tired. Nevertheless, something about
being in the church always perked him up. To my young
eyes, I saw a performer performing for people who
appreciated his talent. I didn't realize how paramount
displaying his gift was to his life and mine. People loved his
sound and I would dream of being on stage as I watched
the responses from the audiences. My gift was becoming
unwrapped every time I watched my Pops.
In preparation for service, I would help Pops pack up
his equipment, and it always felt like show time. Entering
the church early to set up the audio gear would initiate an
almost "celebrity" version of Pops, who I considered to be
my example of God-stuff. He was the "godliest" guy I had
been exposed to. If there were a language called "God" my
dad would be fluent. He emulated the other godly guys I
had seen on TBN (Trinity Broadcasting Network), so I always
considered him to know the way around God-stuff. Couldn't
tell me nothin'! Pops was the official God-stuff guy in my
eyes. Not to mention he made songs about this powerful,
mystical being who's invisible and supposedly enjoyed it all.
What little boy wouldn't want to witness all that action
packed supernaturalness going on? Watching him would
have music churning in my bones all day, so much that my
two older sisters and I pretended to be in a band and made
what we believed to be "platinum hits" in our downtime.
We played outside most of my early years. Be it
snow, rain, or sunshine we were running around with nerf
guns, bikes, slip-n-slides, pools, picnics, friends of all colors
and snowmen. We transitioned inside when Pops came
home with a Nintendo from the pawnshop. Lordt! We knew
we were cool as the other kids upon seeing those huge
cartridges, controllers, orange gun and running pad! What
yawl know about Mario Bros, Duck Hunt, Mike Tyson's
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Punch Out, and Tetris? We even had a Bible game called
Exodus! No matter what, we snuck in some “God-stuff."
I mentioned we were exposed to TBN earlier, but it
didn't stop there. We were religious and really "bout that
life." We ranged from sermons on television to Super Book,
Gospel Bill, Joy Junction, Psalty The Singing Songbook,
Colby, Quigley's Village, and all the "non-worldly" kid
shows. If you look those up, just know I won't tolerate any
chuckling. Now and then we'd mix in a bit of Merry
Melodies, GI Joe, Superman, Rainbow Bright, etc. (you
know, to avoid being aliens for real). For the most part, our
home was the realm of PK's (preacher's kids) who took every
opportunity to escape our environment that was built to
nestle religion safely. We weren't permitted to listen to the
radio, go to concerts, or watch secular music videos. I
hadn't heard of most of the pop artists of the 80's or 90's.
Just imagine, "Michael Jackson? Who is that?" When I was
young, knowing about Michael Jackson was the same as
saying, "Welcome to America!" And I didn't even know who
the guy was! There were poor kids in Africa who knew who
Michael Jackson was! Although looking back, it would be
awkward for religious parents to explain Michael Jackson to
their sheltered Christian kids, wouldn't it? "Yeah son, Mike
loves God, Peter Pan, and all the children." "No son, you
can never have a Bubbles.” "He is black son, just very light
skinned." "Absolutely son, his awesome music grants him
the right to grab his crotch." "Of course I'll smack you if you
grab yours, son." I get it. I was definitely in the world but
not of it. Understatement. I actually may have been a beard
and black blazer away from being Amish (I'm teasing my
parents). Seriously, I was fortunate to have a religious base.
It's better that we had too much God-stuff rather than no
God-stuff to build a life on.
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My childhood entertainment was saved with the reign
of Blockbuster. It was the New World Order of the 90's,
along with game shows, TGIF family shows, and the
sneaking in of mainstream radio stations from time to time.
Prepare to be amazed kids! I grew up in the pre-cable era,
meaning we only had one TV which held like five halfway
clear channels that were fought over every day. Two TV's
just meant two more things to fight about. Some of you
know about missing half a show, due to putting foil on an
antenna to clear up the static. Lol. What Y'all know about
adjusting the tracking on a VHS player to see a movie, after
rewinding it for 2-3 minutes to get to the beginning? What
about the bulky TV with the built in VCR? We didn't have
those kinds of funds, but we were almost middle class.
All of that was a taste of our lifestyle, but let's get
back to the story. Mom and dad were fine parents for the
most part. My mother was the lovely stay-at-home wife. She
cooked, cleaned, prayed, took care of the kids, and had a
smile that could bring the dawn. I remember she always
went over our schoolwork with us and made our childhood
as warm as summer. I also remember her being my
motivator and never missing an opportunity to encourage
my ideas. She never missed an event and took every chance
to support anything I was into. In comparison, mom was
more of a rebel go-getter and dad was more serious and
systematic. Pops held family meetings and made sure we
prayed as a family. He would take us to fly kites at parks
while mom brainstormed arts and crafts. Dad worked hard
during the day to provide for mom's creativity to stretch a
dollar. We even had the typical family minivan. See! I told
you it was the American Dream! Don't you just hate when a
story sounds too good to be true? We were having so much
fun looking tidy; I was oblivious to what was being swept
under the rug, until one day…
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CHAPTER 2

Backseat Driving
Around the age of 6, I was discovering my gifts
weren't made for the back seat. They began steering my
mind and looking for opportunities to grab the wheel. I
didn't have a choice in how I was raised, and I disliked the
limitations on my exposure to mainstream music and videos.
The closest thing we had to the internet was The
Encyclopedia Britannica, so we had to go with the flow of
controlled media. I was aware that the Gospel community
wasn't the fullness of entertainment or media as they were
doing their best to emulate artists I was soon to find out
about such as Kriss Kross, MC Hammer, New Edition, Janet
Jackson, etc. I wanted to discover authenticity, but there's
something about being a kid with no doubt and believing
the things you see all those Jesus characters do. All that
God-stuff, as well as the lack of life experience, was feeding
my faith. It's like plugging your life into an outlet and having
an inner glow that shines everywhere you go; in everything
you do. You're not trying to be anything to fit in or impress
anyone. You become authentic. I was becoming the
authenticity I was looking for, but I wanted more content to
pull from to know what was going on around me. My gifts
were looking for something to improve and enhance. Love
is authenticity at its highest level, and it was depicted in the
Bible-based programs I watched. Though I got bored with
"gospel everything," I've always known Love was that
special something behind the efforts of the gospel
community.
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Kids are the best. It doesn't take much to entertain
kids, so the gospel shows kept my interest when they aired.
According to the stories, faith and Love powered Jesus, so
His results are the same for anyone who decides to believe
imaginations that involve faith and love. I came across this
insight because I was a powered kid. Most of my thoughts
were powerful scenes from Superbook, The Flying House,
King David (starring Richard Gere), Jesus of Nazareth
(starring Robert Powell) and Samson & Delilah (starring
Antony Hamilton). I was brainwashed with a superior way of
thinking that doesn't bow the knee to failure, fear, or
wrongdoing. Love actually silences the whispers of fear and
its control, so needless to say I didn't take well to
boundaries. I always wanted to venture away from the status
quo, but everywhere I went I bumped into other means of
control.
Every turn was a system. If it wasn't school, it was
marriage. If it wasn't a church, it was religion. To me, they
were all "ways to be." As a kid, all I know is, I had a seed of
Love planted that was taking over me. He isn't locked into
any world systems. I desperately needed an outlet to vent
what was inside of me creatively. Mom and dad were
dealing with marriage stuff, my three sisters did girl stuff, I
didn't fully understand religion stuff, and it finally dawned
on me that I disliked church stuff (for reasons I'll explain later
in the chapter). I couldn't control my given scenario, so the
gift of escapism (better known as acting) sprang up out of
the art pool.
I acted like cowboys, superheroes, and Bible
characters all the time. Speaking of time, faith and especially
Love aren't limited to a moment in time. Whatever was said
or done by Love can be carried by faith to anywhere in the
present time or future as if it just happened. When I
imagined things Love did before, belief didn't know I was
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acting. Faith only knows it's being accessed. Faith doesn't
care who's reapplying it. Faith and miracles only know to
"stick to the script" just as they did in times past. I had
asthma, but I acted healed… and healed I was. I acted like
an artist… my pictures were excellent. I imagined I could
ride a bike; I didn't practice; I removed my training wheels
and acted on it. This Love power made the words "can't"
and "impossible" irrelevant to me. Anything I've achieved
and will ever achieve is due to passion powering me.
Among all the powerful characters I played, I greatly
enjoyed being Mighty Mouse. Like myself, Mighty Mouse
was the little guy with a little voice who demanded respect
by doing big things. I valued my escapism. It was an easy
task with some cardboard ears and a drying towel cape tied
around my neck. Lol. Little Bob's young life was Bobby's
World for real. Acting was my honesty. I felt a strong
connection with Tom Silardi's role as Raul Ries in "Fury to
Freedom." Raul was a troubled teen who vented through
Martial Arts and eventually found peace in Love. It's funny
how life is. In later years, I located a lot of my story in Raul's,
as Little Bob identified with acting, action, and Martial Arts.
Everything is connected. Somewhere in my mind, between
Fury to Freedom and The Last Dragon I found myself being
a dedicated Martial Arts expert. Lol.
Speaking of Martial Arts, my home was like a branch
of the church, but upon visiting my grandma, my cousins
introduced me to multiple beat-downs during basement
playtime. Grandma got tired of me coming upstairs crying,
so she showed me how to punch. I've been a version of The
Last Dragon's "Bruce Leroy" ever since. I guess I can
partially thank my lovely grandmother for unlocking my idle
fists of fury. I’m thankful for the gift of art aiding in my selfdiscovery.
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I'm mostly known for music now, but music creation
sat idly in me for some years. There was a much needed
Declaration of Independence for music freedom in the
religious community. Either that or I would be considered a
runaway, or in religious terms "a Backslider." Love
challenged the religion in my heart. My gifts were hinting
that I should vent musically, but I never understood music as
a freedom of speech. I wouldn't dare utilize music for
anything except gospel since any other usage was
considered improper. I didn't want to let down my family,
the church, the world, or take my butt to hell. I got haunted
by a lot of fire-and-brimstone teachings growing up. I was
afraid to be in and out; lukewarm; or "straddle the
fence" (as they say). Remember I mentioned Love silences
fear? I was Love personified, so it would take a lot more
than the fear of hell or ridicule to stop my Love-given
musical urges. Love is always looking to bring people
together, but religion aims to create division.
As I mentioned earlier, I began disliking the church
scene. I remember rebelling against Pops by not helping
him pack and unpack his equipment. He would make me do
it anyway to remind me he was in control. Pops was about
control, but I was about rebellion; "Rock and roll baby!”
Sometimes I would stay in the car during service and sulk. If
I got found out, I'd sneak back into the car or to the Rite Aid
Pharmacy next door to spend my offering on candy. There
was a definite disconnect forming between Pops and me,
and our story was taking a sudden turn. In prior years, he
would frequently give me some pretty good whippings in
the church basement due to me acting out during service. I
would cry as loud as I could, hoping to embarrass my dad.
As he would drag me through the congregation to the
basement, I would check through puddle filled eyes to see if
anyone could see the villain behind the man, my dad. I had
a childish plot to expose him to people by misbehaving. It
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didn't exactly work out well for me. I always got a welldeserved spanking. I didn’t mind the whippings because my
will was stronger. I remember Pops using his belt or planks
of wood to paddle me in that basement. I remember it
being dark and scary as he would threaten me with larger
pieces of wood to make me quiet. I felt angry and bullied,
not to mention having a miniature Hulk-like temper from
past steroidal asthma treatments. I think the worst part of all
this is I was fearless, and I liked confrontation. The whole
"David and Goliath" mentality got a little out of hand. I
guess I was baiting him in; provoking him to show everyone
what he's really like; the real him I experienced at home. You
see, all that churchiness made me judgmental and helped
me know good from bad and right from wrong. Whipping
time was our showdown. How tough could I get? I felt like a
mini Clint Eastwood out for a duel. Two cowboys with full
holsters staring each other down mano a mano. The man I
knew as Dad did bad in my eyes… it wasn't going down in
my town! Tumbleweed rolls across the screen
Yes, family. Most people I've met have had the "until
one-day" scenario. You know, the scenario that you've been
so sheltered from you're not trained to know how to deal
with it. I'm not talking about walking in on your naked older
sister and wondering where her wee-wee went. I'm talking a
shakedown! You know, when a religious mentor does
something out of the bounds of what they taught you.
Come on; you know what I'm talking about! Those scenarios
we don't bring up in case, we make the "church folk" look
like hypocrites. Those puzzling churchy topics we ask about,
only to get the religious response, "Now don't question
God baby," or something to that effect. I mean, those
"confusing-when-over-spiritualized" issues that can actually
be fixed with a little common sense. You know, the filth in
history that survives religious institutions by being hidden
"for the greater good" and lightly addressed like rape,
!14
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molestation, abuse, murder, lying, trickery… I'm sure you
catch my drift. Most entertainers do. Heck, we've all had
those "fantastic" religious scenarios that assist us in falling
down that spiral staircase we call understanding.
Well, at the same time I was tumbling down the
understanding staircase I kept recalling my hero (my dad)
shoving my mother down a literal flight of cement stairs
while she was pregnant with my younger sister! I never knew
the ins and outs of why I had these random flashbacks; I just
remember remembering. Pops branded my brain with an
evil facial expression he used while he was intent on hurting
Mom. Every fight involved his trademarked mean-mug (evil
look). I recall thinking, "Ok. What's happening and why is
Dad trying to hurt mom right now?" My memory bank kept
remembering their random bouts, but that one particularly. I
hated the memories of my two older sisters being
somewhere around four and six years old, attempting to
defend Mom against Pops in tears and fiery anger. Everyone
was crying and divided. Mom and dad were saying words
I've never heard (cursing) and everyone's yelling, angry,
scared, and chaotic. I remember being so confused and
afraid that I decided no one could be trusted at that hour.
So, I dashed into a basket of clothes and hid there until one
of my sisters found me. I vaguely recall my two sisters
smiling from a false sense of accomplishing their mission to
defend mommy. It's so weird, but they seemed happy that
the fight happened! They looked at my father as if he was a
bad guy. They looked forward to him and mom breaking up!
What the hell is "breaking up"? I was lost. This particular
experience and a few others kept swirling in my thoughts:
Mom bleeding, dad unconscious, police, family, and friends
caught in the web; everyone tangled. Talk about a paradigm
shift! We'd be riding safe and sound then suddenly find
ourselves walking away from a crash.
!15
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Dirty Laundry
I’m the little guy hiding from life in dirty clothes
Hiding from what’s too much to understand, I suppose
Heart fluttering, eyes puddling as dad pushed and mom
kicked
I’m calling but she’s crawling, he says to keep my distance
“Get back,” he said. I’m bawling and they’re brawling
Mom’s got my sister in her as she’s falling
I wish I could protect, but I don’t know that word yet
I’m saying what I know, but it just doesn’t connect
Love wants to speak to adolescent understanding
Explain to a frantic heart the event Love is planning
I want to be strong but I'm afraid, I retreated
Maybe this dirty laundry is the warmth I needed
My voice can't rise above the collision
Screaming at deaf ears, hearts too far to listen
Too dangerous to close in, so I'll keep my distance
I feel so closed in, reaching through a mental prison
If only I could muffle all this noise
Let the fabric fill my ears
How long have I been in the dark?
How long has hurt been here?
Harboring the fact that I just don't know enough
Cotton on every side cushioning the vibes
Rage mixed with pain, "I don't want to be this way”
“Why'd you put this wound inside?" Daddy's eyes seem to
say
"You won't break me. I'm not afraid of you although you're
stronger..."
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I don't want to hear mommy's pupils any longer
They're both fighting for the win, "You did this..."
"Give me my freedom. Where's the key to my jailed
emotions"
There's a wall of feelings and the wave wants to drop
They can withstand the pressure, but my brain gets
washed...
...away…
Tomorrow I'll play with toys
As aggression fills my hollows and TV fills the voids
I'll learn the art of substances, sugar take the pain away
Box of candy disguised as breakfast, shoot up on Kool-aid
Reality's too much, I just need a rush
My G.I. Joe's been slamming Barbie, how'd I get so rough
Cartoons can be my shrink through these traumatic events
Then I'll graduate to porn, when I've outgrown Jessica
Rabbit
I've got to keep secrets, better to keep quiet
The more people know, the more it causes riots
I don't want our dirty laundry everywhere
Truthfully I don't want to be buried here
I've grown tired of smelling our dirty laundry
But they smell better than the evil that's conjuring
Inviting negative spirits into our home
They have a new safe-house, I have nowhere to go
In that case dirty laundry ain't so bad
But I don't like when stuff tries to make me sad
My world's quaking, I feel it like the Richter
I'm too shaken to see the bigger picture
But I'll look on the bright side...
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At least if I'm in here, the fabric can wipe my eyes
What happens next? Am I in trouble? Is this because of me?
I've been living in a bubble and it popped so suddenly
Oh no, my sisters found me, they're smiling through the
drama?
Evil smirks in Care Bears and Precious Moments pajamas
I'm so little... problems look much bigger from down here
I look up to everyone, but they don't see I'm here
Stop yelling for a second, someone break it down
There's dirty laundry everywhere, what's with all the frowns
These kinds of stains can't be blotted out with bleach
Who's letting in the dirt? Who's responsible for the breech?
I can’t even remember how I went to sleep that night
But when I woke up, the dirty laundry was in sight
Though we loved each other, we all needed acleanin'. We all had crash wounds (emotional trauma). I
dreadfully hated Pops' mean-mug that I linked to those
times I witnessed him physically handling mom and
whipping us. Even if we needed to be disciplined, that
mean-mug made it all just feel like pinned up aggression.
The mode he was in was wicked to me because he never
got help and never wanted to be found out. I saw him "play
dress-up" every Sunday and fool everyone, but not me.
Some Sundays the crash wounds were fresh from Saturday
night. That glare was hiding behind his praise and worship,
his smile, and his tidy image. I was bound to see that meanmug again. I kept seeing it in the arguments and physical
altercations that went on during our childhood. I saw it when
Pop's took the smallest matters and turned them into
whippings. I saw it as Pops lost control of mom and
compensated for it by controlling my sisters and me. I recall
wanting to stand up for what was right but having no voice
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(although I had no problem speaking out). That mean-mug
was always there to remind me he could turn on me as
easily as he turned on Mom.
I couldn't steer my situation or my life. I was stuck in
the backseat. Most of all, I remember loving Pops but
wanting to be big and bad enough to put him in his place
during all those recollections. It turns out I was part of a
family that flies kites, has Blockbuster nights, takes the
prettiest pictures, and goes to church faithfully, only to one
day realize we were dysfunctional. I needed answers. All the
dust flew from under the rug. I saw what needed to be
cleaned.
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CHAPTER 3

Pit Stop
Let’s pull over and take a quick pit stop. The last
chapter wasn’t meant to make my father or my life look bad.
It’s important to highlight and expose your truths you don't
think most people relate to. I want you all to know I
understand the road of life can throw sudden black ice.
When the rubber meets the road, it may cause you to slip
and slide through life, but keep calm. You’re going through
the gift wrapping process you’ll use to present your gift to
the world. Don’t ever let anyone tell you you’re not
“wrapped too tight.” Your problems are the wrapping paper
for your gift. The road you’re traveling might be tough
terrain, but you were built for it.
My father was 18, and my mother was 22 when they
got involved. I was born a year later. I have to commend my
dad because he did very well for a person of his age and
background. He didn't spend much of his youth with his
birth father, yet he still avoided being parented by the
streets around him. I have great respect for him entering
into a relationship with my mother, who already had two
young girls, and loving us all the same. The man was a good
provider, and he shared everything he understood with me.
When he was offered a chance to travel and be a superstar
musician, he left it all behind to be obedient to another
purpose for his life. That purpose was being a father and
raising us to have a relationship with our Father in heaven. I
tell you, this guy was committed to us and invested a lot of
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time into fighting the good fight of faith. I make it a habit of
counting my blessings, no matter what the situation.
Here is some background on Pops. He came from a
big family of mostly boys raised by one little mother. She
had some help along the way eventually, but she didn’t play
games while raising her kids. She was a tough and sturdy
little lady as she needed to be to keep order. If you made
her upset, she didn’t do much talking. Fists, brooms, and
whatever she felt the need to throw at you would be thrown.
Lol. She took care of business. Was it abuse? Well… yes.
Was there a better way? Yes, but that’s all they knew. That
was the way of the world for many communities at that time.
She was passing down what was passed to her. And yes. All
this was blended with attempting to pass down the gospel.
As I was, I’m sure Pops did his best to weave through her
example and find some clarity in his life’s design.
Somewhere, woven into the fabric of his character was
buried anger and a thread of violence. It peeked into our
lives every once in a while, but his good intentions spoke
loud also. Pops was an example to me that despite who I
am or how I am, I can still use my gift to build people. No
matter how low I get, I can still take people higher.
Choosing to lead people up the high road means you
have to take it too, but not everyone is bold enough to be
the leader of the pack. I wanted to expose Pops’
wrongdoings, but Love wasn’t interested in judging His
"chosen instrument." There was a bigger operation going
on that I couldn’t see. We all have things that need fixing,
but your vehicle (your gift) can be the transportation to drive
you to the Repair Man. Love is the Repair Man. If you’re
around someone who’s ways are compromised, pray that
person prospers in their gift. Love them. Love is the Gift
Giver who's looking for a lane into their life that you may be
able to provide through prayer. He'll give them a gift that
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functions like a GPS to reroute their wrong turns. At least if
that person is prospering in their gift, you’ll be in the right
lane with them as they drive through the dark tunnels of life.
How dangerous is it to be the passenger of a driver going
full speed down the wrong side of the road? You better pray
the driver has divine direction. Women, pray for your
husbands, future husbands, sons, and future children. When
I say pray, I mean search the Bible and speak good
affirmations and confessions over them. It’s not enough to
pray hopeful prayers. Don’t guess. Command what's already
written. Heaven has already made those things available,
and they just need a prayer pipe to flow through. Speak
good things over them. It’s not voodoo; it’s what your
mouths were designed for; to speak good words of creation
just like our Father in Heaven did to create the universe and
everything in it. Parrots can talk too, but their words don't
have handed down power. Children, don’t complain first.
Pray first. “____________ (person’s name) has a spirit of
power, love, and a solid mind.” This is a great sentence to
speak over any and every person. I spoke these prayers a
few times growing up, and they produced results later on
down the line.
Moving along, my mother is a stunning woman, only
stay on her good side. Like most women Moms was an
incubator, meaning whatever you gave her would be
multiplied and given back. Give her a compliment; you’ll
witness heaven’s smile. Give her a hand; she’ll lift you up.
Give her happiness; she’ll share her joy. Give her an attitude,
she’ll give you Hell. Lol. You have to keep in mind that
during Moms’ childhood, she witnessed her mother endure
some serious domestic abuse from my grandfather. Before
Grandpa changed his life for the better and helped others
do the same, he was a bouncer and brawler in his prime.
Around town he was called “Bubba” and was known for his
“1-hitter-quitter” punch, meaning he didn’t mind knocking
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out challengers with one punch. My lovely grandma
survived some severe bouts with him in front of my mother.
Thankfully that was all the groundwork for Love to introduce
Himself later to all three of them. Grandma remains a
sweetie pie to this day. Grandpa got remarried and traded
in his 1-hitter-quitter for being upright and upstanding.
Unfortunately, mom had to witness and harness all the bad
stuff and work through the effects of it.
Needless to say, Moms’ trust in the male species was
thwarted by her childhood parenting. Just to be clear, her
tolerance for the bullying of anyone rests at a negative zero.
If anyone felt bold enough to lift even a finger to harm her,
they were in for a fight to the finish! She was a real
firecracker, meaning anyone who lit her fuse was in for
fireworks! Now imagine her stepping straight out of that
mentality into marriage. Now imagine my father with anger
and violence tendencies leading her in the things of Love.
You can almost hear the anger riots going off in my mom’s
brain. “You’ll never take me alive!” Lol. Still, you have to
applaud Moms and Pops for allowing Love “a go” at doing
the impossible. They were so young while dealing with the
pressures of their individual pasts, society, marriage,
religion, and parenthood. When things were down for them,
they were down for everyone close to them i.e. the kids.
During this time, the gift of music inside me was
explaining its many uses. Moms kept a playlist that would
soothe her heartache. She always kept a room door cracked
where I’d witness her releasing so much by lifting her hands,
closing her eyes, and worshipping Jesus during all the
stress. I’d see her on her knees with her hands folded and
quietly weeping with the little strength she had left inside;
with the little understanding she had; with the broken pieces
she and Pops shared. She always had happy-sounding
praise music filling the house while she cleaned and did
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laundry. She was so expressive with her tears and
unashamed to look vulnerable. Oddly enough, she still
danced angelically throughout the church while Pops sang
his songs. In those moments, I could see what their
relationship should’ve been and may have started out as
before I was born. Two people were coming together,
sharing their Love with congregations of people and
providing perspective for what Love does. A bonded
support system and teamwork. It’s powerful how the music
of thanksgiving brings individuals with even the worst
circumstances together. I began to learn that music is also
truly a healing agent; that it can reach areas words can’t. “…
And my faith will be made stronger in the presence of my
Savior” - Oceans by Hillsong UNITED
For my parents, love and marriage were positive
because they were ready to leave their pasts and venture
into newness. They (like most people) became headstrong
in Christianity because they were hungry and thirsty for the
higher quality of life the Bible promises. Any slave of any
situation would jump at the opportunity of freedom, but it
takes practice to learn how to be free. Ideally, you want to
learn the route to freedom before you risk sharing it with
someone else in error. Freedom usually becomes negative
when you abuse it or haul a slave mentality along with it:
chitterlings for food; huts for homes; bare feet for
transportation; die from sickness; sex for breeding; rags for
clothes; work to survive; stick with your kind; whippings for
punishment… Bible for control. Slaves sang songs to get
them through these times. Songs were also a means of
education. Slave songs carried visions and information that
propelled them forward. You have to denounce the
Pharoah-ish, Hitler-ish, Jim Crow portion of thinking if you
want to experience real freedom in your soul. Sometimes
you have to change the song. Where you’ve been and
where you are, aren’t as important as where you’ll be. So,
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make a literal playlist of songs and words that share your
desired future moods, thoughts, and dreams. Listen to
songs for the journey.
Even though my parents were learning new things,
they hadn’t transformed their old way of thinking yet.
Religious folks often quoted Romans 12:2,
“Do not be conformed to this present world, but be
transformed by renewing your mind (reestablish your mind’s
relationship with Love).”
I found my family in the loop of trying to be different from
the world, but often overlooking the rest of the passage.
“Do not be conformed to this present world, but be
transformed by renewing your mind (reestablish your mind’s
relationship with Love), so that you may test and approve
what is the will of Love” (Romans 12:2 NET_LM).
Show the love. Love wants us to change our thinking
by respecting His word so we can be the proof. Being the
proof is how we can modify the song. By observing what I
wished my parents had done better, I could become the
correction. I’m not going to lie I was extra judgmental of my
parents before I decided to utilize the above passage. I
wouldn’t be conformed to the environment I was raised in. It
was unacceptable. I would eventually dig and find truths
that transformed my thinking. Alright, enough pit stopping!
Let’s hit the road. Plays the Willy Wonka Whistle
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CHAPTER 4

If U-Haul Drama
I, as well as my sisters, got caught up in the crossfire
of ongoing arguments, mood swings, and domestic
violence. I didn't dwell on my "until one-day" scenario
consciously. It was a mental ditch I'd often get stuck in as
more issues were being built on top of it. Moms and Pops
weren't the worst, but they hauled enough drama to
challenge my belief in religion (which wasn't a bad thing). I
found myself hauling around aggression now. The things I
heard in the church were the same things I was hearing from
the only two people I had ever seen drama from; Mom and
Dad. They showed me the only good, bad, and ugly I had
ever witnessed in my life and it was confusing. What I
identified as Christianity was becoming "old time religion"
in my house. They were just old sayings that weren't sturdy
enough to support the weight of what was going on in the
household.
If you're familiar with moving, you may have
experienced a 10 foot U-Haul van before. Typically, a family
of 6 couldn't successfully haul all their stuff in one of those
little things. You would need a 26 foot U-Haul truck;
something that can hold all your belongings. Can you
imagine a mini U-Haul van trying to haul all my family's stuff
around? Not happening. Well, that minivan analogy was our
religion. It wasn't strong enough for my family's baggage.
Of course being around nine years old, I didn't know how to
articulate that, but it showed up negatively in my character
as unhappiness or misbehavior. The truth was, we were
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going to pull over and lighten our heavy load, or somebody
was about to break down!
In retrospect, religion was a crammed vehicle we
tried to carry our lives in. We should've gotten rid of it a
long time ago. "Ok now Zion, with all this downplaying of
religion, what's religion to you?" I was always told that
religion meant your belief in a god or gods? That's before
actually reading the Bible instead of just believing what
sounded good from others. Coupled with Google and pure
motives you can find a lot of truth in the scriptures. I was
actually out to find some fault in the scriptures when I ran
into a world of truths that couldn't be seen from a religious
perspective. I didn't want to be the smartest; I just wanted
to be free. Most of the time, a reader can unlock mysteries
with a pair of fresh eyes. The word religion comes from the
Latin word Religare. Re means to return to or repeat over
and over again. Ligare means to tie or bond, similar to a
ligament. Together they mean to return to restraint or return
to bondage. I wanted to look at these findings in the sense
of "returning to a solid bond with Love daily" (for the sake
of possible controversy), but who was I kidding. That's not
my truth, and like most people, I personally experienced
religion and found it to be returning to a set of rules and
laws in an ongoing search for ways to satisfy Love, in hopes
that He'll return to satisfying us. In short, an endless loop of
"doing-to-get." A bunch of "Look, God, I prayed for three
whole hours. How you like me now?" "Hey God, I told four
people about you today. Love me now?" "God I danced,
sweated, cried, and stopped cursing. How about now?"
There is no true happiness or love in constantly being afraid
of disapproval or punishment; only fear. Fear is a form of
control and it's never positive. We as a family were looking
for ways to make Love happy enough to bless us. We were
being taught to be justified by our good deeds (good
works).
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If you're going to pick a religion from the "religion
tree," you have to know how to peel it back and get to the
fruit. Taste and see if it's good for you. In Christianity, that
shell of religion isn't meant to be digested. It's just a title
and should only be there to help you identify the fruit that'll
be inside. The "Christ" in Christianity should've been the
fruit. We talked about Christ a lot, but we highlighted good
vs. bad behavior and judged each other more. We were so
stressed and blinded by religion that we didn't pay attention
to the stress relief right in front of our faces.
"No one is justified by the works of the law (Moses' Law, Ten
Commandments) but by faith in Christ Jesus. And we have
believed in Christ Jesus so that we might be justified by
faith in Christ and not by the works of the law, because by
the works of the law no human being will be justified." Galatians 2:16
Hear that? My family could've been cool by simple, easy
faith; pure organic belief. We could've had a reliance and
persuasion that Christ did enough on our end for us. Not
religion, repetitive sin apologies, brownie-points, or good
deeds. To drive my point home, the word religion is only
mentioned in the Bible 5 times and never in a good way
that approved it. Here are the scriptures for all the skeptics
and theologians out there (Acts 26:5, Galatians 1:13, 14,
James 1:26, 27). Once again, you can only understand this
paragraph and passage by belief in faith, not by ongoing
doubter-debates.
We became a very religious household when all we
had to do was rest all that baggage, relax, and be thankful
for the toiling Jesus already did to satisfy God so we
wouldn't have to (as Hebrews 4 explains). I had to study and
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research the whole chapter for a deeper understanding, but
here's the meat of Hebrews 4:10-11,
"The person who has entered God's rest has discontinued
from his own works, just as God did from His (when He
made the day of rest). Let us then make every effort to enter
that rest, so that no one will fall into the same pattern of
unbelief (absence of faith)."
I wish I could've jumped in the pulpit and said (with the
Allstate voice), "Hear ye, hear ye! Relax! Go on a permanent
vacation from thine stressing about how good you are. Stop
trying so hard and putting the strain on thyself, when the
strain was already put on Mr. Christ." We're good by His
reputation, and we get to eat at the King's table by
invitation. All we have to do is believe the invitation enough
to show up. We're not the humble dogs who show-off and
perform for scraps, shucking and jiving for treats and good
treatment. We're not the commoners who walk the White
House perimeter and only come in for tours (so to speak).
We are the rightful heirs to the inheritance of the White
House and all associated with it (so to speak). We run it!
"In Jesus, you are all sons of Love through faith. There is
[now no distinction] neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free, there is not male and female; for you are all
one in Christ Jesus. And if you belong to Christ [are in Him
Who is Abraham's Seed], then you are Abraham's offspring
and [spiritual] heirs according to the promise." - Galatians
3:26, 28-29
You ever saw a prince or a princess? They don't try to
convince their mother or father of their royalty. They believe
it was handed down to them as a birthright. They all sound
like Beyonce, "I woke up like this!" If we choose to believe
in Jesus, we should see Him as the cornerstone to uphold
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our reputation with Love. Tell em' Beyonce, "This Rock,
Flawless! My Rock, Flawless!" Imagine the Son of Love Who
Love loves dearly invites you over for dinner. You show up,
and he has his butler (Geoffrey from Fresh Prince) clean you
up and prepare a luxurious place for you at Love's table.
Love asks Jesus, "Who have you brought to dinner son?"
Jesus replies, "This is my new best friend, my brother/sister,
and your new son/daughter. He/she will be staying with us
forever. I'm going to have Geoffrey run to Walmart and
make a key." Love smiles and says, "Well son, you are the
King. If you say they're cool, they're cool with me, and I
choose to love my new son/daughter the same as you.
Welcome home."
All you have to do is believe it's cool. There's no
point in trying to behave like the perfect houseguest
because you're not a guest. You're a prince/princess, and
you have rights to the whole kingdom just like King Jesus.
He's King/Big Bro, and Love is God of all and your new
Daddy. Most of us adults know so much, we forgot how to
be genuinely happy about a free gift. Be like a kid and stop
wondering what you can "do" in return. Stop thinking about
the payback. Run around and let loose like an excited child
on Christmas morning instead of trying to be all proper and
extra. Kids know they can't pay you back, but they know
you're happy they're happy. Kids know they don't earn love.
They'll hang around and mature in the ways of the
household in time but until then, no pressure. Relax. This is
why children are the greatest in Love's kingdom.
Good stuff right? By the way, I don't assume
everyone can relate to the Bible. I'm only sharing where I
come from as a base. I also enjoy the beauty in exploring
other cultures, their stories, and points-of-view. I appreciate
them. I only refer to Biblical scriptures for those who were
also Bible-raised and may not know these passages exist.
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Some people may have been aware of them but not awake
to them (not knowing how to apply them practically). In
those cases, this information is a treasure.
On with the story. Our behavior wasn't faith. It was
the evidence that everyone was afraid. You see, in
relationships, you can only be thinking in 2 ways; faith or
pride (which is selfishness). Faith trickles down from the Love
Cloud. It's calm natured and can accept people daringly and
unafraid of what they've done or will do. Faith is connected
with peace, joy, happiness, care, and becomes a puddle of
goodness. Pride trickles down from the Fear Cloud. Pride is
always concerned about self, or how self-feels, and what will
happen to self’s reputation. It becomes streams of anger,
tension, violence, jealousy, lying, insecurity, etc. Fear leads
to a puddle of self-centeredness. These are the traits my
siblings and I experienced from Mom and Pops. They had
secrets and neither wanted their behavior to be found out.
My parents had pride that blocked them from resting
in those finished works that Love made available for their
marriage. They spent more time preaching rather than
believing and being examples of their preaching. Faith
without application is worthless. I'm sure we've all had
instances when a religious person tossed around scriptures
to protect their pride or win a debate. Maybe even twisted
scripture to fit their personal agenda. If you're in America,
you've run into a person or two preaching to sound smart or
to take pleasure in making someone else feel bad. I always
say if it's not building a person, it's useless. Did you actually
win?
"Only by pride comes heated disagreements." - Proverbs
13:10
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Only by pride. It's never "maybe by pride" or "sometimes
by pride." It's "always by pride." So regardless of who starts
it, if you're involved in heated disagreements, you have to
relax the pride. Often my parents would use the scriptures
against each other and end up arguing. Fussing each other
out in Jesus' name. Lol. Even as kids, we couldn't tell who
was more silly. We would watch and tilt our heads like
puppies do when they're trying to figure something out.
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CHAPTER 5

Lighten The Load
So relax! Tension in any relationship kills the ease,
which creates dis-ease. Over time dis-ease in your mind and
emotions become real physical weight and show up as
disease. For example, I've studied Bruce Lee's art of Jeet
Kune Do for a little while now, so my instructor Amari
Jackson and I do sensitivity drills/trapping. They're similar to
Ip Man's Wing Chun dummy techniques except with
another person. The key is to relax. Amari trained me in
many techniques ahead of time, so during the drill, I'm
supposed to rest in what I know. I received the tools a long
time ago, so if I can chill and stop overthinking, it'll flow
naturally. I'm only a martial artist if I stop trying to be and
"be." The moment I question that truth, fear sets in and I
become unsure of who I am. I tense up, I get struck, I
become angry, I get prideful, I want revenge, I get jealous of
Amari's skill, I slow down and "I," "I," "I"! Everything
becomes "I" this, "I" that, and finally "I" get self-centered.
The relationship is broken, the drill is over, and I'm in a
chokehold. Lol. Amari knows the free gift of knowledge he
gave me, but when the time comes to apply it, I tense up,
harmony is broken, and I get hit every time. The best
fighters are confident, loose, and so relaxed that the fight
isn't a fight at all; it's a dance and ultimately a relationship.
For all you martial artists out there, the perfect illustration is
Aldo vs. McGreggor (YouTube it).
Back to my point, the beauty of "what could have
been" became trapped by my insecurities, and I couldn't
express myself freely. It's like being in love, but you're so
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worried about getting cheated on, you forget to express
your love with actions. If your time is spent showing your
love you can keep that victim-mindset from settling into
your relationship. When you spend your precious time
worrying (which is also from fear), you miss all those lovely
opportunities you have to write a love letter, sing a song,
buy flowers, dance together, take a walk, admire nature, and
speak positive things to each other. Through fear you gain a
self-preservation mode; a self-centeredness that spends
time feeding your mind's survival mode instead of Love's
gift of a lavish, abundant life.
Naturally, when people lose control of their lives, they
often find themselves working harder to control others. My
family deviated from trust and reliance on Jesus' free gift of
harmony with Love. We operated in unbelief by taking
matters into our own hands. So am I saying we shouldn't
have tried at all? Yes! As it pertains to trying to please Love,
we were failing miserably because you can only please Love
with faith. Hebrews 11:6 summarizes it.
"Without faith, it is impossible to please Love."
So what do we do? Do we just be lazy? John 15:8 doesn't
give us rules or a series of laws, only one simple
commandment that should be automatic for believers:
"If you keep my commandments, you'll stay in my love; just
like I have kept my Father's commandments, and stay in his
love. I've spoken these things to you, so my joy might
remain in you, and so your joy will be full. This is my
commandment, that you love one another, as I have loved
you. Greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends. You are my friends, if you do what I'm
commanding you."
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Let me just say if any of my friends had spoken
commands to me we'd have a problem. Lol. But in the
Christian faith, Jesus is the respected nature and personality
of Love in human form. He didn't give us rules and laws; we
have one commandment, and that's "love one another." So
basically Jesus' lifestyle is supposed to illustrate God’s kind
of love so we can lead our lives by His example. I'm not sure
how anyone reading this can twist it or pervert it, let alone
misunderstand it. HE WANTS US TO HAVE HEALTHY
RELATIONSHIPS WITH EVERYONE ABOVE EVERYTHING.
We are not alive to build walls but to build bridges, not just
to people who know the Bible or your beliefs. EVERYONE.
“Love isn’t love until you’ve given it away” - Love Isn’t Love
by Commissioned (look it up).
I often get reminded of an incredibly annoying kid's
melody in a song we learned based off 1 John 4:7-8. Lol.
"Beloved, let us love one another: love is of God, and
everyone that loves is born of God, comes from God, and
knows God. He that doesn't love doesn't know God;
because God is love."
Did you see that? God is love! Love is actually who He is!
Now, can you understand why I've been replacing the word
"God" with His true identity "Love" throughout this book?
When you understand the fullness of God is Love; that
everything about Him is literally Love; that His answer to
everything is coated in His Love; that His hands, neck, eyes,
hair, ears, head, shoulders, knees and toes launch emitted
love at you; when you understand that His heart toward you
has and will always be a deeper Love everyday, there are so
many questions that are automatically answered. The
religion "road blocks" of confusion get destroyed because
everyone has a God-given concept of Love built in. You
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were made by Love to be like Him. Look at the first
sentence in the Bible in Genesis 1:
1 In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.,
Well, we now know that God is Love, so let's reword it.
1 In the beginning, Love created the heavens and the earth.,
We see a whole chapter of Love creating things by speaking
words:
3 Then Love said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.
All the way up until verse 26 you'll see ongoing creation
starting with, "And Love said," then resulting in, "And there
was." Then pay attention to verse 26:
26 Then Love said, “Let Us make man in Our image,
according to Our likeness."
See! You're made by Love, for Love, to love. No matter what
color, language, or ethnicity, you'll recognize God's love
because it's your origin. You're a chip off the old block;
broken off from the original. When I saw these passages, I
stopped letting people persuade me I evolved from a
monkey into a man. Consider how Love created things with
words. Be careful what you think and speak about yourself. I
think what I believe. I believe I am the most loved and
valued of all God’s creations, so I speak out of God’s Love
for me. I only pray when I’ve reflected on God’s love for me.
When I’ve convinced and built myself up in the thoughts of
how He loves me, only then will I pray over myself or anyone
else. Why? Because Love is the beginning of creation.
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In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the
beginning. All things were created through Him, and apart
from Him not one thing was created that has been created. John 1:1-3
Since God is Love, let’s reword it for a deeper
understanding. You’re gonna love this!
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
Love, and the Word was Love. He was with Love in the
beginning. All things were created through Love, and apart
from Love not one thing was created that has been created.
See! I told you you’d love it!
Listen. Prayers are like bullets. When you pray
nervous, uncertain, fear-based, worrisome, unconfident,
maybe-it’ll-happen prayers, it’s like throwing a bullet at a
target and wondering why it won’t go through. There’s no
power behind it! Love is like the chamber of a gun. When
you load up on the Love God has for you by triggering your
faith with memories of what He’s already done for you or
others, your prayers become explosive. It’s like pulling a
trigger and watching bullets blast through your target. Now
there’s power backing your prayer and it becomes a force.
Love is the way to create results. Speak through Love and
the end result will always be, “And there was.”
Even if you've never experienced Love, you recognize
it when it's demonstrated, mentioned, heard, and most of
all… felt. The mind can't grasp when you're deserving of
punishment, but Love decides to treat you like royalty
instead. Punishment and judgment is an Old Testament (Old
Agreement) concept. You see, I wasn't aware we are living in
the New Testament, which only means New Agreement. In
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the New Agreement, there's no judgment except Love.
That's an easy grace we get through simple belief. Check
out John 3:16:
"God loved the world so much; He gave His one and only
Son so that everyone who believes in Him will not have
death in any of its forms, but have everlasting (boundless,
unfailing, unlimited) life. Love did not send His Son into the
world to convict the world, but to save the world through
Him. Anyone who believes in Him is not guilty.”
19 "This is the judgment: The light has come into the world,
and people loved darkness rather than the light because
their ways were evil. 20 Everyone who practices wicked
things hates the light and avoids it, so that his ways won't
be exposed. 21 But anyone who lives by the truth comes to
the light, so that his ways may be shown to be
accomplished by Love." - John 3:16-21
Verse 21 was so liberating for me. It says Love took and
passed all my life tests for me. I don't associate this text with
the afterlife, rather than believing by faith that this passage
is referring to me "while I'm on the earth." Let your mental
struggles get overpowered by Love. The mind has its limits,
so "knowledge" is not "power" (contrary to popular belief).
My friends, Love is the power. It's the wrecking ball breaking
through every wall that blocks your understanding. My
family had a form of knowledge with the scriptures, but
those scriptures are just words if Love isn't translating them.
Love is just noise until someone demonstrates it. That's why
Christ had to demonstrate and finish the Love, which is
God's way, who is Love. My parents' only spiritual duty was
demonstrating the Bible by Love.
Back to the story, the church was like a Kids Club that
I didn't fit in. Let me explain. Were you ever the member of
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a Kids Club growing up? Most of them had rules made by
kids who could barely govern themselves, let alone their
playmates. Well, the church became just that. We were
trying to play by rules that made us look like "good
Christians," but at home our family was ridiculous. The point
is, my parents tried to mix religion into a fresh batch of
marriage… it wasn't a good look. The turning point was
when my mother got "religioned-out," stressed out,
"violenced-out," tempted, and chose to commit adultery.
Yes, I said it. She messed with another guy, and my father
blew his top. Not the best decision in such a delicate
situation, but I can honestly say I understand.
In Her Shoes
I’ll never know how it feels to be cute and petite
To, for the sake of my womanhood, torment my feet
To express my beauty and my ladylike appeal
To be upstaged by my booty and praised in my heels
To feel like an honored slave of man
Cooking, cleaning, and sexing
Raising children, investing
Time into what society’s expecting
I’ll never know what it’s like to carry around a purse
Geared-up for my menstrual, smiling although it hurts
To bear the scars of childbirth on my skin
To want to wear bikinis so I stress about being thin
To be entered and ravaged by the ways of the savage
Cherished for my essence, disregarded for marriage
Supporter of dreams as mine fall by the wayside
Deceived by a husband who was really a gay guy
When I think I’m right, I still get scorned hard
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He loved me until I couldn’t be like porn stars
Would I still be a lady if I fed what’s in his head?
Bondage and bringing extra people to our bed?
I’ll never know how it feels to share secrets, strip naked
Then he pays to watch another share what I hold sacred
As we’re connected and my soul exposes what’s hidden
To hate my submissive nature, how all will be forgiven
To have the breast I nurture with be referred to as objects
To have my voluptuousness taken out of context
To be the object of lust or a trophy for showing
Still, men have walked in women’s shoes without knowing
I know how it feels to be jealous of religion
To always have to yield to his every decision
To live inside my thoughts to avoid a false existence
To plot my escape and run to what I envision
To once rule the world and be dethroned by circumstance
To wonder if Love exists and if this was in His plans
I wanted to be better, that way I’d never be beaten
But perfection is stress, I’m sure punishment has his reasons
I stepped in her shoes, I learned to play the game
To slowly become selfish and focus on my gain
You made a monster out of me, but the beast is discreet
There’s happiness around, I can get it if I sneak
The good thing about routine is I know it front and back
Religion’s too repetitive and never gets off task
So I’ll just play my role until I find an opening
To get the songs, cash, and happiness you owe to me
We live in secret, who needs to be happy openly?
I’ve been “low profile” since you secretly threw blows at me
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I’m an actor now, you’ll never see my attitude
I’m not even sure I care if this gets back to you
I’ve walked in her shoes, once I was “the silenced”
“Shut up and do what I say!” Then I’d keep quiet
Some men were boys who got judged in place of hugs
Some eyes are red from spilling out pain’s floods
Men wear Nikes too, we once wore your size
We’ve all wanted acceptance at some point in our lives
When we hurt you that time we were trying to survive
The feelings we’re hoarding from our past times
Men want to feel as beautiful as Love tells us you are
Sometimes we get jealous and take the envy too far
There will never be a reason that can justify abuse
But there’s empathy in remembering we walked in her
shoes.
I can't judge any one person harshly. Mom and Pops'
violent, ineffective communication, inferiority complexes,
anger issues, and stress life were bound to break the
religion van we hauled everything in. And yeah… my father
knew where the guy lived and wanted to set that situation
ablaze. The scary part of all this is I didn't know entirely
about the adultery until about four years later when
everything fell apart in Georgia. Pops (my sworn mental
enemy) broke down, cried, and vented on my shoulder,
telling me everything that happened in detail. I was
surprised to know he contemplated killing mom's lover and
her. There was so much I didn’t know. Honestly, I only felt
bad to learn in depth where all the extra aggression toward
the kids stemmed from. Seriously, sometimes it felt like
mom and dad set a ring of fire around each other for a fight
to the death. If we were lucky enough, we could get out of
the way during the hit exchange. The adultery was a
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dangerous move on the chessboard. Once the king and
queen are gone, everyone has to pick up the pieces i.e. the
kids.
Religion suggested we point the finger at Mom and
find out why she let "the devil" come in and destroy the
marriage. Everything was "the devil" this, "the devil" that. I
think Bobby Boucher's mother from "The Water Boy" was
sneaking dialogue into the script of my life. Bobby, come
get your mom dude! Lol. All jokes aside. I say, "Why reward
the devil if he didn't earn it?" My parents worked hard as a
team for those results. They were already dysfunctional as
God and Lucifer. Common sense would see her behavior as
the consequence of a marriage that was already on selfdestruct. You have two people who argue and fight as a
means of communication, spending more time trying to
please God instead of utilizing God to be a pleasure to each
other. Let's reword that. They spent more time trying to
please Love, rather than using Love to be a pleasure to each
other. I had a father who sang songs to the church instead of
his wife; a mother who couldn't locate sincere affection in
her marriage, so she found it in participating in church.
Annnnnnd… they had to look spiffy in front of the church
during the process. Pastors, family, friends, and everybody
was watching and would have something to say, but amidst
the chaos, mom and dad finally agreed on something. They
decided a change of environment may help their marriage.
"So we loaded up the truck, and we moved to
Beverleeeeeeee"… Georgia that is.
When I turned 9, my parents decided to move to
Georgia to cope with their marital issues. Love was being
good to us during our changes, but trying to please religion
polluted my parents' marriage even more. It just added
extra rules, laws, and responsibilities to the household. Heck
we had a hard enough time "keeping our hands to
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ourselves," now the hand of Love is going to punish us if we
don't? Would Love do that? No way! Referring to God as
"Love" really makes you see things for what they are. And
boy, did mom and dad know how to add insult to injury
claiming there was a real Love, but behaving as if He was
Santa Claus or a fictitious being. My sisters and I would snarl
at our parents in secret when they would share Bible stories
where people who were disobedient to God got punished.
Lol. In a quiet room, you could probably hear us growl.
Sidebar: Again, all punishment from God was found in the
Old Arrangement (Old Testament) so when I'm referring to
Old Testament I call God "God." That was before Love gave
His final judgment to humankind and Jesus took our blame
for everything we did and will do. That leaves nothing
between us and God except the love He has for Jesus,
which we can snatch with faith and borrow for eternity.
Moving along, we thought mom and dad were
bringing punishment upon our family, and I was angry about
it. Here we are selling all our instruments and belongings to
move to Georgia and struggle. I was nervous like the
Israelites were when all the complainers caused curses to fall
on Moses' camp. I wanted to tell mom and dad, "Shut up
and stop fighting, or you'll doom us all!" I would ask Love to
change them and saw no results at that time. I seriously felt
my parents were full of crap and badly in need of a detox.
My parents can tell you story after story about how the
church wasn't my favorite place to visit. Lol.
We hauled our heavy load of drama right along with
us. When I say we, I mean them (mom and dad). Parents are
so powerful because they set the tone for the whole family.
Being young and adventurous, I didn't feel much strain until
we started living with friends and relatives. No more kites,
birthday parties, togetherness, or much happiness. Also, my
sisters and I found out that we were financially flat broke
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when we were placed in Christian School. To add to my
parents' broke-ness, they had to pay for our superb
education out-of-pocket. At this particular Christian School,
we felt singled out from the other kids. For one, the school
children were predominately white. Secondly, their
education was superior to the public school system we were
familiar with (which made them smarter). Thirdly, they could
afford the "good food," you know, the name brand items.
Lol. The school itself was a tough transition for me and my
sisters, especially coming from public schools which had a
free lunch program. Financial pressures can make a kid
wonder about the authenticity of the Bible. I appreciate the
gesture of religious schools, but now as a man, I realize
religious institutions shouldn't be prioritized over a Godly
home. It just places the spotlight on what needs to be
cleaned in the home, making the ride home quite dreadful.
Needless to say, this school was full of (you guessed it) more
religion. It was a good thing that the Bible teaches that God
is love. I believe that's why our schoolmates didn't judge,
even though we felt like all eyes were on us. We were
accepted. Now let's see if we can unload our religion van
and put our drama in storage for a short while.
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CHAPTER 6

Foggy Driving
I loved my family and my father even more. It's ironic
how no matter what a child endures with his/her dad or
mother, they always strive for their approval. Even knowing
the congratulations won't show up, we still need that
validation to know we're on track. With Pops as my only
example of manhood I thought, "If my dad's holy, and he
can curse and fight us, the outside world must be Babylonbad for him to be sheltering me from it." I hated his ways
now and then, but for some reason, I cared what he thought
about mine.
I wondered if other families in the church were like
mine behind the scenery and smiley face decorations. I
caught myself observing the church more than participating
in the services. I wondered if the pastors' perspectives were
corrupt. Did they make bad decisions in secret? Did they
really live the way they suggested we should? Was the First
Lady really happy or was it all show business? My curiosities
checked out the attitudes of the PK's and identified with
them. Is it just me, or were their attitudes similar to mine?
Why are we giving the church all our money as well as all
our focus? The way I saw it, if we're giving to help spread
the gospel, the gospel should've been focused on
miraculously reaching our house by now. I would've loved to
have a heart to heart with the gospel. "Now look Gospel, I
know you see us. We needs-a-healin' from the Lordt! When
we gone get delivert?" Lol. My family usually gained close
relationships with the pastors. I never encountered corrupt
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pastors buying fancy attire, cars, or houses with the mission
money (thank goodness). My path was specific in only
presenting what was necessary for my future gift to the
world. All the authentic inside me wanted to see results.
Meanwhile, my gift was gathering all the experience needed
to accelerate my musical abilities.
My timeline may not be all the way accurate, but I
believe around the age of 11 I was coming to the realization
my family's lifestyle and my musical abilities had something
in common; they were made for show. We were already
performing all around Georgia, acting like everything was
ok. Some invisible promoter convinced us to "take it on the
road" and must have been swindling us out of our money.
Lol. I never saw a dime from those shows. Seriously, showbiz
was cool, but my desire was to make inspiring songs that
would help salvage the rest of the good in my family at that
time. There was a Christian rap trio called ETW (End Time
Warriors) who remixed Al Green's "Let's Stay Together." It's
the first time I ever heard that chorus. It motivated me to
press toward togetherness during our family's struggles. It
also lit a fuse in me to find out how to heal people with
music in the way I was experiencing. I couldn't shake the
desire to effect people positively with music.
Let's pull over for a sec. Know this. Whenever you
have a quiet yearning to do something positive with your
gift, run to that desire. Race to it. Love does not want your
life's purpose to be a mystery. Relationships and trust take
time to develop, but Love chases you down with every gift,
talent, curiosity, understanding, and ability you have.
Everything may not be clear, but if you can see a way to
better people on this earth with your gift, just do it. The
whole of it all is usually blurry, but when you spend time in
the positivity of any kind and get good ideas, don't sit idle.
Until it becomes all the way clear, make good use of your
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gifts, talents, and ideas. They may begin as a tricycle,
bicycle, then a moped, but at least you have a vehicle to
crank on the road to success. Your gift is your vehicle so be
sure to tune it up and take extra care of it. Learn all you can
know about it and excel in it so that you can drive in it.
Polish it up as soon as you find it and let people marvel at it,
no matter how big or small it appears. Your gift is the cheat
sheet you use to pass the tests of life. It makes life bearable.
Also know that when you see something wrong on this
earth, it bothers you because you're designed to fix it. I'm
very passionate about this for you all. If you don't get
anything from this book, get this paragraph. Hop in your
gift, switch lanes on whatever and whoever holds you down,
and swerve over to the road of success. Swerve on all your
problems and drive in your gift. Swerve on your past and
drive in your gift. Swerve on your naysayers and drive in
your gift. Most importantly, swerve on your fears. Hop in
your gift, put the pedal to the metal, ignore the clock, run
over your fears, and ride into the beautiful night until sunrise
shows up.
At this point in my life, I was discovering how
powerful my gift of music was. It was in the form of powerful
curiosities, but those curiosities gave me the drive to
overcome any and everything. My desire to make music has
always been bigger than the situations I faced, because of
the situations I faced.
My mother had a few relatives in Georgia who were
kind enough to let us live with them. My two older sisters
always tried to explain to me what was going on since we
had different fathers, families, and exposure to various
environments since birth. I didn't understand their
terminology half the time, but boy was I thankful that we
were unstable! Having to stay with a couple friends and
relatives allowed me to hear all the Wonder of Stevie; learn
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how "Dangerous" Michael Jackson was; find out there were
schools where Janet Jackson was the "Pleasure Principle";
develop a desire to play basketball from listening to the
"Above The Rim" soundtrack; Jodeci and R. Kelly had chats
with me about the girls I liked; age became "Nothin' But A
Number" for me and my new girlfriend Aaliyah; and H-Town
taught me about emotions. I had my own little world going
on. I knew what Adam and Eve felt like because this
"forbidden fruit" was delicious! Family structure was down
for the count, so this was the opportune time to not only
learn how the world thought about things but also discover
more about music.
My heart was pure. I was shocked to find most of the
music I heard glorified sex, money, and drugs. The Love in
me wouldn't allow me to be critical of the artists, only
determined to give alternatives to the lyrics I heard. For
instance, I kept hearing men crying out to get their ladies
back after losing them. The solution was simple to me:
A. Get rid of the sex, money, and drugs (the woman's more
valuable).
B. Gain spirituality so Love can correct your thinking.
C. Love unlocks the woman, so be like Him.
What person facing a problem doesn't like a
solution? What dark world would be mad at the light? I
always thought I would be greatly appreciated if I made
music with solutions. If not solutions, I could at least provide
more options than what were offered. I didn't know or
understand the business of music; I only recognized myself
as a preteen, the other kids, and how music affected us
directly. I valued gluing relationships together due to the
fact I kept seeing them break.
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The places we lived continued to change because my
parents' marriage did not. We couldn't find stability. I bet we
could've found it lying underneath all that emotional filth we
hauled from one place to another. I was upset. I didn't know
who or what exactly was at fault at that time. We just had
issues. As a youngster, I perceived our typical family
enemies to be the stuff that came up in conversation: the
devil, radio, the father of my two older sisters, utility bills,
and the price of gas (when it was only .99 cents). Lol. My
dad was still Minister of Music for almost every church we
attended, so doing God stuff wasn't an issue. In my opinion,
God should've been satisfied since he was the main one
getting attention. Pops' mentality was like that of most
religious people: "The more we do for God, the more he'll
want to do for us." I figured with all the singing dad was
doing, we should've been bathing in gold coins like Mr.
Scrooge in Duck Tales. It didn't happen, though. The head
of the house was still fighting with mom; now me and my
oldest sister; but the world was so "wicked" we had to be
sheltered from it once again. All that being said, the world
couldn't have been the issue. "A fish begins to rot from the
"head" down." - Iyanla Vanzant
I often wondered if I was good enough for God to
take the invisible off our cash. I knew not to bug my parents
about it, though. Apparently, if they knew how to work the
money scriptures, we would've been visited by the angel
version of Donald Trump. Because of lack, bitterness may
have gotten to me back then, but I'm forever grateful for my
foundation in the Bible and in particular for the Christian
school we attended. Building from that base was far greater
than all the riches in the world. Still, when I look back, I
remember having this unscratched mental itch. Why was life
so dry when almost daily we got drenched with scriptures,
even in school? We were being taught all success or lack
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thereof was attributed to our religious status. We weren’t
taught about credit, running businesses, the reward of
working a vision, real estate, stocks, bonds, or bank
accounts. Our lives were filthy, but the more we studied, the
messier things became. If only I could call in a spiritual maid.
I knew God was real, which made life a bit more
frustrating. Having deep-rooted family issues forced me to
dig deep. It was a struggle to stay interested in church,
although I had a passion for Jesus. I was fascinated by those
miracles He did, and I even experienced a few. As a boy, I
got healed of sicknesses, witnessed demonic possessions,
encountered angels, prophecies, the works. I had the whole
"I'm a Christian" startup kit by age 12. Lol. I understood the
"easy stuff" in the Bible: Psalms, Proverbs, and the red
letters (Jesus quotes), but for the life of me I couldn't
pinpoint who I needed to be to get my family some divine
help. Which scripture was good enough to enter us in the
spiritual lotto? We were taught, in the church, that things
happen from the root to the fruit. So basically, if the right
stuff wasn't happening, we had to locate what bad spirit or
action was screwing with the root of our harvest. True as that
may be, we were taught that we were under curses if we
sinned also. That didn't seem correct. I was confused
because even people in the Bible who did "bad" things got
God's help after true repentance (changing to God's way of
thinking). Before Jesus even came as a savior Abraham was
an idolater, Moses and David were murderers, Solomon and
Sampson were womanizers and idolaters, Paul specifically
killed Christians, and many others like them repented and
God provided for them. I was temporarily confused on that
end. I was also a bit bewildered at my peers' plots to go out
and save the world when we needed some saving ourselves.
In the mind of the young man I was, I didn't see what made
us Christians so much better than others.
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To me, there was one thing that was clear. My parents
did the best they knew to get us a spiritual education. My
father had his own struggles, but he never allowed us or
himself to lose the faith. After being in Georgia for a couple
of years, we got on our feet and attempted the "family
thing" again. It made sense financially to be placed back in
the public school system, so we were. By this time, I learned
to have faith for everything, so as you can imagine I was the
cool-yet-weird religious kid. I'm sure during this period I
exposed myself by sharing a religious view or two with my
classmates while trying to fit in. I was way different, but I
learned to appreciate my Biblical background. I was able to
help my friends out of some serious issues in school that
only the power of Love could fix. Through all the fog on the
road I was traveling, I knew God loved everyone in a
dynamic way. It's because I experienced Him giving me
clarity and wisdom for others. Even when I didn't care, Love
put it on my heart to lay down my issues and say or do
something for someone in need. "He must care about them
a lot because I didn't," I would think to myself. Lol. I started
noticing early on that Love would create a way for me to do
for others. If I had 0 to give, I'd just plan to do something
nice for someone with it; then I'd have something added to
it. I always had something to give away and extra to keep
for myself. I would always read Matthew 6:33,
"Prioritize first the kingdom of God and all of His
righteousness, and all these things will be added unto you."
Misinterpreting this scripture, I used to think the "kingdom"
was referring to all of the people on the earth, but that's
even better. I believed that prioritizing to love on people for
God would cause me to be blessed (empowered to
prosper), so I did. They didn't understand me, but they
identified with the Love in me; it was magnetic. Now, I was
only the oddball on a "sometimes" basis. Lol.
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None of that mattered on the weekends. If you
showed up to the cool-kid spots you were "fresh." Skate-ALong USA, Perimeter Mall, Q-Zar (video arcade), Malibu
Grand Prix, and the Dollar Movie Theatre attendees were
the popular schoolmates. When my sisters and I asked our
father if we could go, we often heard, "You need to go hear
from God about it." I can remember my sisters and I trying
to "divide and conquer" our parents, hoping one of them
would just give us $2 each for a quick attempt at a social
life. I speak for my sisters and me when I say the "God-stuff"
was driving us almost insane. Lol. Around the age 13, my
sisters and I utterly despised going to church because
performing was a heavy burden. Our home was completely
dysfunctional, but we had to "put on a happy face" at
church. As I mentioned earlier, anger turned me into the kid
who sat in the car during church service (I got some nice
punishments for it). I didn't like being around the middleclass white kids in my church due to how they could view my
family. In my mind, they knew "our kind"; the broke hip-hop
heads. I secretly envied them and how their lives looked. I
wanted the nice cars, family dinners, the money, and the
security they seemed to have. I decided God was taking too
long, so I began stealing my way to the good life.
Thankfully, I didn't do any long-term damage to the families
and friends I took from. My vision was very foggy at this
point.
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CHAPTER 7

Head-On Collisions
I can remember trashing my bedrooms growing up. I
would break almost everything and put plenty holes in the
walls out of complete rage. Of course, I would get a rather
complete "beat-down," but I didn't care. I was boiling at my
circumstances that God, seemingly allowed me to go
through. Imagine having to wear hand-me-down jeans from
your older sisters; the back-in-the-day jeans that covered
your belly button. When the saggy clothes movement
presented itself to history, I would get a huge shirt and
cover the jeans up. Talk about a relief! Lol. It was normal to
tape a piece of cardboard to the sole of my shoe when
holes came. Often, if the electric wasn't paid, we boiled
water to wash up at the sink. We called them birdbaths. If
the gas bill wasn't paid, we took cold birdbaths. If the water
bill wasn't paid, I'd "borrow" my dad's cologne and load up
before school. Among other things, I would often glare at
my parents in secret. My glare would ask the question,
"Why did you feel the need to give birth to me if you
weren't ready?" I would often ask myself those kinds of
questions about my mother and father. I was young, and I
just didn't understand.
Delving into spirituality as a young woman or man will
bring about holy expectations. Holy just means you like
God's "likes" and dislike His "dislikes." So you begin
maturing early as a teenager and noticing what needs to be
cleaned according to all the spirituality you've been
exposed to. Wisdom starts to explain to you why things are
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out of place and locating ways to fix them. So parents listen
to your children. Kids usually have some practical family
advice. They're your blessings.
My parents didn't realize that teaching us spiritual
things only gave us the ability to understand a broader
range of things. Their arguments gave me a chance to
observe and assess our situation for myself, and in my mind,
I could see them taking their frustration out on us. At age
14, my family was going full speed in irritation until it caused
head-on collisions. My parents finally divorced, and my little
sister and I were with my father but stuck in his delusions.
He didn't take losing my mom too well, and he became
bitter, dictator-ish, and a whole bunch of other stuff. I got
some beatings and punishments that I knew were rooted in
his frustrations with my mother. Usually the line, "See, you
sound just like your mother" would spark some unnecessary
roughness. As a kid who grew up having a sense of what the
love of God is, my father caught me off guard with some
abusive encounters (mentally and physically). I'm not going
to get detailed, but I knew I didn't deserve some of the
extra punishment I was getting under the guise of religion.
That made my interest in God very rocky and challenged my
beliefs all the more.
It's normal for most kids who get grounded and
beatings to want to grow up and challenge their parents
immediately. My punishments didn't go over well with me at
all because I understood where Pops' frustration stemmed. I
continued feeling bullied and mistreated; I wanted revenge,
and I was planning to get a gun and shoot my father in the
knees. The seed was planted, and I was waiting for the
opportunity to sprout. So where did the seed come from?
Let's pop the hood.
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Under my hood (in my mind) I was overheating and
needing to vent! All artists need a canvas to paint their
feelings. Drawing pictures kept me in the pocket for a while,
until I found myself drawing pictures of the same angry
street thug with a mean mug. Lol. I was so mad; and what
do people do when they get mad? We turn to music!
Gospel music was boring, outdated, and didn't relate to me,
so I was listening to the radio every chance I got (out of
pure rebellion). I could resonate with most of the rappers
(Tupac, Notorious B. I. G., Bone Thugz & Harmony, DMX,
Eminem, The Hot Boyz, Master P, Ruff Ryders, Snoop, etc.). I
tried to say I just liked the beats, but I really liked what the
songs represented. Rebellion! Most rappers were just upset
with their reality and wanting to be heard. Many will tell you
they didn't always get the proper attention growing up. As a
result, their songs were usually a swift "slap in the face" to a
world they felt mistreated by that didn't listen to their cries
for help. I completely understood.
I wanted my father to feel where I was coming from
and where he was taking me. From time to time, he'd quote
Ephesians 6:2,
"Honor your father and mother."
I would immediately glare at him with the 4th verse of that
same chapter in mind,
"Fathers, don't provoke your children to anger, but bring
them up in the training and instruction of the Lord."
Pops was provoking as well as thought provoking.
There was never a straight answer or reason why he did or
said some of the jacked up stuff I encountered from him.
Most of it either didn't make any sense or was left to the
imagination, and boy were my wheels spinning! I felt like I
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was being teased with a father. He was always there, but I
couldn't reach him. Most people would say, "Be happy you
have a father," but I would've rather gone without mine in
exchange for stress relief. He wanted me to stay with him for
what? We didn't get along unless he was in a chipper mood
and that was now and then.
I suppose I was lightweight upset with mom for
leaving my dad. Not only were we struggling, but she made
a monster out of my dad and left him with us. He couldn't
down my mother to her face, so I was always the punching
bag. No matter what was going on in life, I had to hear
Pops' negative thoughts he conjured up about mom. Then I
had to hear how I better not say anything to her about it,
just in case it got "misconstrued." I knew he hated her, and
he would always compare me to her if I made a mistake. In
my mind, that verified why he treated me like crap with
scenarios that didn't involve her. It seemed like he wanted
to hurt my mom through me because I reminded him of her.
I usually got accused of gathering false intel about my dad
from mom whenever I visited her and returned to father's
apartment. Dad would ask my opinion about things, and I'd
get in trouble for having one! If I gave him a truthful
response that reminded him of my mother, I would be
looked at as being smart-alecky, and I'd be fussed at. Pops
always assumed that we ganged up and spoke the worst
about him when we all just wanted a break from the drama.
There would be so much peace when I visited my mom…
and then there was the dreadful return to dad's delusions.
You'd be amazed to find a win for losing against him. All of
that forced me to pay attention and mature early. Round
here, you always had to be prepared for random
confrontations. Being compelled to mature early can make a
young boy develop the anger of a grown man when dealing
with foolishness.
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I'm not saying I was right for the next turn-for-theworst, but in my defense, I was on the edge! Pops stirred up
yet another argument about something silly on the way to
our apartment. Guess who had enough? You guessed it!
Me. By the way, I second that. Lol! It's hard to remember
why we were arguing, but I ended up breaking out in tears
and cursing at my father! My little sister being in the car
didn't make matters any better. He was enraged and also
had to make sure my bad example didn't trickle down. He
rushed me over to a friend's house, asked to use their
garage, and beat me with a water hose until he was tired.
I've gotten many beatings in my day, but this one was
different. My skin and my face felt what was happening, but
my anger made me numb. I didn't feel punishment or a
sense of him being my authoritative figure. All my hate
caused a mental uprising against any respect I ever had for
my Pops. I watched his trademarked "mean-mug," and all I
saw was a bully hitting me because I stood up for myself.
My Pops was a little man lashing out at the big world he
wasn't big enough to control; a husband who lost control of
his wife, so in my mind, I was paying the price as he tried to
control me. Our eyes had a conversation during the
whipping, and I take it he saw no fear in me. We both had
points to prove. I tried to show I was a tough guy by not
crying. He hit me with the brass end of the hose to show he
was the one in charge. I had to give in. Suddenly dad's
friend came in the garage, and I assume he asked my father
to wrap it up because everything stopped. His friend looked
at me and paused for a second with a look I've never seen
from him. That look said, "Hang in there son. I know you're
going through a lot right now and so is your dad." At that
moment I knew that I was a good kid. I understood that
even though I cursed at my dad, people knew my dad was
overboard.
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Slave Mentality
Generation to generation, unbroken silence
Misused authority, soothed anger with violence
Fear tactics to keep slaves compliant
Upon punishment we’ve built a reliance
Drunk off power, high positions, and titles
They wanted to control the people with The Bible
Corrupt in their nature to abuse what’s rightfully holy
Through its’ sacredness it was utilized for scolding
Before I puncture your flesh, I’ll read a passage
I’ll say I’m whipping you out of love and compassion
Spare not the rod or you’ll spoil the child
Care was a façade as your frustrations smiled
You’ve been building up your anger to full blown fury
What exactly is your “correction” curing?
Like slave owners lined the kids up for lashings
Did you ever stop to think the behavior your passing?
Just like slaves I see the ridges in my skin
Ripped open to the white meat and blood trapped within
Young man branded with wounds feeling like cattle
I need to be a man, a better challenger in battle
Because I don’t see a father, I see my next opponent
You’re like the bullies at my school, I happened to notice
Mug me, punch me, slap me, throw me against the wall
From the neck down I’m sore like I just had a brawl
Looking at me in disgust, I’m broken, you close the door
You can live with yourself after seeing my skin torn?
Talking while giving beatings, training by brainwash
Since it’s not as severe as others should I just shake it off?
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Any abuse is abuse when self-worth gets defeated
How dare you quote The Bible to justify that treatment!
Slave mentality, you want to control my dreams
I’m always too grounded to play on the basketball team
It was a setup to make me the house slave
Cook, clean, and watch your kid because you’ll be out today
Talents lying dormant, all my dreams fading fast
But that’s ok with Master as long as his come to past
No talks of college, credit, survival, only religion
So when I’m free at last don’t expect me to listen
When I’m free at last don’t expect to be safe
If you ever lift that finger again, I’ll make it break
Now my arms are too small, so my mouth gives the lashings
You’re not just going to bully me then leave me here
gasping
I can’t break you and I can’t break away
I punched holes in the wall, I may crawl through one day
Slave mentality, I wished I was an option
Someone that a foster home could give up for adoption
Born into abuse, I’ve planned my escape
I’ll work and buy freedom with the money I save
Master doesn’t like that, he’s the bread winner
Can’t risk an uprising… slaves buying their own dinner
No freedom of speech, 100% compliance
My opinion will only make Papa resort to violence
Am I a friend or foe? Should I be respected?
I’m tired of doing-to-get, kissing butt to get accepted
I hate going to school, there’s only more judgement there
Are you Crip or Blood? Bruh, this is all I got to wear!
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Master had a bad day so treat him extra nice
So what! So did I with these welts from last night
I won’t be intimidated, plus I need to get stronger
I’ll rebel and take the hits to see if I can last longer
Strength gone, mother and sisters remain silent
Sitting at the dinner table, tear-soaked eyelids
As I ate, my soul had an appetite for revenge
I didn’t see a dad looking through my vengeful lens
I can’t wait to whoop an ass! Just let somebody try me
They’ll get what I got, all I can think about is fighting
Cuts, scars, scabs, welts, belts and brutality
Cooking boards, cords, hangers, sticks, fists, and battery
Educated by fight scenes in movies, I’m plotting
My only outlet is poems, so I’ve been jotting
I’ll be a performer one day and use all this fuel
I’ll be rich enough to put a hit out on this fool
Slaves got enough to live, but not enough to feel humane
Scripture made them feel religious but drove them insane
Am I really so different? Am I just being dramatic?
We’ll just see when I pull this trigger and things get tragic
Raging heart with onlookers clearly oblivious
But they’ll be surprised when things get serious
You hit me, being infatuated with your title
You’ll hit me being “dad”, but I’ll kill you for survival
Yes, it’s extreme as the freedom my heart wants to have
I used to wish the dreadful would happen to my dad
Buddies with no fathers whose hearts were froze
Could understand my reasoning for being so cold
Their fathers weren’t around so they never got beat
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If they got what I got their dads would feel some “heat”
Other kids got supported, their fathers pushed their skills
My father criticized everything I tried to build
Was it useful to the Master’s plans?
If it serves dad, it serves God, otherwise it’ll never stand
Struggling with religion and actuality
Determined not to pass down that slave mentality
The next morning, I took my clothes off and looked at
my welts in the mirror. They were worse than usual, and
some were cuts and still bleeding. I tried to be tough, but I
couldn't fight the rage building up as I stared at myself. I
remember thinking, "This dude beat me like his enemy…
that's cool; I can be that." As I put my shirt on and turned
the light off, I decided that wouldn't happen again. I lost all
respect for my dad. I wouldn't tolerate any more bullying.
Guns were easy to come by in my neighborhood, and the
seed of violence was planted in my heart. I didn't have it in
me to kill, but I figured shooting him a bunch of times in
some non-vital places like his knees would fix him. I was so
ready to "Stop! Drop! Shut em down; open up shop!"
Nothing against DMX, but I probably shouldn't have been
playing that song around this season in my life. Don't
misquote me. The song wasn't the problem, and neither
was DMX. He didn't threaten me to play his song; that was
my decision. On a positive note, I bet that record fed a lot
of families in the music business, but I had no business
mixing it with my anger at that time. I and dad both had
some growing to do. That seed of violence I carried came
from my father provoking me, but ironically I watered it with
the music he tried to keep me from. "Isn't it ironic? Don't
cha think" - Ironic by Alanis Morissette
Sidebar - Music is the quickest way to pass the nature
of a person to someone else when it has lots of repetition.
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You naturally end up thinking like the artist without even
thinking about it. I discovered a way the devil uses music
around this time in my life. He would wait for the very
second I became angry, depressed, or disappointed to
replay certain lyrics from songs in my head. They would just
pop in! Suddenly I recalled whole verses from songs that
would rev me up! Satan is crafty in these times by using
songs to plant seeds in the development of a kid's mind.
Why a kid? First off, you remember more things when your
brain's developing as a child. Secondly, in your youth is
when you're most useful. You have a whole life ahead of you
to dedicate to getting off track, and influencing your peers
to do the same. You have the energy and determination to
work hard and long to accomplish whatever you think in
your mind (even the errors). What if my mind had those
songs that fueled my anger on repeat? Eventually, I'll start
visualizing the lyrics from those easy-to-remember songs,
and my mind will believe I am whatever it keeps seeing. I'd
be an example the devil can use to persuade other kids to
model themselves after. Then BIRDSONG would be the one
being used to make song-seeds that are made to grow in
the life of kids with similar tastes as mine. Hopefully, those
peers don't have similar situations as me. I may not be the
determining factor, but I could be useful in making or
breaking some kid's future. I wouldn't be as marketable if I
were old, wrinkly, not as attractive, slow, tired, and most of
my network was either dead or dying. That's uninspiring,
even to the devil. Lol. Maybe that's why the music business
likes them young? Hmmm? Just some food for thought.
I'm thankful for the head-on collisions I had with my
parents. They were the greatest music teachers I ever had. I
discovered that hearing a song is like getting pregnant. The
seed in you starts growing, and after a short while, we see
little signs that it's there. You keep feeding it until it grows
and gets too big to stay inside of you. It eventually appears
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loud and proud at some unexpected moment. What kind of
song is growing in you? Everybody's walking to a beat. If
you're wise, you'll pause reading and take a minute or two
to reflect on this paragraph.
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CHAPTER 8

GPS Please?
Ever feel like your life has been a big tornado? I
have. In those times, it almost feels like someone's directing
a movie entitled "Your Life," using tornados as the
clapperboards to take you to new scenes. You're spinning,
spinning, and spinning until you suddenly land in an
unfamiliar place physically, emotionally, socially,
economically, or financially. You then look around and ask
the famous question, "Where am I"? After that last physical
episode with my dad, a mother's intuition kicked in. She
called the next day and heard it in my voice that I was up to
no good. In short, she came and took me away. Thank God I
didn't do anything drastic and kept it together so I can now
write this book to you, talented people.
Mom was living large in my eyes with a brand new
house and a decent car. The peace and relaxation caught
me off guard because I wasn't exposed to it for such a long
time. I remember being alone in my new room and just
taking constant "soul-baths" whenever I needed. At times,
crying in private was the only defense I had against the
inward battles I fought. Not only that but at Mom's, the
outer cleanliness was an interior renovation. It was out with
the old, in with the new. The best way I can describe this
process is taking a soul-bath. I found myself randomly crying
about the good, bad, new, and old in private. Everything
was new for mom and me, but I still had old remnants of our
past in my heart. I didn't know what to think or believe
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about my life anymore. Where's life's GPS? Where exactly
am I?
Have you noticed that action movies ask that
question a lot; "Where Am I?" I have a fascination with
action films. All my favorites: The Matrix, Tron, The Dark
Knight Rises, Taken, James Bond, all the Marvel movies,
Total Recall, Bourne Identity, and especially Wayne's World
(just kidding) insinuate the "Where Am I" question, leading
up to an adventure. That phrase has become a cinematic
button that puts the "motion" into motion pictures. If we
watch carefully, we'll find that action movies are like a model
of our lives, in the sense that finding out "where we are"
involves many unexpected events leading up to the ultimate
design. When you ask "Where Am I?" Be sure you're going
to experience the answer.
I remember it like yesterday. At the age of 16, while
exploring my new location in life, I was back in public school
and hearing all the jams from the radio. I wasn't around until
84, but I read that the church disputed most oldies (from the
1970's and below). There was a sharp contrast between
music from the mid-1900's and the late 1990's. The early
hits were way more discreet. It's a shame the Bible Belt was
critical of music when it was highly respectful and
meaningful to society. Elvis Presley merely shaking his hips
was considered vulgar. Bigots, politicians, and churches
mainly blamed him for the misbehavior of their teens. I'm
not kidding, look it up. People even protested comic books.
Imagine if Justin Bieber was alive during the Elvis era.
Religion would've deemed Bieber Fever a real sickness. Lol.
As a teen, I watched explicit content being protested and
causing a lot of disturbances in society. The gospel truth of
my youth is that churchy people didn't appreciate much
music unless it was in the gospel genre. That mentality was
left-over from times past and didn't sit well with me as a
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creator. I couldn't afford to be closed in at this time in my
life when I needed to vent the most.
Let me just say; I needed room to breathe and not be
crowded by all the "cans and cant’s" of religion in music. No
guy wants to be at a girl's Sweet 16 or The Prom listening to
gospel classics. There needs to be music to fall in love to;
make love to; party to; dance to; workout to, and live to. I
couldn't get with the program anymore. I fought it, and
though it may seem small, it was a big win for me. I refused
to let religion "make me feel some type of way" about
songs I heard while hanging at movies, carnivals,
amusement parks, games, and social gatherings. I refused
to let religion rob me of celebrating birthdays, holidays, and
the harmless pleasures of life. Life is hard enough as it is.
Love isn't touchy and doesn't spend time criticizing and
nitpicking life, rather than making ways to enjoy it
throughout the negativity. Love accepts that "different dirt"
that allows people to grow and surprise us with an
assortment of beauty. No one should be programmed to
have a constant awareness of the ugliness and negativity
around them. That's called "paranoia;" we just renamed it
"religion." Religion is the socially acceptable way to be selfabsorbed. You're so worried about your life, your wellbeing, and so fearful of your outcome that you become self
-"ish." When you become selfish, you eventually venture
away from Love and take others with you. You're like a
weight trainer who criticizes your client's eating habits
instead of giving them positivity to chew on. Without Love,
the world gets heavier and unhealthier. So what, you're the
trainer, and you eat well. Big deal.
“Don't you understand that whatever goes into the mouth
passes into the belly, and then out of the body? But the
things which come out of the mouth come out of the heart,
and they ruin the man.” - Matthew 15:17-18
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Again, it’s not what goes in a body that makes you a
negative person, it's what comes out of the mouth. If you
see someone ruining their life with their own words, speak
good about them and lead by example. Talk positive about
people and stop judging. Building up others builds yourself
up. We could’ve benefitted from a little positive
reinforcement in years past.
Let's go back to the early-1900's, keeping in mind
that most gospel music from those times wasn't even based
off Scripture. Most of it was leaning toward mottos,
depression, and mourning. In essence, someone switched
up song topics and made a genre called gospel. To me it
was all cereal in the same stores from different brands, all
claiming to be the best. The church clans (including my
parents) would blame mainstream media for society's
shortcomings as well as the downfalls of our youngsters. I
felt that mainstream music was most influential, but only
because our parents and leaders were not as influential as
they should've been. We heard explicit content and saw the
money, cars, clothes, and fame that came with it. We
wanted the better-looking life. The music only exposed the
gaps in America's family structure. Let's remember that Elvis
blew up during the reign of the Jim Crow Laws when
America accepted Segregation, racism, and even blackface
minstrel shows. Discrimination targeted the French,
Australians, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and nonwhites. Our priorities as a country were clearly, misdirected if
we felt the need to fight mainstream music when more
severe conditions dominated our states. World Wars I and II
were happening around the time the Ku Klux Klan led the
burning and protesting of The Beatles albums!? These
violent demonstrators were mad at John Lennon for saying,
"We're more popular than Jesus." Get an image of your
KKK parents torching and murdering a bus full of "niggers"
then refusing to let you go to The Beatles concert in the
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name of Jesus? That doesn't scratch the surface of how
ridiculous the American minds could be back in the day. Of
course, no one likes to look at themselves as the cause of a
problem, so we like to find other people, places, and events
to blame. This way we don't have to spend time looking at
what needs cleaned inside of us, even when we're the direct
cause of the symptoms we're fighting. How did we allow
music and art to adopt the accountabilities we should own
as a people?
Contrary to what religion may think, as an African
American I appreciate the black actors and musicians who
contributed to the dethroning of racial injustice, regardless
of what lyrics they sang or roles they played. Some people
saw the need to criticize the content of their music while
missing the strategy embodied in the art. Don't you get it?
The world got to see our beauty. Our words weren't just
coming from black lips; now they were beautiful black lips.
People like Elvis grew up being influenced by the church
and also African Americans. Our beautiful elements are in
the veins of most of the music that spawned Rock & Roll,
Jazz, Pop, and so on. Not just blacks, but many different
cultures contributed to the beauty of music which provided
a means of acceptance for all races. You still don't get it? It's
a foot in the door of Mass Media! The music we influenced
was our welcoming committee. Media was waiting for more
of us to arrive because someone drove our influence to the
newspapers, magazines, radio, publishing companies, and
record labels. Now the only thing we have to do is work
those channels until our face lands on one. That's why I feel
like we should never fight music styles because they're
platforms to speak on. You should provide your alternatives
with the available platforms. Talk on the platform instead of
talking about it. Remember the golden rule? If you don't
have something nice to say, don't say anything at all. Some
fought the war to give us a voice and the freedom of
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speech. Honor them. I say, be thankful for the freedom of
expression. Nina Simone, Berry Gordy, Dorothy Dandridge,
Harry Belafonte, Nat King Cole, and Joyce Bryant are a few
among many who took heavy criticism from people who
benefited directly from their hard work. Due to their
influences and many more from that time, churches and
motivational speakers of multiple races were, and still are
accepted worldwide.
My take on it all was, "When can these performers
catch a break?" When oldies were respectable, creative, and
tasteful, religious people gave the music business grief
about their content. When explicit songs in Rock, R&B, Pop,
and Gangster Rap dominated the charts in my teen years,
the church wanted the oldies back! I can't tell you how many
times I've heard pastors expressing how much they wish the
music was back to the way it used to be. Religion just
wouldn't let anyone get comfortable. It's always seeking to
belittle and undermine people with judgments and doublestandards; always expressing the need to do something that
appears to be more righteous than the last act. You don't
have to be the teacher's pet when you come to Love.
Everyone's already His favorite, even knowing what you've
done and will do that's imperfect. There's no need to put on
the song-and-dance act. We've all heard our churches and
parents preach, but preaching creates a need for answers
when preaching alone doesn't provide them. So we look to
the world and find alternatives. We don't want to appear
genuinely good; we want the genuine good to appear! So
parents, mentors, role-models, and icons. Be genuine. Be
effective.
The only way to find out the effectiveness of a
teacher's influence is by tests. Churches and parents lose,
when up against mainstream media, because they show us
lifestyles that had little truth-in-action. I think I spoke for
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many musicians of the world when I felt the need to say,
"Just leave musicians alone!" At least they're honest with
their explicit content. They're expressing their truth... no
chaser... nothing watered down for their audiences. I respect
their honesty. Put all that time and energy you spend
criticizing the world into training up your kids in the way
they should go, and they'll never depart from it. Be the
examples they should follow. Truth sets people free. If we
equip our kids with a lifestyle that truly works, they'll smell a
lie a mile off and walk away from it. There's no one to blame
but parents for not educating your kids enough to make
educated decisions. It's not the parents' fault if your son/
daughter chooses to screw up their life. ONCE AGAIN, it's
on the parents to educate their children and make
information available. You help them learn to walk; they'll be
accountable for where they walk. Sheltering kids from the
world only makes them inexperienced when opportunities
to make right decisions present themselves. They'll be
responsible for their actions one day. That's how I
positioned my thinking. Having a background in gospel, but
an appreciation for mainstream songs would eventually put
a fire in me to provide musical alternatives for media. I
wanted to provide a happy medium for both sides of the
field: religious and mainstream music. I didn't spend my
time convincing churches because I saw the mentality they
glued themselves to. I needed to develop boldness.
Information can spark the courage that dwells within us.
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CHAPTER 9

On The Road Again
On the road of my newfound purpose to be proLove in the music business, an obstruction stood out to me.
Religious people, who knew nothing about the music
industry, vouched for gospel music but had the strongest
disapproval of mainstream music. They obviously didn't
know all the genres, including gospel, were run by the same
bigwigs and parent labels who could care less about a
religion of any kind. That was when I was a teenager. Now,
Live Nation and Apple Music pretty much run the music
industry, and they still don't discriminate against any beliefs
of any kind. Still, religion prompts the church to be
predominately anti-anything-except-gospel music.
Imagine two football teams on a field; Reds vs. Blues.
The Reds have sponsors for quality trainers, equipment, and
extra players. They practice all season and understand the
game, so they win. The Blues don't have any sponsors,
assistant coaches, or additional players because they never
took the time to learn the game. They don't even know how
to win! The Reds will remain champions, and the Blues will
eventually lose their right to be challengers. In summary, the
Blues got defeated by their lack of understanding. How
many of you realize that many religious people have been
the Blues in this analogy, especially in the entertainment
business? I couldn't effectively influence the music industry
if I didn't understand it. I located where I needed to be in
this scenario. GPS said it was time to drive to the music
industry.
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We all know people are afraid of what they don't
understand, but I decided not to be scared of the music
industry. I had to stop believing religion. Religion had me
hiding away with my clan, afraid that the outside world
could influence me more than I could influence them. If I
have Love, I'm the powerful one! If you carry the cure,
you're not afraid of symptoms. I'm not concerned about
what the world can do to me. I'm more aware of how useful
I can be to the world! I have the spirit of God driving my
mind, which is His Love, which is the Light of the world. Why
would Love spend all His B.C. years strategizing a way to
get to the world only to run from it now? Instead, Love
wants everyone to believe Him, think like Him, use His spirit,
and sprint to the world. I'm not with all that hiding stuff. So
what if people may see my light and want to put it out. I was
made to shine, so I'll live and die unashamed to be as bright
as possible. We claimed to be believers, but religious folks
found it odd when I started to actually believe, "Love who is
in you is greater than the one who is in the world." - 1st
John 4:4
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Religious,
You're not going to influence the world if you're too
afraid to find out what's going on in it. The world is a great
place full of landfills and junkyards. One man's junk is
another man's treasure. Love treasures the people religion
considers to be "junk" and "junkies." They're where the
miracles happen; where you'll see some of Love's greatest
creations.
I recall being so excited about going to the junkyard
with my dad back in the day. Inspired by MacGyver, I would
always take junk and create little robots and gadgets from
small motors, batteries, and scraps. Some of the greatest
inventions started with junk. And oh yes, there's lots and lots
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of magnificent dirt in junkyards. Don't you just love some
dirty dirt? It's not hard to believe kids are the greatest in
God's eyes because they're just like Him. They like to play in
the dirt! God was playing in the dirt when He formed man
out of the dust of the ground. That's interesting because
seeds need dirt to grow. You can't plant a Love seed in the
heart of humankind unless you get your hands dirty. How
can you expect to doctor a heart without going through the
nastiness? You have to cut through layers of flesh and stuff
that isn't pretty just to make it to the heart. Likewise, you
have to walk these streets, smell some homeless, touch
some sick, hear some slang, spend some money, and
sometimes feel uncomfortable to reach the "heart" of the
world's heartache. Do you think you're doing your patients a
favor by becoming a specialist in your field? No! They're
doing you a favor by being your opportunity to work! Are
you working? Are you plugged into the Love outlet? See if
your love is shining and if it's powering others. If you're
helping to change lives for the better, that's a sign that your
life's undergoing a promotion. The hurting could be the rich
and famous as well as the poor and the homeless.
Regardless of who you are, people are your chance to be a
replica of Love finally. The Love operation "ain't always
pretty" to the people watching the surgery. You have to
learn to block them out and do you.
My household didn’t have iTunes, internet radio, or
many options in my teenage years other than AM/FM Radio,
The Box Network, and CDs. It was easy to be programmed
because the music business was the control. Everyone
listens to music. I was Dr. Love, and Radio was one of my
patients and test subjects for quite some time. I studied it
every chance I got and listened carefully as it told me the
symptoms of the world. I tried my best to keep an open
mind and intake what was useful to me making a musical
prescription. Radio wasn’t all bad, in fact, it was intelligent,
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wealthy, diverse, and heartfelt. The problem was it was
heartbroken and stressing listeners. At that time, the
majority of its’ topics were about breaking up, sex, missing
an ex, sex, being mad at an ex, sex, drug dealing, fighting,
sex, glorifying money, and oh, did I mention sex? The songs
were not candid at all. Nothing, not even the vulgarities
were hidden. I didn’t judge. I listened. Do you hear that? I
heard it loud and clear through Love's ears. The songs in
rotation were openly stating that people want to know how
to do this love thing better. Radio reminded me of myself, a
kid who was parented and abused by religion who
misbehaved out of a need for affection. I heard a kid who
needs Love but was under the dictatorship of religion and
the scrutiny of the religious. I could relate to what Radio was
feeling.
Before Marvin Gaye sang about “Sexual Healing,”
before Madonna sang "Like A Virgin," before R. Kelly wrote
“12 Play,” before Katie Perry “Kissed A Girl,” and before
Marilyn Mansion painted his "Portrait of an American
Family" their childhoods were drenched in religion. They
started off in the church. Love gives them gifts and talents,
but when their searches to find acceptance from their peers
or leaders prove unsuccessful, their hearts venture away.
They expect the love they're reading about, but they rarely
get a positive experience from those around them. The
same religion that parents them usually abandons them and
becomes their biggest critic. Religion is the guardian and
persecutor of many beginning artists. As a result, songs got
more and more perverted over time, like paintings from a
troubled kid in a psych ward. When something gets
perverted, it's misused, or taken outside of its original
intent. That's not a bad thing because we need symptoms
to find cures. We wouldn't want to shut the body down
while the cure's being made. All the working parts need to
stay active for the body to survive. Likewise, when an
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industry cries out for an alternative, the show must go on
until one arrives. People have jobs and deserve to prosper
in their profession. The same is true for the church.
Thankfully, Love can make use of anything we can
consider perverted. Take Sisquo’s “Thong Song” for
instance. Religion would criticize that song and call it
perverted, but Love would simply put it where He could use
it. For example, Love wouldn’t use the song to support the
broken-hearted guy, who’s about to sex the prostitute
wearing the thong. Love knows they’d enjoy one hot and
passionate night, then go back to being broken afterward.
But if you rev up the Thong Song and give that same thong
to a man’s wife, it will be a healthy addition to a man's heart
and an adventurous sex life in a marriage. Another example
is marrying a promiscuous person. Religion would cringe at
the thought of marrying a promiscuous person, but Love
would and has already used that scenario as an example of
his determined love for humankind. Check out Hosea
Chapter 2. Every time we break His heart by leaving him for
idols, lies, and temporary pleasures, He decides to spend
every waking moment of His life in pursuit of us. He'll accept
the promiscuous, fall in love with them, woo them with kept
promises, marry them, make love to them (express His
intimate nature), teach them how to love, forgive them if
they mess up, then boldly and happily fall in love with them
again.
I was beginning to come to the understanding of this
as a teenager. All I had to do was recall all the ways God
Loved my father and mother when they strayed from the
path. With all that in mind, falling into Love is beautiful,
staying in Love is better, intimacy/sex is the best part
(depending on if your single or married), and money could
provide for it all! I knew my parents and many others could
use some music to support that lifestyle. I wondered, when
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will the church bypass religion, and answer the world’s cry
for the truth about intimacy, Love, and making money? They
didn't in my teenage years, so we turned to the world. The
world was full of their versions of intimacy, love, and making
money, so the church members and even the world turned
on the radio.
In religion, sex/intimacy was an inappropriate topic.
Wanting lots of money was also inappropriate, unless it was
given by God for God. Love usually went hand-and-hand
with marriage, but with no one to demonstrate it properly,
religion made it sound like a bunch of noise. So of course,
you look around for answers. In religion the Bible is
confusing, especially to the youth, so we look to music for
answers. The most dominate parts of life are sex, love and
making money. I noticed, when it came to sex/intimacy,
love, and money music, the church had no alternatives. They
would bash mainstream radio, then try to reroute my
interests to the gospel stations. That’s like a child asking you
for a cookie, but you force-feed them a plate of vegetables.
I remember thinking, “Why would you send me to the
gospel station if you know I want to hear about sex, love,
and money?” Give me the gospel, not the gospel station.
I’m 16, attractive, horny, depressed, and broke, but ok… I’ll
listen to the station’s views. “What’s that, an organ?” “These
instruments don’t sound anything like what I’m familiar with,
but I’m open.” “Ok, where’s the 808’s and why’s everyone all
high-pitch?” “I’m trying to vibe right now, but I’m bored as
Hell.” “Hey! Wait a minute! These songs aren’t about sex,
love, or making money! You tricked me! I asked you for a
cookie, but you gave me vegetables!” Lol.
I wanted answers. I was often curious in my spirit.
"Where’s the church’s versions of sex, love, and making
money songs? How are they going to bash my music
without providing an alternative? I want an order of answers
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with no vegetables on the side! Isn’t God Love? Don’t
people who love each other share sex, love, and money?
Aren’t we going to run into those things sooner or later? I
get it; the radio might pervert the info, so where’s the right
way? More veggies huh? I’m starting to think you don’t have
the goods. I’m starting to believe the church doesn't know
much about the intended way of having intimacy, a good
sex life, staying in love, and making money to make any
music about it. So if those three things are important parts
of life and gospel music is vague about them, why should I
listen to it?" Don’t get offended. These are real questions,
not only from the world but also church-goers; especially the
youth.
I understood to Love the world and not take offense
to them. Now it was time for me to Love the church also.
The answers became apparent when I decided to stop
judging and be the help. The church was lost and was
getting people lost too. It was losing so many artists and
stressing listeners out, just like the radio. There was no need
for me to ridicule the church. It had symptoms, and the
disease was religion. The gospel station wasn’t a problem; it
was religious. It wasn’t incorrect, only incomplete. Religion
only knows how to try to do things that make Love happy
repeatedly. Religion is always too concerned with proving to
God that they're worthy enough to have Him. They don't
have time to let Love show them the way to healthy
relationships, wealth, intimacy, and an appropriate sex life.
The church isn’t happy; they’re hurting, and religion is the
cause. Some of their musicians are religious and concerned
non-religious music can separate them from Love. They're
afraid if they don't mention Jesus or God or refer to them in
every song, they'll face punishment from Love for it. Love
has nothing to do with that fear control. They don’t know
that, “Nothing can separate us from the love of God.” Romans 8:39
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I had to do something about this music. Religion only
gave me two options. Praise and worship. Praise and
worship mean to celebrate and fall into submission to Love.
That’s my lifestyle anyway. Being in love with Love is the
road I travel in life. My heart has surrendered to Love, and
as you get further down that path, you want His fullness. You
want more. Love is the “gateway drug” as you develop a
stronger desire for things inspired by Him. You’ll eventually
need 100% pure dope music, lasting relationships, intimacy
with Love, some good appropriate sex, and money to
support the habit of that enjoyable Love life. It's good to
constantly think on Love's version of these things. I'm so
appreciative to World Changers Church International and
those who contributed to CAJO International for the Canton
Jones movement. It swept through Atlanta on its' way to
becoming worldwide and was a great foundational response
for curious teens like myself to build on. He was one of my
1st examples of the Love Life. “Love is the way, the truth,
and the life.” - John 14:6
Religious folks used to try to make me feel bad for
not wanting to praise and worship all day. Don’t get me
wrong; I’m a true praiser and worshipper, but those things
flow from the fullness of the heart; out of willingness. Love
receives from a willing heart, not from people who feel
obligated. I understand praise and worship, but it’s about
the collective. There were so many kids my age asking,
“Praise for what?” “Worship for what?” “WHAT ARE
THOSE?” We can't leave them out or leave them
uninformed. Why would you ask the world to show their
appreciation for a Love you haven’t shown them yet? I want
the world to taste and see Love's lifestyle. I want them to
experience the benefits from His goodness and naturally be
thankful. Let them be submissive organically out of
gratefulness.
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Let's be honest. Let's stop pulling the wool over
people's eyes. Nowadays the world is pretty much the
church. Most of the mess we view online, on TV, or hear in
songs are from the church goers. Likewise, the church is so
influenced by the world's lifestyle that there's hardly a
difference in our behavior. I'm not innocent of driving down
a couple of alleys and side streets to take a "rest stop" or
two. What I'm getting at is that truth can set us free. We can
all agree that we could use a crash course in implementing
the Love of God into our lives for a better world. The church
has the highest sleeping-around/divorce rate ever. Religion
is so concerned with "having the image" of holiness, that
we're becoming vampires. We come out and live secret lives
in the night when the church is asleep, then adjust our
personalities to blend in during the day. We're so inwardly
guilty and endlessly aware of our mistakes that we feel the
urge to constantly correct stuff. Religion won't let us be
satisfied with our lives. That's why church members sleep
around on their mates. When troubles come to make them
grow, religion tells them Love left their relationship. So they
attempt to "correct" their mistake by "merging" with
someone better who has more "Love." Somehow religion
deceived us into thinking selfishly; into teaching the world
how to be experts in divorce, rather than students of
persistent Love. "But that’s none of my business…” - Kermit
The Frog
We all can benefit from being citizens of the Kingdom
of Love that's now on earth. Religion wants war and
separation. Religion wants it to be church vs. the world, but
we're all just different parts of the same body (1st
Corinthians 12:11-31). Since I could see both sides of the
spectrum, I felt like it was my duty to provide a musical
alternative. Since the church had so much to hide, I didn’t
want to frustrate myself with trying to make “candid” music
to appease them. I liked how the music biz shamelessly said
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whatever they wanted to say however they wanted to say it.
If artists could say anything and win awards for it, I could
speak what was on my mind and at least be widely heard.
That excited me because freedom of speech is
something I had been longing for. At last, a chance to
express "me" honestly and be heard. How perfect was the
music business! Heck, if they could sell explicit content with
no hesitation, I could sell my perspectives without having to
hesitate either. I could probably take all the Biblical stuff I
was grounded in, fuse it with a regular song, and help
people enjoy their lives. I never had much money, never
sold drugs, didn't fight much, and I wasn't mad at any exes,
but I genuinely wanted to improve the world. As a teen, I
wanted to make a contribution to our progress through
music. Why should I allow others to be subject to living in
any darkness the way I did? I knew how to love people
throughout their mistakes. I also knew the value of the little
things that made life worth living. Love, mixed with an
attitude of gratitude is useful in making a person wise
beyond his/her years. As a kid who didn't have much, I
learned how to tap into the daily (almost hidden) pleasures
Love had already made available. Pleasures such as favor
with people, enlightenment, the joy that makes happiness,
discernment, witty ideas, inventions, etc. I had subject
matter. I also knew (from watching how Love handled my
mom and dad) that Love was in the business of restoring
broken lives, especially relationships. Love couldn't have
been in the business of taking sides among all the turmoil
with the church and media; not if it meant hating, strife,
judging, and condemning for His namesake. "Where they
do that at?" If Love could lead and guide me into all truth
with my father, music was no exception. I'm sure He had
solutions to issues I heard in everyday songs. In essence,
people could hear my songs and be applying Love to their
lives and relationships. My background makes it easy to
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understand why I wasn't a big fan of broken families or
relationships. Not to mention, if I could get a hot beat to
"candy coat" my lyrics, people wouldn't mind listening and
taste-testing the substance in my songs. It didn't have to be
preachy, just effective. What audience would turn down
songs that improved their lives? The best part is, I could get
paid in the process. I could get my needs met by helping to
meet the needs of others! Dope! I know religion will never
say this, but I'll be happy the day our churches and leaders
do:
"I never said to be like me; I say to be like you and make a
difference." - Marilyn Mansion
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C H A P T E R 10

The GPS
My initiation phase was kind of shaky. I didn’t know
I had all the tools inside me, so naturally, I tried to find
others who were down for the cause who might be able to
win with me. These attempts became epic fails on my part,
because the epiphany I happened to walk into, wasn’t for
my peers at that time; it was for me. I tried to start a few rap
& singing groups, but the vision in my heart wasn’t ripe
enough to share with others. It was hard to explain the
music inside of me to my buddies because it wasn’t all the
way clear to me yet. The vision became di-visions; “di,”
meaning more than one vision, which later became division.
The groups and I always ended up divided because we were
pursuing the incomplete vision I brought to the forefront. I
didn’t write the vision down or establish a solid plan for it.
All the cliques I joined made revisions to my vision since it
was incomplete. What should have been fun, turned into me
accidentally imitating my Pops. I was giving orders to my
group members without explaining much of anything. The
things I did explain didn’t make much sense. The potential
of a great leader was there, but I needed to be a student of
the vision I was pursuing. My comrades would talk in secret
about me and the confusion I was causing. I began to point
fingers, feel betrayed, and make my crews uncomfortable. It
hurt me to be that person, especially remembering how
Pops made me feel similar. I started understanding how
Pops felt.
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I didn't want to become obsessed with my ideas. I
actually cared how insane I would look to other people. I
just wanted to get somewhere with my buddies. I didn't see
my vision as urgent. I always thought, "No big deal, it's just
an idea. Let me do what everyone else wants me to do
because I have plenty time. I'll just get my foot in the door,
right?" Wrong! That's how people as creative as myself, who
have a natural talent get lost in the sauce. We hop on
bandwagons (other visions), not realizing there's a particular
route your vision should travel. No idea arrives at
destination "success" on accident; you have to plan your
trip. If you get lost, it's because you didn't plan.
Bandwagons stay on a particular course, and their road may
not be for you. The scary part is when a person is looking for
people to hop on more than one bandwagon of his/hers.
This individual apparently wants to go somewhere but has
no sense of direction. Not to mention, that person has to
build those bandwagons. For example, imagine yourself
making three different bandwagons, each that require
completely different designs, parts, people, and all your free
time. Now let's say it'll typically take from age 20 until 25 to
complete only one of those wagons thoroughly; that's a 5year commitment! But here you are working on three at the
same time? Now imagine working on those three
bandwagons with kids, a husband/wife, a job, and other
responsibilities that demand your time and money you
could spend on your bandwagon. That's going to slow you
down and frustrate you in the process. If you're divided;
your attention's divided; your resources are divided! You'll
spend your youth being divided and distracted by your own
visions! You'll become an expert at interrupting your
progress with other things! Your ideas will eventually require
people, followers, and their supporters. Are they supposed
to stand with you while you work on three visions at once?
While you take 15 plus years? What about their lives? I'm
sorry to say, but it's likely you'll never get done with that 1st
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bandwagon. It'll be the sloppiest, ricketiest, squeakiest,
wobbliest, putt-puttiest, about-to-break-down vehicle in the
history of attempts. Lol. By the time you finish those
wagons, your ideas will be outdated, and your resources
and support will have moved on to something current. You'll
have to invest your time and energy into something else.
I've been here on a couple of occasions and had to
get honest with myself. Sometimes I felt like the "bad cop"
in a room interrogating myself.
"Ok Birdsong! Where did all that time go? It went into you
doubting your 1st vision; your 1st bandwagon. The planning
that should've gone into your wagon went into planning the
backups out of fear, didn't it? Just admit it! You were afraid
you wouldn't win! You never conditioned your mind and
decided to win, Punk!"
Then I have to ease the tension with the "good cop" version
of me.
"Look, Birdsong, I'm gonna let you off easy. Many of us
have talent, but the talent is nothing without hard work.
Hard work is nothing without a solid plan. A solid plan has
to come from a solid mind. A solid mind originates from a
solid decision to win. So basically, all of your wins and
failures in life can be traced back to a firm decision of
believing or doubting. There's no temporary believing. If
you believe, you have to believe until the end. This is how a
winner thinks:
1. I'm going to win at Plan A
2. Failing at Plan A is a chance to make a Plan B for Plan
A. In my mind I decided to win.
3. Plan C is for "committing" to Plan A.
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4. Plan D is for being "dedicated" and sticking with Plan
A.
5. Plan E is when I'll decide to "excel" in my Plan A.
6. Plan F is when I say, "Forget Plan F!" I'm sticking with
Plan A, and so on.
Belief is endless. When you get an idea, dream, or vision in
your youth, start it in your youth. It may take your whole life
to accomplish it fully, so get a head start. Ok, Birdsong now
get outta here."
Success is actually just the result of effective time
management. You have to take possession of your vision
enough to let it possess you. You have to be careless about
how obsessed or insane you look. Let it manage your time.
Whatever gets the bulk of your day is going to be where
you excel. You'll become excellent at whatever you're doing
the most, whether that's talking on the phone, working a
job, getting caught up in vices, being lazy, or working
toward your ideas. People who achieve their visions don't
try to shoot two targets at the same time. It's hard enough
to focus your aim on one goal and be steady enough to hit
the bullseye. Think of visions as puzzles. How confusing
would it be to figure out two puzzles at the same time?
Going back and forth between two completely different
mind games is going to take forever. You’re going to get
jumbled unless you do one at a time. Even if your vision
needs more than 1 part to make it work as a whole, take it
one part at a time. Look at a car. A car is a completed vision,
but it has so many individually crafted pieces that make it
come to life. Those parts are part of 1 vision. Successful
people focus on one thing, managing their time for one
vision. They turn a 10-year vision into 5-year goals, into 2year goals, into 1-year goals, into 6-month goals, into 1month goals, into 1-week goals, into "today's goal." What
are you doing today that will become a successful vision ten
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years from now? I have to drive this point because this is
where I struggled the most. And let me give a big
"WHATEVER" to my friends who went through it with me
who are nodding their heads. Lol.
Thomas Edison attempted finding a suitable filament
for a light bulb over 1000 times. Imagine if he instead tried
to find 1000 believers in his cause with his time. That would
have been a waste of time! That time I spent trying to
gather comrades should’ve been spent building my
confidence in the source of my idea, so He could help me
build the prototype. That source was Love. The same Love
that inspired my desires to make uplifting music was fully
capable and willing to guide me. He was already my first
sponsor and partner. He alone gave me new songs every
morning, taught me to play the guitar, explained the
recording software to me, and taught me how to produce
beats. My time should’ve been spent looking for more
opportunities to obey my motivation. After all, Love had an
agenda that was better suited for my life. It would take my
entire life to fulfill my destiny. I found this out in the most
natural way possible… by liking girls.
In the name of flirting and straight lust, I would use
up our land lines talking to plenty young girls. Lust is simply
the perversion of Love. Love cares about others; lust cares
about self. Love wants intimacy; lust wants sex. Love is
patient; lust wants it now. Love plans; lust is random. Love
is considerate and caring; lust is pushy and won't accept
"no" for an answer. Love does what's best for you; lust lies
to get what it wants. Love is strong and will never leave you;
lust is weak and is always looking for the next best thing.
Love sees your value; lust is blinded by... well, lust. Even
still, when you're walking down Love's road and pull over to
the red and mysterious Lust Alley, the Love GPS will prompt
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you to get back on the road. “If you focus on Love, you
won't give in to lust.” - Galatians 5:16
Opportunities to satisfy my hormones would often
become counseling sessions. The Bible makes references to
the Holy Spirt as “The Counselor.” It all just means God's
kind of Love. Don't get deep on me. God is Love, right? Is
Jesus greater than God, or the Holy Spirit greater than
Jesus? No. They're all one. LOVE. God = Love. Holy Spirit =
The Spirit of God's kind of Love. Jesus = Love
demonstrated. I refer to the Holy Spirit as my GPS or the
Spirit of Love. Moving on, I was trying to be something I
wasn't and sounding weird lusting with all that Love in my
heart. I would call the school chicks with the “sexy voice,”
trying to set the mood. Oddly enough, after singing
Ginuwine’s “Pony,” Next’s “Butta Love,” or Usher's
"Bedtime," I could determine what else to say to win the
female over. How did I know what to say? Suddenly, I would
also identify the broken areas of that girl’s life and what to
say to fix them. That's a gift called discernment. In the
negative, it's called manipulation/witchcraft. I went in with
one thing in mind, but The GPS used that lust to reroute us
to the nearest Love exit. Love allowed me to get lost in
"Lust Alley" because those girls without "The GPS" needed
a ride to the "highway." These girls had been hurting,
raped, molested, given-up-on, deceived, and their comfort
was music and poetry. They told me their favorite songs,
and through those songs, I could discern where they had
been and where they were headed in life. Love used my
lustful thoughts like a taxi. I would pick up girls in the
"Lowlands" and Love would guide us to the "High Road."
It sounds a little risky, but Love is gazillion times
stronger than lust. I'm not saying I took the right ways all the
time, but who does? The beauty of the Love being the GPS
is that if you allow Him, He'll map out "the way" until you
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know it "by heart." The Bible is a life map. Just like you
can't always look at your phone and drive, Love will write
His ways on your heart (Hebrews 8:10) and give you voiceguided navigation, so you don't have to read your Bible
24/7. When you pull over, look at your Life map to
memorize the routes and be more efficient on your journey.
You'll never get stuck at a dead end, so don't worry about
your wrong turns. No worries kid! "Hakuna Matata!" - The
Lion King
I discovered my life-long gift. I could make songs to
assist people in true Love, intimacy with Love, complete
prosperity, and celebration. I was beginning to locate
purpose. My foundation was building up to me meeting
needs. For those creative people who have the gift of
discernment, you have a head start in knowing what kind of
products to produce. I would always wonder why I had that
gift of discernment. It gave me the inside scoop on how to
get into the hearts of my consumers. With the girls, it wasn’t
about the attraction anymore; it was about me having a
sense of worth, duty, and ultimately life-long fulfillment. Not
that my music is only for the ladies, but they were
foundational to me learning these two crucial points:
1. Being obedient to Love is the key to true fulfillment."
2. Make Love the "main course," and everything
needed to make life more enjoyable will be given to
you as "side items." - Matthew 6:33
For all you perverts out there, this doesn't mean to
take the path of the womanizer. It means like everyone, I
have flaws but I let (I repeat LET) Love change my motives
and ultimately my ways for the benefit of other people.
After getting lost a few times, you should be savvy with The
GPS. If you keep getting lost in Lust Alley, it's because you
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like getting lost. Cut the crap! Don't get sidetracked into
thinking you're doing women a favor by leaving your vision
and repeatedly looping off the highway into Lust Alley. At
that point, you're wasting their time and your own if you're
not going to show them a better way of life. If you're
helping them go back to the "Lowlands," you'll gain the
reputation of a "lowlife."
On this road, girls naturally follow guys. If the guys
they were listening to shared positive things (either in their
lives or on the radio), the girls would have a positive outlook
on life. Everyone wants a good life. Those young girls
wanted the same thing I was coming into the reality of. Why
not share it? What was more important: My desires or Love’s
desires? My reality was that throughout all my inherited
circumstances (and even my poor decisions), Love accepted
me, appreciated me, embraced me, and expressed to me
that He wished well for my life. The people I knew were
made to be recipients of this understanding not distributors
of it. My point is, some ideas initially need “you” and only
you, since your focus is on meeting needs. That means your
heart is in a position to receive ideas others probably won't.
Don't play yourself. Everyone's not willing to live for what
you live for or willing to die for what you would die for.
Everyone's not interested in bettering the world. Some are
interested, but not ready to do the work. You have to do
you. That’s why the coordinates for your ideas intersected at
destination “you.” Your gut can identify a great idea for
yourself better than popular opinions can; so listen to your
gut. That’s where your GPS is located.
As I mentioned earlier on, iTunes wasn’t poppin’ at
that time and pushing independent releases was a mystery
to me. I was determined to test out my newfound
understanding by any means necessary. I wrote poems,
made copies, and distributed them throughout my high
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school. To my surprise, I got all good responses. I was on to
something! I was compelled to put something on cd now. I
appreciated how appreciated I was, so I spent countless
hours looking for multitrack recording software online. After
getting the software, I found an old PC mic lying around
that served as my studio mic when I taped it to the wall. Lol.
I was now able to make some fresh songs that made me a
hit! I also noticed that even though Pops and I didn't agree
on music, he would donate some of his older equipment to
my cause. It was a miracle that we even spoke, so I took it as
a sign that Love was in control of my life. Naturally, we still
needed to have a sit-down, but I just went with the positive.
My music was sounding good, and in due time, I had a small
audience supporting my sound. A little consistency
would’ve helped me blow up independently, but no. I
wasn’t confident and thought I needed a crew to validate
me. I was afraid to take a swing at success solo, so I got my
hottest songs and donated them and myself to a group
called “X." “Do not fling away your fearless confidence, for
it carries a great and glorious compensation of reward.” Hebrew 10:35
Usually, a strong peace would take over me when I
was cruising the right path for my life. In this group, I was
more anxious and apprehensive with no peace. When I
joined this group, I was trying hard to fit in and couldn’t
quite settle in. My first two musical mentors Tony and Dre
were happy to have me around. I was 17 years old, coproducing a whole album and loving the attention. It was all
good, except for the fact that my GPS and I had some
unfinished business. I took a wrong turn. I jeopardized their
operation just by being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. Even if the situation was right, I was still hesitant
because I had bits of my father’s views on music roaming my
conscience. I hadn’t fully graduated from religion, but my
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gut was trying to steer me to Love's mission, so I could get
the truth and break free from religion.
At almost 18 years of age, I was living in my mother’s
basement in Riverdale, Ga. X was about to sign a major
record deal. My supportive mother came into my bedroom
to share her heart with me. She said, “Son, I’m going to
support you in whatever you do, but you know that’s not
what you’re born to do. Do what you’re called to do.” Those
may not be the exact words, but you get the picture. Earlier
that week, she attended an X nightclub gig that spoke
volumes to her about how out-of-place I was. One of my
group mates lost himself in the music, took off his shirt and
started pouring water on his abs. The ladies went crazy! Lol.
Right or wrong, it didn’t matter. Compared to the rest of the
club, I looked like a foreigner on stage. I might as well had
been wearing sandals and a turban! Our performance didn’t
flow naturally with me, and it showed. I stood out like
Batman at a bridal shower! Lol. I was always big on
portraying uplifting messages in my music, but the audience
got a different message this time… straight lust! Fun times
huh? My mom’s words were resonating with how I was
feeling at that point in my life. I remember thinking, “Where
am I?”
I always felt I knew a lot about God, Jesus, and the
Spirit of Love. But all knowledge of the triune doesn’t even
scratch God’s surface until you know Him as Love. I knew
enough to let my gut guide me. I needed him to re-route
my life because I was very confused. My mother’s words
were short but very sharp. It’s almost like they kept cutting
through layers of me until they reached my heart. I believe
Love arranged my encounter with mom down to the specific
second. Love-inspired happenings at the perfect time and
place are what I like to call “divine appointments.” This
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divine appointment led me on a search to find out why God
was trying to sabotage my precious singing career. Lol.
I fasted for thirty days (and failed miserably might I
add). I'm thankful Love doesn't reward what we do, but the
heart behind our reasons for doing what we do. I started
reading my Bible, praying, paying more attention to the
Spirit of Love and devoting less time to just living off of
preachers’ sermons. I had my own personal GPS system to
guide my ideas, line upon line and precept upon precept.
Even my assumptions were becoming accurate. Now the
hard part... trusting that GPS system.
I heard that internal GPS start speaking to me late
one evening. He said, “I want you to leave the group. Tell
them you heard it in prayer and you need to take some time
away to be sure of what you’re hearing. Let them know I
said it.” I asked many questions, but He assured me my
obedience would be the way to get the answers I wanted.
When I told the fellas, they were highly upset, and rightfully
so. We put a lot of work into our project, and I was
abandoning them. Things got real! They told me I was
hearing from the devil and I was in the group to help them
finally get paid. They also felt like I was saying something
was wrong with them as if I was the golden child and they
were nothing. It wasn’t a peaceful breakup. I got dissed and
dismissed. My feelings were hurt when I got home, and I
asked the GPS, “Why did you tell me to leave? You know
everything, so you knew they were going to chump me off!
Why would you do that?” I heard My Spirit say quickly and
audibly in my heart, “Because I wanted you to see what’s in
their hearts.” A person’s mouth tells on their heart (Matthew
12:34). You see, my heart was into completely yielding to
the direction of Love. Being aligned with Him was my
priority, but not everyone is that way. My group members
didn’t even care to pray or seek God on the matter. A willing
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heart is all Love needs to make miracles happen. In that
scenario, they weren’t even willing to believe me, even if I
was onto something. These times don't make people “bad
people,” it just means you need to get around like-minded
people so you can go further in the way you think, especially
if you’re thinking to be directed by the Spirit of Love. If not,
people will influence you away from that divine guidance
which is the key to your breakthroughs.
Nothing mattered more to me than being led without
static. Just a moment of clear, precise GPS navigation was
better than everything. Not only did I leave X, but I left my
girlfriend around the same time for this reason. We were
having way too much sex, and she wasn’t the only one
getting the “Best of Me” - Mya ft Jay-Z. In high school,
dudes were like dogs, always looking for a female to hump.
If only I could express how difficult it was to be me; growing
in spirit but dealing with puberty’s leftover lust phase.
Sexuality was like a faucet I couldn’t seem to turn off.
Religion began its reign in my life as I tried to depend on
will power to end my addiction. As I read before, believing
that Jesus already freed me along with renewing my mind
with the Bible, is the way to change perverted behavior. But
I couldn't stop thinking about it. Was I wrong for thinking
like a man? Was there something wrong with me? Did I have
an evil spirit gaining control of my thoughts? Of course not.
That's nature telling you it's time to learn the appropriate
way to have intimacy. You're supposed to be starting a
relationship with The GPS so you can map out the kind of
wife you need for your life. It's time to get busy being driven
by your gift so you can drive down your life's road and meet
a princess from Loveland. Some dudes stay in the Lowlands
to "get their rocks off" in Lust Alley and end up going
nowhere. Don't let religion make you think you're lustful. It's
good to desire what Love has in store for you, so cling to
Love during this phase. Another way is clinging to the love
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he gave you for a skill or talent. It's all Love. It's all The GPS.
It's all guidance to offset the perversion of those rightful
desires you have.
I didn’t know all of that at the time, but I knew
enough to get away from as many distractions as possible. I
was the only one who knew the depths of my struggles,
even when I tried to explain them to my little girlfriends. My
homies understood from a male perspective how I felt, but
they weren’t interested in a solution like I was. I don’t even
know if premarital sex was even a problem to them. They
were all like, "Bruh! If I had your powers, I'd be chasing
plenty tale!" Lol. I couldn't agree because my ego didn’t like
the thought of being controlled by anything. At the same
time, sex was an ego trip. I had so many mixed emotions at
that point. For so long, I could do anything I put my mind
to, except developing self-control sexually. I believed that
my mess-ups would make it difficult to sense direction from
God because I’d be too busy being un-sober (under the
influence) and walking in darkness. I sooooo needed my
path to be lit up.
Ladies and gentlemen, some of you are going to face
tons of temptations and give into them a million times. Love
has already pre-forgiven you a million times multiplied by
infinity. Don’t get deep about it; don't get depressed about
not controlling yourself; you're not God; don't get guilty;
get busy. Love breaks the back of addictions. Love others.
What can you do for the unborn with your life? What gifts,
knowledge, or talents can you influence the world with? Put
your time into being a positive impact, no matter how nonpositive you may feel. You're not small; you're big. Every
grain of sand that makes the beach is important. You were
made for a reason and add to the plan. Let your vision
possess your thinking and eventually guide you to get help
so that you can be a help to others. Let it drive you away
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from a dangerous, uncontrollable sex drive. Put the bottles
and substances down and pick up your vision. Addictions
aren't stronger than God or His love for you. They're not
powerful enough to stop the power in the vision He gave
you. If you don’t have a vision, ask Love to open the eyes of
your heart. If you’re involved in negativity, ask Love to
repurpose your life. Stop making excuses and waiting for
yourself to be numb to the urges. Don’t be lazy, beefing
with God for not taking away the effects of the poison
you’ve indulged in. You end up in the wrong destinations
because you’re on the wrong road. You’ll keep running into
the same people, places, and things until you switch lanes.
Do you think you can have a safe trip driving in two lanes at
once? Pick the right lane and swerve on that old mess! The
redemption is in steering your mind to the lane you were
designed to be in. Those old people, places, and events
aren’t in your pre-destined purpose. Your gift is from Love
and only things associated with Him are in your lane. You
have to walk by faith and talk by faith. Get started with your
vision by faith, as if there is no addiction. No matter what
you're into now, get busy, and those old habits will fall off
like dead skin. Just get busy and stay busy in the gift. Your
passion for your gift to the world is the GPS away from the
bs. Don’t let any religious person convince you to walk away
from a positive vision of yours because of your flaws.
Forgive those fools when they treat you bad at church. They
need the ministry you’re starting. Be humble and show love
to the Bible Thumpers when they look for EVERY
opportunity to beat scriptures into you. Lol. They’re broken
just like you and are in the beginning stages of their vision.
Keep in mind, they’re not better than you and they don’t
know more than you, even if they are too zealous to realize
it. Love is the knowledge and without it, they don’t know
much of anything. Start off your positive endeavor with Love
by understanding they have kinks to work out. When you
clock out and you’re done with your shift of stripping, selling
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drugs, taking drugs, getting lit, being abusive, raping,
murdering, lying, cheating people, being promiscuous, or
doing dirt, focus on doing something positive. You’ll find
out you need Love’s help and you’ll have to start meeting
and consulting with Him to achieve those goals. He’ll
eventually steer you away from danger if you allow Him to
tow you away. You’ll find out Love has some programs and
tour guides of the “highway” in the harshest of situations
and places you end up in. Of course, your decisions have
consequences, but Love loves you and will repurpose your
life wherever you are, even in your consequences. God
wants our hearts to know His kind of Love. It’s important to
listen when He speaks, so we can save ourselves years of
traveling down a road that’s not on our life’s map. You’re
salvageable, valuable, and still purposeful to the Love of
God… with your fresh self!
At the age of 18, I had been antisocial for a while
when a young lady called me during my fast. I was so
anxious to pick up the phone. It’s funny; I tried to race the
inner warning I felt in my gut to the phone. I tried to answer
the phone before realizing it’s not a good move. Lol. I was
only fooling myself. As I reached for the phone, I heard a
soft voice yell (almost in a sad tone), “No! She’s going to
take you from me.” I felt the words so deeply that I paused
for a couple of seconds. I ignored the inner prompt and
ended up in an off-and-on relationship for six years! My GPS
guided me out of the relationship unharmed, but I wasted
so much time. That voice was right. I was distracted for six
years. It felt like I was roaming Africa while looking for a
destination that’s only in America. I got nowhere! Love was
trying to lead me, but I didn't want to hear about love stuff.
That's why relationships for no purpose other than attraction
are so dangerous. When we claim to be "in love" but our
love interest isn't purposeful to Love's purpose for our gift
to the world, we get hurt and start closing our hearts to all
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love; even God Himself (who is Love). We shut out the driver
of our vehicle! Going in circles was inevitable. The whole
time I was in disobedience to my GPS, I was striving to have
a successful musical career. DUH! I should’ve realized it’s
impossible to end up at the right destination if you’re off
course. I wasn't even on the map! When you’re in Lust Alley,
you can only have as much fun and prosperity as it can
provide. You only get the perversions and knock-off versions
of good things.
Always remember, Love is like elite unbreakable
indestructible iron. We're pieces of that iron and only iron
can sharpen iron. Lust isn’t real iron, it’s the intention of it.
Lust has a million excuses and good intentions that aren’t
solid. Lust is the corrosion of love; the deceitfully colorful
and pretty rust that begins as a spec, but is designed to
weaken, swallow, and ultimately devour love over time. Lust
is against you and borrows sparkly, alluring, iron beginnings
to slowly suck you into temptations to deteriorate you and
those who Love wants to sharpen. Lust’s riches are
expensive because they cost you your life and your time.
Those are two things you can't get back! The wealth, health,
peace, and true prosperity from Love don't reside in Lust
Alley. So if you’re in lust, that’s as blessed as you’re going to
get! Just know, manmade prosperity always deteriorates,
gets flakey, and flakes away when it’s not connected to
unbreakable iron Love.
“What do you benefit or profit from gaining the whole world
and losing your soul (mind, will, and emotions) in the
process?” - Mark 8:36
The highway is made from iron Love and will lead you away
from Lust Alley without rusting your relationship away. No
worries, just take the highway! Whoever wants a higher way
will follow you. In a perfect world, women should be able to
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get a pass on this topic. This is where fathers, brothers,
boyfriends, husbands, and men (who are natural born
leaders) should be a woman's GPS and lead the way.
“ROADTRIP!”
Going back, I still had to kill off all the religion. I went
through years of slip & falls beginning with my last year in
high school. When I felt God was taking too long, I tried to
make things happen on my own. I even tried to justify those
times with scripture. When I got off course, I would’ve been
wise to attend college, keep a steady job, and maintain
some stability. I’m not talking about being self-employed,
I’m talking having a steady income in addition to being selfemployed until life makes sense. I can only speak for myself
on this matter. He who began a perfect work in me will finish
it (Philippians 1:6) but in His time, not Birdsong’s. We can’t
force or rush the Holy Spirit to say or do anything. That’s
why it’s important to be excelling in this life as much as
humanly possible, so your gift doesn't become an idol when
you're idle. When you strive to be excellent in more areas
than just your talents, you give the Holy Spirit more
resources to take advantage of. For example, the Holy Spirit
can use a toddler to say some powerful things if need be.
Imagine the ramifications if that same toddler learned how
to write and read. Now consider when that toddler grows up
and gets a license. The Holy Spirit can send him/her places
outside of his/her home. Now think about me being able to
make some pretty decent songs. What if I matured to a level
of understanding other businesses as well as the music
industry? The Holy Spirit could take advantage of the
knowledge and get me to higher heights. It's the same with
religion. What if I stopped limiting what I thought God
wanted to do with the tunes He gave me? What if I took the
barricades and roadblocks off my mind and conscience so
wisdom can transport witty ideas safely into my heart. I was
stuck at "Dead-End Disobedience" and couldn't hear my
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GPS over my frustrations. You ever try to tell your GPS it
doesn't know where it's going, get more lost; then the GPS
is silent until you start driving the direction it said initially?
Lol. I promise you, the Spirit of Love is the exact same way.
He knows what He was designed to do and will wait until
you do what you're designed to do before He starts talking
again. He's designed to lead and guide you into all truth;
you're designed to listen (John 16:13). I had to wait until I
bulldozed the roadblocks I allowed to trap my mind. I wasn’t
waiting on God all those years… He was waiting for me.
In my 6-year “wilderness experience” I bounced from
managers, contracts, and situations that caused me to
develop a reputation as a studio-slut. A studio-slut is a
disloyal, uncommitted artist who repeatedly gets in bed with
any situation they think will get them ahead. They usually
don’t know what they want; they’re just looking for some
action. Fresh analogy right? I know. I was damaging the very
thing that the music business (and all businesses) thrive on…
RELATIONSHIPS. God is Love and the primary place you
put Love is in RELATIONSHIPS. Thank God for His grace
that rerouted all my downfalls to having a mind of music
business knowledge. “Gotta love that GPS!”
Let me also say this. It’s important to get entirely free
from hurts when leading people. Otherwise, they’ll get your
hand-me-downs. When you find yourself leaving situations,
getting repeatedly left, getting upset, or holding grudges
against the people you should be influencing, you have to
correct yourself as a leader. As I mentioned earlier, we're
here to build bridges, not walls. The wise man that I am has
forgiven everyone, treats everyone with respect, and is
thankful to them for the life lessons. "PUT SOME RESPEK
OWN IT!" – Birdman
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C H A P T E R 11

The Detour
When we talk about swerving on things, religion is
a tough one. You're talking about something that has been
ingrained in us a lot of times, since birth. Some of us need
brainwashing away from it. It’s like having dark tint on your
windows as you drive in your gift. You can see, but the road
to life isn’t as colorful and bright as it should be. It’s blocking
the sun and the Son from being vivid to you. Through your
tinted windshield you see religion first on every exit,
billboard, rest stop, blimp, and person. I felt like I was
wearing religion sunglasses. I had to take off my religion
shades and change my perspective. They made me
ridiculous whenever I had a girlfriend. My religious lenses
only saw what needed to be cleaned. I was so judgmental
and guilty all the time that I began to develop deep
insecurities.
I never could follow the Good Book's guidelines for
relationships, because I was trying to be too good. I got
worn out trying to do things perfectly and just gave up at
times. I found myself taking long breaks from perfection.
That mess is exhausting. I learned perfection isn't my job; it
is Love's. My duty is to assess and avoid relationships and
situations that compromise how I love. That means until I'm
married I need my own stuff. I need my own crib, car,
money, and my own space. Why? Because life is at its best
when you let Love have it. I needed to build my life and give
it to Love so He could show me how to love someone else
with it. I was claiming to be in love with people and didn't
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even know how to love myself. We're not supposed to know
how to love ourselves. We were made to learn that from
Love. I didn't like me. I was afraid of the dark inside of me,
so I wanted to fill my heart with roommates to let in some
light. I was letting people live in a heart I wasn't even
comfortable living in yet. When I was "shacking up" (as the
old-heads say) with no lifetime commitment, I taught myself
divorce. Sharing life; being whole all while running the risk
of having to rip it all away. Divorce is worse than death
because you have to live with the pain over time. The pain
of separation makes you afraid of the blessing. When you
know you're loved you're not scared of anything. You're
bold. You're solid. You have the invincible feeling like a child
protected by their mother or father. When you feel unloved,
you'll look for someone or something to fill the void. If a
person's love makes you, it can also break you. Then you
won't want anything to do with the only one who can guide
your life; God, who is Love. No one can get close to loving
you like Love Himself, so your job is to learn His kind of love
and get around people who prioritize it in their lives. Then
Love, who is perfection will guide your relationships, and
ultimately your actions. Here are some "love protection"
examples of mine:
* I decided to be celibate. Sex is the quickest hack into my
heart's database: my mind, will, and emotions; the place I
carry my 1st love; my vision. You have to show me your
passion for my vision is lifelong before you can get the "D."
* My home is my get-away, so I only share it with those who
make me feel the same way.
* I like romance and affection, so my "lady-friend" visits are
usually stop-n-go's; stop by on the way to going somewhere
fun (unless we’re double dating or crewed-up).
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* I treat people better than I want to be treated without
expecting it in return. I build with those who return it.
* I'm not a virgin, so "Netflix & Chill" is just a setup for me
to want to "smash," so I’ll go to actual places with my lady
friend.
* I ask questions and pay attention to responses. It's good
to know who's coming into your life and listening always
reveals why.
I have to protect my heart.
Back to the story. Part of me was enjoying all the
thoughts of forever, the togetherness, the sex, the freedom,
and the support from my lady. They usually had their own
place, and I would stay behind working on music to shop to
the music business. They wanted more from me than just my
dreams, which is understandable. Some saw my music quest
as an obsession. I saw it as the reason I was born. It became
my morning afternoon and night. I never watched much TV.
Instead, I worked to be on it. When do you have time to be
influenced by something you’re supposed to be
influencing? I never fully understood that, so I would checkin to stay current then get back to work.
The women I've dated usually got jealous when they
realized they were second; especially when wanting to be
there for me. I was mostly looking at the computer. They
were often talking to my back. I was always on the phone
building myself up with mentors and supportive friends. My
woman was often trying to fit in. I was very Steve Jobs-ish.
All my time and energy was going into my cause. I was
meticulous about the product I would be putting out. On
the other hand, I was romantic and creative. On occasion, I
would create ways to make my woman feel special. I would
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buy cards and roses, make them songs, cook and clean. I'd
give massages after running a bath, do the handyman stuff
around the apartment, and share long walks and good talks.
Love letters always seemed to brighten the mood along
with visiting decent restaurants. I put in the effort to give
whatever I could afford, and during grind-time, that wasn't
much. As much as I hoped for permanent relationships, the
only thing that I knew would stay around for sure was my
cause. I only did big spending on it. I couldn't afford fancy
clothes, jewelry, or trips. Heck, I could barely afford to pay
the few bills I had. Nevertheless, I had a lot of Love inside
me, and I enjoyed having someone to share with. I, like
most men wished I could give the world, but at the time I
could only give mine. I was good at dividing my attention
between my work and my woman. This is better known as
getting distracted when you're not serious about each other.
People aren't shoes to try on. Men, you should have an idea
of the kind of woman who fits you from jump street, so don't
waste time trying to make someone fit. Whoever has your
heart is always going to hijack your attention, even if it's not
their intention. That's why you have to make sure you get
not just a good woman but most importantly, a woman
that's good for your dream. Someone who sees your dream
before it's visible and believes in it when it's spoken. A
beautiful soul who can unravel you and give balance to your
vision. They'll call you out on your bs and push you to be
the person you're designed to be. I'm so thankful to anyone
who's left me for the betterment of myself. My girlfriends
didn't know what to do with my religious butt. Lol.
I was everywhere. I had the heart for kids, so I got
involved in the teen ministry at my church. When you’re
religious everything involving church feels like an obligation.
You can’t give out of a pure heart when you feel pressured.
Even still, people loved my sound just like my Pops. As
much as I didn’t want to, it felt like I was walking out his
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timeline when he was my age. We had so much in common.
We didn’t talk a lot. We didn’t explain much. We were both
religious. We both had the trademark mean-mug. We both
put the music first. And we had woman problems.
My girlfriend wanted to be a singer, so of course, she
was going to ask me to produce her. I wasn’t interested in
anything except my vision at the time. I didn't see any
passion in my girlfriend or many other underdog artists of
that time. My desire to change the world determined why I
made music. I fought to record music. I made a way. I didn’t
wait for people to open the door for me. I made my doors.
The passion drove me, and if I didn’t see passion in an artist,
I didn’t get involved with their music. I felt like Denzel
Washington in The Book of Eli. The business of music
introduced me to so many selfish, money-hungry
manipulators, and just plain dishonest people that I
protected my gift instead of sharing it. Everybody saw the
bling-bling, cars, big houses, and the celebrity of it all. Not
many people were honest with themselves about why they
wanted to make music. They were chasing either power or
the mighty dollar. At first, they don't realize the money is
just a loan. Artists were just commercials for labels,
promotional tools to promote companies. So the labels
would decorate them with big chains, gold teeth, sexy
women, mansions, diamonds, and whatever was necessary
to get them looking good. Most of the time a new artist
would have to pay that money back before they could keep
anything for themselves. Welcome to the realm of
entertainment. Entertainment is just that, entertainment. No
one cares about your reasons for making music, but you
better make the label some money.
As I began to understand the business more, I began
to realize my vision went totally against it. I thought I could
still blend in with some mild love songs, but that just wasn’t
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my destiny. Something always interrupted. I never could put
my whole heart into it. I was the horse chasing the carrot,
but I had the whole feast sitting inside of my stomach. I
don’t know why I was so needy. I got caught up in the lie of
needing a crew to validate me. Thank you so much Lauryn
Hill for doing Unplugged. If you’re reading this book, please
know you helped shape the beginnings of Zion Birdsong.
Your obedience, your honesty, might, and openness on
Unplugged triggered my spirit. I’ve been living with those
words of yours as my inner check-up. I’ll hear lines in the
songs when I encounter moments in my life, and I know
Love gave you everything you shared with us. I can’t thank
you enough for being truth personified. You are valued and
adorned by the Father. Your timing was very key to a plan
that’s unraveling even now.
Looking back, some of us bicker and argue in
relationships ignoring the obvious signs of incompatibility.
Remember I got that phone call that I wasn't supposed to
answer during my fast? Well, me and this particular woman
dated off-and-on well into my early 20's. She had grown
used to physical altercations with other guys during our
separation phases. Our relationship fresh out of high school
didn't allow us to experience much in life except each other.
We were both unfaithful and scared of hurting each other's
feelings. We were apparently trying to make something
work that wasn’t meant to. I was trying so hard not to be like
my dad that I was becoming him. I was facing the same
things he faced at my age. Although I vowed not to hit a
woman, I was with a provoker who brought me awfully
close. My mom was similar. She could be manipulative and
good at provoking physical altercations. I recognized that in
my girlfriend and knew I had to get away fast if I didn't want
to catch a case. Lol. Plus, I wasn't comfortable with hurting
anyone, let alone a woman because I remember how mom
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was emotionally broken afterward. I decided to contact the
one person that may understand. My Pops.
How Do I Say This?
How do I say this? How do I relay it?
I’m learning Love and it’s taking me through changes
The lust is dying and Love is dividing
Slowly taking our knot, unraveling and untying
Perfect with perspective, perfect with timing
Accomplishing in me everything I was trying
I love you enough to say I believe I was wrong
We’ve hurt us enough to say that we should move on
We have to draw the line between love and infatuation
Are we happy that we’ve grown, or afraid to face it?
Fact is, we’ve lived and learned, now we’re different people
Afraid to break apart and let Love be our hero
Don’t get me wrong, some wrestle then pin the bond,
Find out they’ve fought Love then decide to remain calm
Breathing each other’s peace in a safe environment
Working through differences, without rap sheets and sirens
The quality of life goes up instead of down
Family doesn’t witness the drama when they’re around
Self-esteem is raised as they sing each other’s praise
They can say they’ve had more clear than gray days
They can say they ran more good than bad plays
They can say they think more good than bad ways
They can say they’re more secure than paranoid
They can say, “You fill my heart, not just my voids.”
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How do I say this? We’re so worried if we’re staying,
That we stay on social media daily campaigning
Post the sexy pictures with motivational captions
Hoping someone relates to the feelings we’re trapped in
Patrolling the internet, driven by inner stress
Looking for the reasons our trust in each other left
Prisoners to panic while fear is our advice
Insecurity pep talks turn us into spies
At the center of it all, is it ok to be
Using our hearts as Central Intelligence Agencies?
Becoming cleverer, informed, more secretive
I refuse to be devious so “our thing” can live
How do I say this? That’s just not Love
If your heart’s investigating, it’s not in Love
You can’t fix a person to make them fit you
You can’t take a person and stretch them to your truth
If the shoe fits wear it, if not loosen the tie
Don’t try to squeeze your heart into the wrong size
Don’t try to fill a heart that’s clearly too wide
Let Love guard your heart so you can be wise
How do I say this? Time waits for none
Don’t waste your time trying to pleasure someone
Take your time adding more to your value
And in time you’ll notice happiness found you
We’re looking externally for what’s only found within
Hoping we met someone who can make us secure again
I got with you, the last one, and the one before that
To repair a vulnerable heart that wasn’t intact
I needed to be needed, you wanted to make a difference
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Attracted to a better life happening in an instant
Drunk off your lips, un-sober in my mental
Looking for the come-up, intoxicated by credentials
When it’s all gone and it’s only us, it’s simple
We really don’t belong to each other, we’re only rentals
Love puts down the pride, we’re too prideful to lower it
We’re not willing to put in the work to take ownership
Sure sign of emotional love, so many conditions
Love compromises and is happy to be submissive
Fear analyzes and relies on intuition
Love is secure and knows you’ll make selfless decisions
How do I say this? I love you enough to leave
I can see the tug of war “trying to love” brings
Minds pulling our hearts when there’s really no connection
Too headstrong, motivated by money and time invested
So familiar with our situation, we’ve gotten comfy
Talk of the town, so we see each other like we’re trophies
Afraid of explanations to the people we’ve involved
How do we say this image we’ve built is about to fall
We’re an idol, we praise the monument we’ve built
We’re a statue they adorn but inside we’re hollow-filled
Going through the motions, stuck on being planted
Bearing no fruit, just using each other to stand with
How do I say this? Let’s love ourselves enough
To do some introspection and call each other’s bluff
Let’s stop being repetitive, confront the fear we’re hiding
If there’s any Love to salvage, you know where to find me
Let’s not drown our minds with each other, we need air
Can’t be afraid to breathe, to life that’s so unfair
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I shouldn’t have to smother you and raid your atmosphere
To manipulate your feelings and trick them to stay here
Asking you to build walls and look out for invaders
Asking me to heal you and pretend to be your savior
Interrogate your love to make sure it can be savored
Can’t move ahead because you’re now my new anchor
How do I say this? There’s no love lost
I just learned to love myself enough to take this loss
I understand without me, "us" will pay the cost
If I can’t be truly me, then all this is false
You didn’t have my fullness in my immature state
If you don’t have my realness, you’re dating a fake
Don’t get me wrong, I was real for that stage
But this chapter in my life requires I turn the page
Maybe you liked my naïve impressionable self
Maybe I was too blinded to look somewhere else
Maybe I dived headfirst and got in too deep
You knew I wasn’t ripe but looked good enough to keep
Maybe you’re street smart and persuasive as they come
Maybe friends, family, and watchers knew I was dumb
Maybe I wanted to prove them wrong and kept riding
All these “maybes” lead to the decision I’m deciding
God first, Love 1st, I’ll step into divinity
When I find out real Love, I’ll find my true identity
If neither of us knows Love, there are no hearts to break
How do I say this? Let’s correct our mistake
I didn’t know exactly where Pops was in life at this
time. He seemed to have calmed down a bit judging from
our brief talks on the phone. We didn't discuss the past, but
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we were cordial. He had peace in his home on Georgia's
countryside. He and my little sister seemed to be getting
along okay, and he was always asking me if I needed
anything. I was always hesitant to say yes because of our
shaky background, but if I ever needed a favor it was now. I
had a righteous need. With him being the god-stuff guy
who had been in my shoes, I was sure he'd get me. I gave
him the rundown, so he agreed to let me stay with him for
two weeks while I waited for my publishing deal to clear. I
had a $25,000 advance in the works, and I didn't want any
drama messing it up. I shared that information with dad so
he could know I wasn’t just going to be there taking up
space. But my dad still had a controlling nature, and he
disapproved in his heart. He was a trap. You'd think two
musicians could have a pleasant chat about music since he
always asked how mine was going, but the topic always
stirred up confusion. It's hard not to take the bait because
music excites me. To my dismay, he'd try to drill it in me how
he’s waiting on God to give him the “go” musically and how
I should too. He seemed to want to live vicariously through
me, but I needed a job. More specifically I needed a job in
my field. I figured I could make $25,000 a year doing hard
labor, or begin a musical career. Music won. I'm sure I'd
have to work my way up the corporate ladder to get some
creative control, but that's with any job. Heck, he had a
government job, working for one of the most corrupt
nations in the world. I didn't want to stir up any confusion,
so I kept my thoughts to myself.
The dynamic between Pops and me was different
now. We were both men who agreed to disagree with each
other on the moves we were making in life. Here he was
reaching 50 years of age and still waiting on "the go" from
God to pursue a musical career. And there I was in a hurry to
learn the music biz so I could infuse it with Love. Looking
back, we both had a goal to improve the world. What was
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so hard about working together? That darn religion just
insists on the "my way or the highway" mentality and blinds
people. All that division was unnecessary.
I wasn’t a big fan of waiting on God to make music. I
knew that Pops was just alluding to me only singing praise
and worship. That was too deep for me. There was a time
when Love had to reach me through music when Pops
couldn't. I would sing about whatever was on my heart, and
it would all soothe my spirit when dad stressed it. So in my
mind, Pops missed me with all that. Music was my diary for
many years, keeping me sane during Pops' reign of terror
(just kidding). He related to music differently, and I
respected that, not because I had to, but I chose to. I just
wanted the same respect for a change. That request was
often met with an exit statement such as, "I love you, son.
God forbid, I'm going to watch you go down a path to hell
and not say anything." I was getting real tired of those
polite insults.
Music is complicated when you mix it with religion
because now your self-expression is being controlled by
duties. I didn’t see the point in waiting on God to draw
pictures if you’re an artist. Why should I wait on God to
paint the Sistine Chapel if I’m Michelangelo? Why should I
wait on God to practice basketball in the driveway if I plan
on being in the NBA? Why should I wait on God to get my
license if I want to be a NASCAR driver? I always believed in
the meantime in between time one should be honing their
craft. I hadn't heard a newly completed and recorded song
from my father since I was around ten years old. That was
odd to me because my dad always had the newest musical
equipment. Looking back there were times we didn’t have
much food or extra money, but there was always a top-ofthe-line sequencer keyboard in the house. There was always
musical equipment. Being empathetic, I knew it would break
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my heart if I were in his place. Spending years watching
people begin and end their careers without making a dent
in the biz. I felt like he was a prisoner of his mind. A prisoner
of religion. I couldn't live that way. I had to always be active
in music because it's who I am. Bird's fly, fish swim, monkeys
climb. They don't pray and wait for God to instruct them.
They don't have intelligence to confuse them. They do their
design. I make music, and I don't see a point in doing
something for 20 years and not profiting from it. That's
foolish and would be a slap in God's face after giving me
intelligence.
As an adult, I saw things from different angles. I never
got a song from my dad. My mom never got a song from
my dad. No one but God got songs from my dad, and I
hated that. You're not living if you haven't had the pleasure
of doing for the ones you love with your gift. They want to
feel special too. My woman and I had our issues, but she
had plenty songs that were only hers. She could never say I
robbed her of affection. My sisters, my mom, my nephews,
my little cousins, and best friends have songs I've dedicated
to them. “Charity begins at home, and is the voice of the
world” – Sir Thomas Browne. I started with my family and
community to begin healing the world. And there I was
spilling my guts to my dad about the good I planned on
doing with my music and he gave me warnings. “Make sure
you’re hearing from God clearly son.” It was always a fear or
caution based response. “Hell is a real place…” “I didn’t
hear you mention Jesus in your songs…” “You know son;
sometimes we think we are hearing God but were hearing
ourselves…” I felt like a loser.
I thought about that, and it broke my heart. I knew I
heard from Love. Even though I hated Pops with so much of
my heart, I had a vivid image of paying off his bills for five
years, buying him a studio, and saying, "Here Pops, do
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whatever God made you to do." I wished my hands would
be used to honor my father even though I was furious with
Him. That's the love of God. There's a scripture that
mentions, "God will give you the desires of your heart."
Well, I didn't desire tragedy to fall on my dad anymore.
Love replaced my hopes for dad with His hopes. That's
something I could never do of my own ability. I had so much
pain outside of my daddy issues to handle. Only Love
Himself could break through and deposit good desires for
Pops into my heart.
Whenever you're doing something great, you’ll have
your fair share of people who get jealous of your success on
any level. As much as I didn’t want to believe that about my
father, he had jealousy patterns. Always downplaying my
ideas, always relating everything back to his musical
prowess, or just using God to justify being negative towards
me. It all started to equal jealousy. It took me forever to
pinpoint that because I couldn’t understand how somebody
I damn near a glorified, could ever be intimidated by little
old me. Musically my dad was the man to me. There aren’t
many people who are prodigies like my father and I. We
both were able to record, produce, engineer, mix, master,
write, and compose songs from scratch. No team. We could
both draw and illustrate our own CD covers. Just when I
thought my dad couldn’t be any greater, one day he takes
my guitar and starts playing it fluidly! Pops blew me away,
man! I looked up to him all my life even when I didn’t want
to. It seems like he looked down on me even though he
didn’t have to. I was all grown up now, and almost the same
height has my dad. It’s ironic when sons and daughters think
getting taller means you’ll see eye to eye with your parents.
Good old religion will make it possible for you to look down
on someone who’s your same height.
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My father wanted me to take his path. The first day I
moved in with him he wanted me to work at the Subway
around the corner. Not just any old Subway, the Conyers, Ga
Subway in the country making $7.00/hr. Guess he wanted to
teach me a lesson. Hey, sometimes you got to do what you
got to do, but I had a $25,000 advance on the way. Maybe
he doubted me. Who knows? I didn’t have a car, and I was a
city guy who took trains and buses; Conyers didn’t have
either of the two. With me and dad’s background I didn’t
plan on settling in for long and depending on him for a ride,
so Subway was out. I just needed somewhere to stay for two
weeks to get my money from my publishing deal as we
initially agreed. I figured I could still use a job, though, so I
asked Pops to drop me off downtown on his way to work. It
wouldn't be the first time I beat the pavement to find a job
in the city.
Now my dad had a bad habit of not cleaning up after
himself when we were kids. As I said earlier, he was big on
image, so there was always sewing needles and thread,
fabrics, and clothes laying around from him tapering up
things to look dapper. On top of that, he liked to iron his
clothes for almost 45 minutes in the morning. When Pops
was on a quest to look GQ he used to leave dishes in the
sink and stuff laying around that I would have to clean up. I
had been away for so long it didn’t cross my mind that he
may have expected me to clean up all of his mess again. So
after spending the second day of my visit editing my resume
and applying for some jobs in the city, Pops comes home
and turns into the Pops I knew when I was 15 years old. That
guy I wanted to shoot. He started asking aggressively, “Did
you check my mail? You didn’t think to wash the dishes?” I
hadn’t eaten, so I hadn’t been in the kitchen to notice the
stack of dirty dishes piled up on both sides of the sink. At
that point, I got instantly pissed and decided it was best if I
took a walk to blow off some steam. Lol. Whew! Family
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knows how to get you there! I decided to do the dishes and
have a quiet spirit to keep down confusion. Here I am 23
and pops is trying to bully me yet again. The next morning
Pops agreed to take me downtown so I could apply for
some jobs. We had about an hour to get ready in he used
up the first 45 minutes having a father-son chat with me
while ironing as usual. Out of nowhere, he asked me to call
UPS for him and check on a package he was expecting. I
had no idea why he couldn’t do that himself, but I decided
to respect my father, get on my Nike, and "Just do it." What
could it hurt? After checking on the package, Pops
attempted to force me to apply for a UPS job over the
phone during the call! I was reaching boiling point. Then
with 10 minutes left he told me I better be ready by the time
he’s ready to go!? That was it for me. I popped! I remember
throwing the phone, saying F this, F that, and just losing it.
Pops was looking at me in shock as if he was wondering why
I was so mad! This is the same guy who has been provoking
me for two straight days, so why was he confused? My little
sister tried to calm us down, but we both told her to go
upstairs. Lol. Poor little sis. Then dad starts throwing threats
like those wonderful days of old. My mind wasn't right. I was
already in the kitchen next to a bunch of knives. I had to tell
him plainly so he could understand me, “I’ll kill you." I
started grabbing my things to get out before I got really
mad, but he blocked my path, daring me to brush up
against him. I smiled and told him plainly, "Dude. You think
it’s a game, but there's no winning for you. If you touch me,
I’m going to kill you; so you better kill me. Pick your
poison.” I hated having to say those words, but that was the
reality of the situation. I had given a fair warning because I
was fed up. I was angry at the fact I was angry! This whole
thing was so situation was so stupid to me. Seriously I was
trying to overlook offenses and be the good son. Why
wouldn't Pops just let me be the good guy? Why did he
want to try me? Looking back, I don’t know if he was too
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hurt, too late for work, too shocked, or psycho, but he
backed down and switched up. He went from hood to
corporate. All of a sudden he yelled for me to get out or
else he’d call the cops! At that point, I saw so much of him
inside of myself. He must have been suppressing so much
all of these years and was on edge. His mood completely
switched. He went to work, and I went back to my girlfriend.
I tried not to care, but I thought about his mood
swing all day wondering if he was ok. It was breaking news
for me to finally understand my anger was a hand-me-down
from the person who made me the angriest. A couple nights
later, I got a call from my little sister at the hospital saying
that she got into it with my dad and he slapped her, threw
her around, roughed her up a bit, bloodied up her nose,
and put a knot on her forehead. I've never pulled any
punches when it came to protecting my little sister. When it
came to her, I was Scarface-ish and dad had already been
asking for it. Plus, I felt responsible for leaving her in such a
heated household. It was the middle of the night, and my
girlfriend was too delirious to know what I was talking about,
so I had a close friend of mine take me to put an end to this.
I grabbed the thickest knife I could find and was on the way
to take Pops out.
When I got to the house, the police had already
taken him to jail. I was mad at God because I wanted to cut
Pops so badly before Love kicked in. I didn’t care about my
life. I just wanted to get revenge for all the frustrations I had
with dad all those years. I lived because of Love, and I knew
I'd wake up in the morning and be at peace. I needed to
punish dad while the anger was thick. I hadn’t cried in so
long, but I wept that night. I felt like God kept robbing me
of my fury. The life I was living in my mind came to a head.
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Venting
Righteous anger ready to draw the sword
Compulsion with justice in my mind’s reservoir
I’ll protect the innocent, then slay the guilty
It’s a dangerous mindset that I’m building
Got my shield raised blocking me from counsel
But I still feel anxious, gritted teeth with growls
I just want to explode, run to a field and yell
To the top of my lungs until my cords swell
Rip off my shirt, release the inner beast
I feel like my muscles are busting through my seams
Somewhere in me is a Hulk, the rage is swollen
I’m Wolverine and my claws are going to tear through
Logan
First time in a while my eyes had an explosion
I can’t use my blade and be a proper shogun
Conflicted by conscience, conviction is constant,
Permission is nonsense,
I’m itching for darkness as my mental blockage
I can feel the red in my sockets
My temples so agitated their throbbing the hardest
I’m assured I have a true friend next to me, I’m
thankful
Down to ride, among other things someone’s faithful
Wait! Hold on to that fury, don’t get soft on me now
We’re halfway to Pops’ house and it’s going down
He did the ultimate sin, he touched who I protect
She looks to me for safety and he slapped her in the
head
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It’s on me, I’ll make it right, sis don’t you worry
I can’t control the traffic, but I’ll be there in a hurry
I know he wants to provoke me and used you as bait
I’m somewhat happy he made that big mistake
Everything I’m going to do will be so well deserved
Talking is out, it’s too late to come to terms
There’s nothing he can say to smooth this over with
words
It’s time for the cleansing, it’s time for the purge
Driving in the neighborhood, turning at the curb
I feel electricity, I can feel the surge
45-minute drive, my hate is still stirred
Finally arrived, look how the tides turned
Red and blue lights pulling off as we get close
The last squad car finally left the post
My heart sinks in disappointment at God
The one chance I had to get revenge is now gone
Why now? Why him? Do you know what he’s done?
How could you let him escape? How could you let
him run?
Forget the law, forget your love, forget that crap!
He’s spitting in your face and you keep having his
back!
First mom, big sis, me, then little sis? Geeze!
I should’ve taken care of him when I was 15
You don’t give a sh*@ about me, God!
I don’t believe in you, you’re a F*&kin’ fraud!
Get all your praise and worship and your applause!
I give you money, my life, and all my songs!
Why didn’t you just let my mom abort me!
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Who needs a God if you’ll never support me!
ANSWER ME! SPEAK UP! I DON’T HEAR A DAMN
THING!
Stop being in my life if you won’t fix the damn thing!
F*&k this! I’ll make all the songs and get filthy rich!
Earn money, cash, hoes, and clothes with your stupid
gift!
I’m sick of trying to be perfect for you, A#@hole!
Strike me down if you want! Come on, A#@hole!
You owe me! Give my tithes and offerings back!
Helping your stupid church and they can’t even give
me gas!
Where were you when mom got thrown down the
stairs?
Where were you when big sis got choked in the air?
Where were you when I got beat with extension
cords?
When sis and dad tussled and broke the closet door?
Got hit with a cooking board… What the hell was it
for?
Abandon me, but why sis? My voice is stressed and
hoarse
Replaying it in my head letting the beef marinate
All that rage literally stressed my hair away
Little sis runs to her room, locks the door behind her
Dads kicks the door off the hinge when he finds her
He wanted to get control (he lost with me) back
through sis
Mushing her with his fingers, she’s feisty as Mom is
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She tried to stay away, drama was cooking in the
oven
She’s 20, he’s twice her weight, regardless she’s a
woman
He’s throwing her around, she kicks him to the closet
He throws her to the wall, gives her a knot on the
forehead
I’m enraged, like a beast in a cage imagining scenes
She gets slapped in the face, her nose begins to
bleed
I’m pissed in advance knowing he’ll try to justify it
Spread lies to his mom’s side of the fam and deny it
She calls the police, somehow she got to her phone
Good job little sis, I hate you went through that alone
Abuse is cowardice, a person running from their
feelings
Confronting you, afraid to confront their past
dealings
I never thought he would stoop so low
Riding to see my sister at the hospital
I know in his head he’s trying to make it smaller
YOU DON’T HIT PEOPLE, LET ALONE YOUR
DAUGHTER!
I’m lit to the ceiling… her face better still be pretty
Either way, a makeover is what he’ll be getting
God, stop talking to me right now, you should’ve got
him
I’m mad you let the police get him before we caught
him
I’m on my street flow, Jesus can take the backseat
I don’t want to hear His mouth, He can take a taxi
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I walk in and can barely give her a hug
She’s hurt, I’m angrier now than I ever was
Ok God, you clearly have some explaining to do
If not, you will have some restraining to do
Give it to me straight, what’s pertaining to you?
You controlling this? Is the blaming on you?
When you gonna do what I want? Oh, I forgot
It’s all about you, ain’t it? Forgive my stupid thoughts!
Stupid me, I’ll never be nearly as smart as you
You must know I need money, cars, a crib, and some
shoes
You must know I’m trying to make songs without a
booth
Planning on providing for those without a roof,
That I could do a striptease song for hella-loot
That’s if you weren’t pestering my heart to raise the
youth
What the hell do you want from me? They all think
I’m crazy
You want me to save people, but when you gonna
save me?
I KNOW YOU SEE ME! WHEN YOU GONE LET ME
SEE YOU?
Can you at least answer for the tears you took me
through?
Just like I thought, you’re silent as usual
Absence irrefutable, well the feeling’s mutual
You and my dad go have a nice frigging life
And if I go to Hell for this, I’ll just hate you twice
Grrrrr! You’re in my heart so I can’t hate you right!
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I know you’re real that’s why I’m so mad tonight
Everything I want to do you keep letting me down
Every time I think I’m up, I’m soon to hit the ground
You keep weighing on my heart and I can feel the
pounds
You keep shooting for my thoughts and I can feel the
rounds
You keep giving me these songs, I can hear the
sounds
It’s like I’m trying to please you, but you don’t see my
frowns
What exactly are you doing up there?
When exactly will you answer my prayers?
I feel you guiding me with an unction to love
I’m tired of being pushed around, I want to be a thug
I’m tired of feeling and I want to be Novocain
I know you’re with me, I can feel your peace in my brain
It surpasses my understanding, even when I’m at war
No one would know I trashed Pops’ house, bleached his
décor
Seriously, why you letting me look weird, though?
My friend’s here thinking I’m some kind of weirdo
I give you so much attention, then I get so deserted
Is it just me or are you doing this on purpose?
Even still, I couldn’t lash out, every time I turn up
The fire of God consumes, all my rage burns up
You didn’t speak, I guess you show better than tell
You saved Pops’ life and mine until your plan’s unveiled
All those things I said, I told on my heart
I’ve been doing-to-get, I only loved you in part
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Even after all this, you’re loving me still
I cursed you, my true thoughts of you were revealed
I found what I need to adjust, until now I felt
obligated
I thought you’d disregard my life if I didn’t donate it
For your usage and plans, I’m so used to being pressured
I’ve been deceitful and you won’t even give me a lecture
No judgement, criticism, no guilt trip, no warning
I don’t get what I deserve, but what Jesus deserves for me
I’ve never seen mom or dad talk bad about you like me
Is anything worse than cursing God? Hmmm, not likely
I thought I had you figured out, thought I knew it all
My limited thinking is the perspective I saw
Maybe you’re not like me, maybe you always care
Maybe you have a masterplan going on up there
Maybe I’ll stop trying to please you so much
Maybe I’ll stop trying to be you so much
Maybe I’ll let you deal with me and just trust
Whatever I do for you from the heart will be enough
Just hear me out, I have nothing left to give
Can you feel me? All I can do now is live
Thanks for not killing me and letting me be honest
Thanks for not squashing me and leaving me
demolished
I know you’re real because my heart has undergone
the change
I’ll be still and try to keep my heart within your range
I won’t let my emotions cloud my judgment
I’ll hear from you at a time when I’m not upset
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Please forgive me for my temper and my bad mouth
This probably won’t be the last time I lash out
At least I know you’re not against me, I can rest
assured
Please walk me through this time and be my life
support
I was too many things in one. I was religious, an artist,
vengeful, righteous, extremely loving, and extremely fed up
with my life. I wanted to be so much for the world, but I was
the world at this point. I needed my positive words. I
needed to be a positive example for myself to follow. When
was I going to be stable enough to stabilize others? I finally
had a story that needed a soundtrack. I needed my music to
take me higher; I needed to make birdsongs. "Can you take
me higher?" – Creed
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C H A P T E R 12

A New Way
What is Love like?
“Love endures long and is patient and kind; love is never
envious nor boils over with jealousy, is not boastful or
vainglorious, does not display itself supreme. It is not
conceited (arrogant and inflated with pride); it is not rude
(unmannerly) and does not act inappropriately. Love (God's
love in us) does not insist on its own rights or its own way,
for it is not self-seeking; it is not touchy or fretful or
resentful; it takes no account of the evil done to it [it pays no
attention to a suffered wrong]. It does not rejoice at injustice
and evil but rejoices when right and truth prevail. Love rises
to the occasion of any and every challenge that comes, is
ever ready to believe the best of everyone, its hopes are
fadeless under all circumstances, and it endures everything
[without weakening]. Love never fails [never fades out or
becomes obsolete or comes to an end].” - 1st Corinthians
13:4-8
Now pause. Sometimes you have to get away from it
all and pause. When the world's spinning and there's faces
and noise all around. Just pause. I want you all to look at
your lives. I want you to think of the person, and the people
who have hurt you the most and I want you to forgive them
quickly. Simply forgive. Don't make it a long extensive
process; do it during this chapter. It'll take some letting go,
some breaking, some struggling, but forgive for yourself.
You're not doing others a favor by making that choice;
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you're saving yourself. Strife is like a branch of thorns
wrapped around your heart, choking the life out of it. You're
living with open wounds that need to close so you can heal.
Love plunges into the ground, digs up the root of problems,
and stops them from branching out any further. It doesn't
just trim the hedges of those thorns, it rips them out your
heart and burns what can't be used. Love is the spray that
closes those wounds and makes it as if they never
happened. Every scar will become artwork, a tattoo
commemorating the old you that died and the new life
that's emerging. He'll take a dark past and make a bright
future out of it for you.
You might hurt others by holding grudges, but you'll
suffer the most. How much of a bitter person do you have to
become to hold a grudge correctly? You know, to become
an expert? If you're a professional grudge holder, it's
growing in you like a baby. How long can you hide a
growing baby? Anyone with kids knows what I'm talking
about. You keep feeding that grudge if you want to! It's
going to get big, learn to walk and talk and expose you like
a little baby tattletale. It'll become too big in your character
for you to hide and if you're not careful you'll be living for
that child; protecting it, supporting it, and building a future
for it with everything you own. Your life will start to look like
that grudge.
Be thankful you have problems. Be thankful you're
alive enough to have problems. Be grateful that you're living
in the realm of "time" where issues are subject to change at
any moment. If you're here, the answer to those problems is
inside of you. Love is extremely protective and won't allow
you not to know what concerns you. Whenever you see an
issue, and it bothers you, there's a solution stirring up inside
of you. Issues reach you because they want to be solved.
You have the answers they need. You're on display so others
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can learn from your example. Do you want to know the
quickest way to get a solution to a problem? Stop thinking
about it and love about it. Stop talking about it and love
about it. Stop wondering about it. Think of someone you
love who could be affected by that problem also. What can
you begin that your loved one can benefit from, be a part
of, or carry on when you've passed on? I don't think it's ever
going to be easy, as a matter of fact, it'll more than likely be
a "Mission Impossible." Impossible is good because that
means you'll have to get Love's help to do the
extraordinary. "Your mission, should you choose to accept
it," should be loving at all costs.
Let me reiterate. Forgive everyone. Why? They have
added to your life's meaning. If it wasn't for them being in
your timeline, the solutions to the problems they caused you
would not be in it either! All those solutions equal up to
your purpose for being here. You have the solutions in your
DNA to whatever is plaguing you; in your design. You alone
are the answer to those things that make you cringe when
you think about them. When problems or people get on
your absolute last nerve, it's for the purpose of you locating
why. Love doesn't sit back and send problems to you so
stop blaming Him. Love doesn't have the ability to send
problems, but He'll use your bad decisions or whatever
comes your way to better you. It wasn't His plan; it was your
wrong turn that got you to the wrong destination in life.
Love's plan was for grace (unearned favor) to be readily
available to reroute you like a GPS.
Stop being the victim. Stop asking "Why me? If
you're God, why'd you let this happen to me?" It happened!
Get over yourself and use your negative experience for
others! There's someone out who's suffering the same as
you. There's always someone who's gone through worse
who's willing to take your solution and pass it around to
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help others, so get going. Make it your purpose in life to
overcome your struggles. Time in purpose will answer all the
mysteries. But you have to get on the right side of the road.
On the highway of life, you want to be in Love Lane.
Love Lane is the right side of the street that eventually
merges with purpose. It's not hard to find safety, peace, and
ultimately your destinations in Love Lane. Those are things
you don't even have to work for. You simply acquire them as
you ride in your solution, which is your gift to the world.
When you're on the wrong side of the road, you don't have
to work hard for problems; you acquire those too. In Love
Lane, there are many side streets made for you and only you
to travel. Sometimes we hop over to someone else's lane,
hoping to have what they have or achieve their
achievements. That's dangerous because then you'll have to
face crashes, traffic jams, and obstacles that are designed
for their lane and their gift. Your vehicle is equipped for your
life, not theirs; for your terrain. It's like being in a
Lamborghini driving on a rocky road meant for a Hummer!
Some people are in the wrong place at the wrong time and
suffer fatal accidents that weren't even meant for them,
trying to keep up with the flow of someone else's traffic.
Stay in Love Lane. You alone will have the pleasure of
rescuing that person who hurt you, the people they've made
you hurt, the people who hurt them, and the people they
will hurt. Be thankful for the person who made it possible for
you to cry out to Love and get road-side assistance. Now
you can be reminded of who you are after Love healed you;
after He has provided for you; after He's cocooned you.
Now He's abiding in you.
Love isn't a feeling; it's a choice; it's the better
choice. People live and move on with their flaws and all.
Someone will love them even when you don't. You can be
forgotten, holding on to all that baggage, while the person
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you dislike is flying free and light as a feather. Meanwhile,
you're carrying the memories and hurt, and they still don't
acknowledge their part in it. You're bitter; they're partying.
Your life is looking like the chaos in your heart that you may
not necessarily even be thinking about consciously. Behind
your paint job; behind the gloss and glamor, how are you
really doing?
You may not get that apology for a long time. Before
my father ever apologized for anything that he may have
done to hurt me inside of this book, I apologized first. We
were both sharing a cell in an emotional prison, becoming
numb and losing the ability to feel anything. I knew if I
didn't apologize he'd stay imprisoned by his own pride,
looking through the bars and pretending to be ok. I knew
we needed an escape route or we couldn't be free. You see
people don't have hell on earth because of something they
did bad or wrong. Hell is for those who reject Love. Love is
what heaven is made out of. You should be able to have
heaven on earth. God is Love, so when you reject Love you
reject God; you turn down everything associated with Him.
In the beginning, Love made everything, every place, and
everything good. Love doesn't hate you, but if you reject
Him, there's one existence where you'll find no Love… Hell,
Sheol, Hades, The Underworld, etc., and you can also have
hell on earth.
My dad was among the many who believed "being
good" played a part in salvation; that salvation was a
lifelong process of going higher and higher by right-doing.
Let me share this with you all. You weren't born into a
"being good" kind of world. It's inevitable that you'll screw
up and make a mistake, no matter what religion (rules, laws,
and traditions) you choose to follow that make you feel safe.
You have to understand there's nothing you and your flawed
self can say or do to label yourself as good, other than
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knowing Love. The closest you can get to "good" is to take
your rightful place next to Love who is perfection. Love did
it all right. Love is flawless and perfect. The good thing
about Love is He's a spirit, and so are you. Love formed
your body and breathed His Life into you, making you a
lowercase love; lowercase god; lowercase royalty. Love was
your origin in the first place. You're a spirit that lives in a
physical body, so you don't have to worry about what you've
done, what you're doing, or what you will do. Have a family
reunion and renew your relationship with Love. Let Him
transform your life over time. The Spirit of Love is strong
enough to lead your mind and body and align your behavior
with His. As a matter of fact, be easy on yourself because
you can't change your behavior without Love anyway. If your
spirit is connected to the Spirit of Love, He's your new
reputation. Love's the heaven-on-earth voucher. Whatever is
available to Love is available to you, in heaven and on earth.
It's not about what you know; it's who you know. You may
know yourself to be evil, mean, disrespectful, and just plain
corrupt, but that doesn't define you once you know Love.
You're a new spirit in that body. You have a new life full of
new purpose and a bunch of goodies for you to discover as
you "Ease on down, Ease on down the road!" - The Wiz
Do a self-check. Imagine that person who pissed you
off getting beat up by The Rock or Bruce Lee or somebody.
If you're satisfied seeing that in your head, you're probably
bitter. Lol. Decide to love. When you do, another
amazement you'll discover is that you can forgive yourself.
You'll realize you're not such a bad person after all and you'll
appreciate yourself. You'll love yourself differently, and when
you do, you'll respect yourself differently. You'll enjoy your
own company, be ok with being solo at night, take yourself
out more often, and make better decisions. You won't only
have happiness; you'll have the joy to pull from in case
happiness runs out. You also won't take any crap from
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anyone! Your anger will be a righteous anger. Your
responses will be righteous responses. Love isn't weak, now!
Just ask any mother who loves their children how strong
love is. They'll mess you up over their kids. Lol.
How often have you gotten to the point of saying,
"Don't push me... cause I'm close to the... EDGE!" like
Grandmaster Flash & The Furious Five? Imagine yourself as
an empty cup because you're drained of life. People keep
pushing you to the edge, and you're frustrated because you
have nothing left inside. That's when Love is at His best.
When you're empty and done trying to give of yourself;
then you move out the way and make room for Love, He'll
fill you up. Love made you. His design is to be your source.
You see, when you draw from your own well, you can run
out, but Loves' well never runs dry. You don't have enough
life to get all of Loves' Love. He's eternal, meaning you can't
put a lid on Him; He can't be capped by time. Now you can
give out of the "overflow."
Steer toward the overflow. The overflow is when
you're filled up so much that you're spilling over. The
overflow; the part that's spilling over is for the earth. It's for
the world. It's for the people; for everyone, even those you
don't like. I'm not saying you'll magically like what everyone
does. You may not even like them. There's a lot of people I
don't like much. Lol. Love likes them and loves them even
more, so I rely on his ability. Once you "overstand" that and
you submit to it; when you're humble and allow yourself to
be useful to The Spirit of Love (The comforter), He'll map
out your life and drive you to everyone who needs that
comfort. There's no greater work with greater benefits than
having a spirit that says, "I give myself away. I give myself
away so Love can use me.” - William McDowell.
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Be supernatural. I love Marvel Comics. I look at you
all like a bunch of Spidermen and Spiderwomen. I'm sure
Peter Parker never felt pain like when that radioactive spider
bit him. But all that pain made him have to face all the
"super" he was destined to become. Forget the powers.
Look at the character he had to develop into to carry all
those powers. You are a super person. See, before you were
just natural. With Love you're supernatural. Until those
problems came and bit you, you didn't have an obligation
to grow up; to mature; to reach higher heights. You have to
be low before you can go higher, right? So whoever took
you low, thank them. They can't stop you; they can only be
your workout room.
People are weights! Lift them up! They sit around all
day and be heavy. Heaviness is misery. What? You thought
your life was about you? You think Love is taking care of you
for you? ONLY YOU CAN LIFT THEM UP! So it's your design
to LIFT THEM UP! You can pull them up out of that misery.
You can do all things through Christ. Through the Spirit of
Love, He made available. Even if you don't buy into the
seemingly weird stuff: talks about communion and his
blood, speaking in tongues, the giving of tithes and
offerings, and going to church and all that. At least let that
amazing display of Love empower you; when He knowingly
allowed Himself to be crushed to lift even those who
crushed Him. He looked past the "here and now" and saw
what would be made available if He remained in Love.
Believe what you want, but no greater love has ever been
displayed or made available to hearts in this life. Let that
same spirit that He made available download into your
heart. Let it overpower you and overflow within you until
you're invincible to the negativity; until you're all optimists,
taking every challenge and quickly shifting it into a Love
opportunity. Love is smarter than you, so give Him your
issues immediately so He can work out the best solution.
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How can you give Love your issues? Here are some practical
applications I used:
* I didn't leave it up to my dad to visit me. I made it my
business to visit him, even when I didn't want to and while I
was still hurting.
* Being offended is a decision. Instead, I decided to be a
friend to my father during his case when he got into it with
my little sis.
* Pops was a debater. I let him win debates and planted
Love Seeds - Love inspired words that grow over time.
* I take advantage of birthdays and holidays. Instead of
fretting about what Pops never bought me, I bought him
what I wished he bought me.
* Instead of disagreeing with my dad's opinion of my career,
I support and encourage his career. Love supports my
vision, so I give to Pops out of the overflow.
* I honor my parents by actually listening. I'm solid in my
heart, so I'm not afraid of opinions anymore.
* I could have been angry with my mother and father for our
rocky pasts, but instead, I was present when they each got
remarried, supporting their 2nd chance at marriage.
* I try to be there for others more than they've been there
for me so they can know Love.
* If someone makes me mad at work, I buy them a gift and a
card instead of lashing out. If they don't accept, oh well.
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* Love made me care about what happens to people, so I
initiate apologies to introduce others to Love, even if they
wronged me.
* In a relationship, I answer disagreements with love actions:
researching and cooking her a recipe, planning a fun
evening, washing and ironing her clothes, cleaning up the
house, buying what she'll need ahead of time, and oh…
listening. Lol.
* If I'm having a bad day, I go out my way to make
someone's day great: buy a stranger's groceries, help the
homeless (without judging), pay for a meal, surprise
someone with money, give a compliment, etc. Heck, I get
creative.
People don't know how to respond when you love in spite
of the daily bs. It's hilarious to see them get caught off
guard, but whatever you do in secret Love always rewards
you openly. Love is massive! Tank-like! It'll run over any
nonsense that comes your way.
Love is how you go from "0 to 100 real quick!" It's
how you accelerate. You don't have to do it alone. I didn't. I
couldn't. I have my limits as you've seen in the story, but
when I let go and let Love be my strength, my health, and
my ideas, I realized He took the wheel. I was on my Kevin
Hart… "Jesus take the wheel!" Lol. I forgot to care about
Jesus' skin tone and genealogy. Spirits don't have color.
They don't rely on artifacts and geological findings to
function. They have attributes. Love is the freedom from
your situations. It's the freedom to swerve on your
problems. Problems will come for you, The Fast and The
Furious. When Love kicks in like turbo boosters, you'll shift
gears, and a new lane will be made. Rules respect
Commissioner Love and will change when you let him have
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a say so. A way will be made out of no way. I know what
mediocre minds want you to believe, but you're super now
and no longer subject to the norm. You may live in the
lowlands, but you're a High Roller now. Man, they're trying
to get to you, but you're moving too quick. Your flowing
through life now. They can't slow you down. You're in the
fast lane. Your roads are on the walls now. You're gliding on
oceans. You're splitting water open and coasting through it.
They're going to have to catch up or get left behind.
Regardless of what they do next, be thankful for the issues
that arise. They're the reason you accelerate. "Give it up for
inspiration ladies and gentlemen." People aren't the
problem; they're the inspiration. Who tried to slow you
down? They only made you accelerate. Appreciate them; no
shade; love them for that.
“Do not owe anyone anything, except to love one another,
for the one who loves another has fulfilled the law. The
commandments: Do not commit adultery; do not murder;
do not steal; do not covet; and whatever other
commandment — all are summed up by this: Love your
neighbor as yourself. Love does no wrong to a neighbor.
Love, therefore, is the fulfillment of the law.” - Romans
13:8-12
Look yawl. Be easy. Understanding this chapter
means the world to me for you all. If you can shift gears and
mosey on over to Love Lane, you'll understand your lives.
Listen, I don't have a weird fascination with love stuff. I'm
not a punk, and I'm not making stuff up to support a
religion, church, or my pockets. I began writing this book in
a broken state; then Love began changing my mind, and He
wrote the rest. I'm the prototype. This book works on me
first and I still thumb through and refer back to paragraphs
that pertain to my everyday life. I can't stress that enough. If
you're reading this book, you've been through enough
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already. Hit the brakes, take a break, reread this chapter,
refuel your engines, then let Love do the driving from here
on out. Let's live a little. Swerve.
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C H A P T E R 13

Back-Then-Barricades
(BTB)
Allow me to reintroduce myself. I am not the victim.
I am not weak. I'm not afraid of confrontation. I'm not going
to look for the shortcuts anymore. I am still in this race, but
my goal isn't finishing first. My drive is to pull over and help
everyone who needs a ride, a tune-up, or assistance pushing
their vehicle. I don't win if you don't finish with me. If you
can say the same, welcome to Love Lane. Welcome to
purpose.
As I mentioned in the last chapter, this book was
initially written for me first, but when I decided to be the
help I kept running into "back-then-barricades". Back-thenbarricades (btb) always remind a person of what happened
"back then". It never fails. I'd get going with an idea, tell
some friends about it, get myself and everyone all revved
up, then I'd start my drive. I'm happy, I'm driving, then I
slow down as I see a little fog dead ahead. I cautiously enter
that fog then BOOM! I run smack-dab into a set of btb. I put
my gift in reverse and backed away from those constant
reminders of where I came from. The craziest part of this
whole analogy is that by driving in reverse, I ended up
where I came from! I got exactly what I was afraid of. Your
mind is literally a GPS. If it's set on fears, it’ll take you to
what you’re afraid of.
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We can't expect to move forward if we're thinking in
reverse. If your mind keeps mapping out past failures, past
events, past mindsets, and even past achievements, every
drive will be a loop. Every tomorrow will be a yesterday.
Every trail will be a repeat. You'll reverse right back into all
those fears you overcame when you started; into the kind of
success you had when you started. Not that success is bad,
but even success should be more successful over time. I
didn’t want to live in reverse, but in fear of running into
more btb, I tried putting my gift in neutral. I figured I'd just
get a job working anywhere that pays X amount of dollars
and focus on making money. They say, "It takes money to
make money." I say, "Making money takes your money".
Jobs pay your wages so you can pay to get to your job and
pay it your attention. I was too busy and too drained to
focus on my gift to the world. I sat in neutral with the gift
and ran out of fuel i.e. motivation. I had to use all my "fuel"
to find the motivation to spend my gift's time at a job. Get a
picture of driving in your vehicle, putting it in neutral in front
of your job, letting it run, then working a full shift. On a full
tank, how many times do you think you can do that and still
have fuel? How many of you know when you're in neutral
you're still burning fuel? Just imagine how long you have to
sit in one spot to burn a full tank of gas. There's always that
one person who'll say, "Without a job, I wouldn't have any
money for gas to drive ahead, behind, or sit in neutral
anyway. So what's your point?" Lol. My point is the same
Love who gave your gift was perfectly capable of providing
for it when you got it, but you either lost focus or never had
focus.
I and some of the most successful people in the
world learned this lesson through the opportunity of
homelessness. I say opportunity because there’s no such
thing as a crisis when you find out it’s an opportunity to
progress. When you lose it all, you can get your focus back.
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You can afford to zero-in on your gift and hone your craft
without being distracted by added responsibilities. You’re
already low, so you can put all your focus into the come-up.
The homeless who became successful let Love and pure
passion drive their gift. They were homeless with a bank of
riches on the inside waiting to be withdrawn. When their gift
was the #1 priority, opportunities, money, relationships, and
audiences came to the aid of "the gift". Out of
homelessness they wrote, sang, danced, played buckets,
performed magic, etc until the gift produced results. Jim
Carrey, Sylvester Stallone, Kelly Clarkson, Tyler Perry, Halle
Berry, Jennifer Lopez, David Letterman, Daniel Craig, Dr.
Phil, Jewel, William Shatner, Oprah Winfrey, Chris Pratt,
Steve Harvey, Drew Carey, Natasha Lyonne, and plenty
others fueled their gifts through the opportunity of
homelessness. Sometimes you have to plant your gift and
stay planted. Stick around and water that gift until it
produces a harvest. Your gift deserves more attention than
you because it’ll be here longer. When you’re dead, we’ll be
living off the ideas from your gift. No one automatically
cares about the courier of the gift; we want the gift. Your gift
is your vehicle. We don't want to see you at the car show
unless you brought the vehicle; the gift. It's Loves' job to
care for you. It’s your job to work your gift into the earth. So
what if we take some unexpected turns, ending up with
kids, jobs, bills, marriages, divorces, and more
responsibilities. That's just more stuff for Love to care for
and take charge of, AS YOU PRIORITIZE YOUR GIFT! Don’t
say, “I don’t know what my gift is.” Use some diesel thinking
and say, “I know what my gift is by faith.” That’s the kind of
thinking that invites the answer; the kind of mind that is ever
ready to receive, and that’s the truth!
I like how Myles Munroe puts things. "Your future is
not ahead of you, it's inside of you." Everything in the
previous paragraph just means be futuristic. Knowing where
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you're going helps you enjoy the journey. It’s hard to enjoy
riding with someone who has no idea of where they’re
going or why they’re going there. Sidebar, that’s a
relationship killer. I always think about Chevy Chase's
comedy, "National Lampoon's Vacation". This guy went
through so much crap on an adventure to take his family to
a famous amusement park. He wrecks their car, kills their
dog, loses their grandma, swims in sewage, and goes
through hell, but he appreciated the journey when his family
got to the park. Lol. My point is the future allows you to
enjoy the "here-and-now" of it all. The journey doesn’t have
to be all bad when you’re focused on where you’re going.
It's all a mind game. You have to train your thoughts and
develop some mental muscle memory. You have to get your
mind fit for the race with words. Words are brain fuel. Your
mind can either be regular or diesel. Regular input or diesel
input. Regular chit chat, gossip, and negativity or diesel
positivity, motivation, and Love. You'll be amazed at how far
a mind can drive you into your future with some diesel.
Now that we're focused on future. There's only one
way to power through btb. You have to speak to yourself!
Sometimes you have to look in the mirror and speak positive
affirmations to yourself. Try it. Find a camera phone or a
mirror. Now start with this line, "Allow me to reintroduce
myself. I am not a victim. I am rich in
_____________________. (now list all the attributes of Love):
Patience, kindness, security, confidence, generosity,
selflessness, forgiveness, righteousness, attentiveness,
joyfulness, truthfulness, boldness, wealth, and any other
goodness you can think of. Focus less on what you “are
not” and tap more into what you “are”. Teach your mind to
pay attention to only the good stuff. For example, don’t say
“I’M NOT an addict”, because your mind is still thinking
“addict” and everything associated with it. Instead say, “I
AM rich in health and a sound mind” because now you’re
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focused on health and a sound mind. Get it? Let’s do 1
more. Don’t say “I’M NOT an angry person”, because
you’re still thinking about “being an angry person”. Leave
anger out of it. Separate your mind from anger by saying “I
AM a joyful person”. Now you’re only focused on being a
joyful person. See why it’s so hard to shake negativity? We
have to learn how to speak like we were designed. Even in
trying to speak positive, we include what we don’t want to
think about and end up helping ourselves think negative all
day. Lol. That’s trippy, right? Speak only faith words about
yourself that you want to believe. Then, only believe. “Only
believing” and “believing only” requires pure faith. Increase
your faith by hearing words that were inspired by Love.
Check out the New Testament, when the Love treaty was
written. Or just Google some biblical passages that pertain
to your struggle. Guzzle some faith fuel.
It’s inevitable to have to drive up Failure Hill on the
road to success. You have to have a diesel mind to get up
this hill. You have to pack light and be focused. You can’t
have a normal mind that’s weighed down with all the cares
of average people. Don’t think you can just get to the
bottom of the hill then decide to make your way up. Your
mind has to already be going full speed ahead, using its
momentum to power you up and over Failure Hill.
Sometimes you have to go in reverse just to get the
momentum to go full speed ahead. There are a few things
you need to know about failures:
1. The safest way to never fail is never deciding to
succeed.
2. The easiest way to fail is “trying” to succeed.
3. Success is a decision to never fail because of failures.
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When you have a gift you believe in you’ll develop a sink-orswim mentality. You’ll forget the life raft and just jump into
your gift. You’ll find out everything you need is inclusive
once you decide to never give up. My friends and family
haven’t seen me around as much as we wish, but if you ask
them they’ll tell you I never gave up. They’ll tell you I
sacrificed and kept at whatever I was focused on since I was
a child. They’ll also let you know that when I want
something bad enough, I brainwash myself into believing it’s
achievable. So when you see me, just know I’ve faced
Failure Hill plenty of times, but now I consider it a normal
street; nothing significant. I go forward. I win. Period. “Pack
light, travel far.” - Villa Villamor
What's your fuel? What's motivating your gift? What
refuels your gift when your engine loses its growl? What
cranks you up when you're drained and grow silent?
Whatever it is, don't put it in neutral. It would actually be
better to put your gift in reverse than in neutral. Why? At
least you're going somewhere! At least in reverse, you'll
rerun into the reasons you should swerve and drive in your
gift again. When you're in neutral, the only way to get
ahead is if people push you. It costs more for the gift to sit
still; to keep refueling and re-motivating, divvying out
money to live for your job, and losing friends who grow tired
of pushing you and watching you go nowhere. It's not ok to
take care of yourself with a job. Instead, take care of the gift
with a "side job" and let Love take care you and yours. Your
job doesn't care about you; it cares about its gift; the vision
it has for the world. It's Loves' job to care for you, but you
have to trust Love enough to get a job to support your
"work", the main priority. Take care of the gift until it
becomes your job and reels in income for itself. Your work is
your gift, your talent, your skill that can make the world a
better place. Your work is when everything inside of you is
working to leave your completed ideas behind for the
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betterment of the earth. I don’t want to confuse you. Jobs
aren’t bad and you have to use wisdom because no one has
the same situation. Job or no job, make sure the gift gets
the bulk of your time, mind, and resources. Your gift isn’t a
hobby. It’s not secondary. Having a well-packaged gift for
the world should be your reason for having a job until you
can transition to working your gift full time. Only stay out of
neutral. If you feel the need to reverse and rediscover
yourself, so be it, but I found that forward is the shortest
route to a destination.
Keep it moving. Do not! I repeat, DO NOT put your
gift in neutral. Trust Love. Trust the passion Love put in you
and prioritize the gift 1st for you and your family's future.
Trust that the gift, the passion for the gift, and working the
gift were the ingredients given to you to make the gift
successful. It’s all in you! Everything you’ve been searching
for has been and will be sitting inside your gut. Make the
gift your number 1 priority and you'll find out Love already
has jobs that can support the gift and whoever's in it. It's
nothing for Love to provide for your carpool. Stop saying
your kids are your life. Stop saying your marriage is your life.
Don't say your family is your life. They fill your heart, but
your heartbeat was given for the gift. If your passion in life is
limited to you and those in your circle, you'll run out of fuel.
Don't expect to see a Semi Truck's fuel tank in a Toyota
Camry. The vision for the Camry's trip isn’t as big as the
Semi’s, so why does it need all that fuel? The Camry's
hauling a family, but the Semi's hauling supplies for a
nation's families. Love doesn't need to give you an
unlimited gas card to ride up the street, around the corner,
through a few neighborhoods, or to and from a job for you
and yours. That's so small, your job can handle that. Love
wants to provide enough for your gift to be seen and felt by
the world. Love is bout that life!
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If you haven’t yet, you’ll find out you shouldn’t tell all
your associates about your gift. You’re too familiar. Some
people are actual btb agents and like the “back-then”
version of you better than the new-and-improved. Not
everyone can adapt to who you’re becoming. If you’re
looking for approval from people, be prepared to endure a
bunch of negativity. Many of the people you look to for
support will be the ones who are supposed to look up to
you. Watch out now! Jealousy and envy are real conditions.
You can make those around you very uncomfortable when
you’re not insecure, immature, and lost. Your confidence in
who you are and where you’re headed will make some
people feel left out. Some people won’t even doubt you,
they just doubt you’re supposed to win without them. There
are those who feel like you’re on earth to make them rich
and can’t bear the thought of you soaring higher than them.
Those relationships poison the gift like sugar in a gas tank.
They’re a gas-leak, draining you of your motivational fuel.
You speak on your successes; they’re reminded of their
failures. They never rejoice with you, but always critique you.
They never add to the vision; they only judge it. Something
good happens and they shrug it off. They don’t improve
your plan; they want to change it to benefit themselves. You
get blessed, they get stressed. They won’t help you fix the
whip, but they want to navigate it once it’s running. I heard
Snoop Dogg speak about “closing the gap” once. Here’s
my rendition of that speech: You may start out as a bird with
friends who don’t care to fly, but one day you decide to put
in the work to learn. It was hard and painful, but you finally
have a better life in the sky and there’s a gap in-between
you and your friends. Who’s going to close the gap? Either
you’ll go down to be accepted or they’ll come up to your
level. If you waste your time on the ground to be accepted
by a few, you’ll never fly as the inspiration of multitudes.
Keep your wings spread… let the low-riders close the gap.
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Look, you don’t have to be paranoid, but keep your
details to yourself. Don’t trust everyone who claims they can
“detail” your vehicle and don’t be surprised if they take your
ideas and run with them! I’ve dealt with people who don’t
care to build a relationship with me, they just suddenly try to
become a close friend, claiming to have all the answers.
“You don’t got all the answers Sway!” - Kanye West. Lol.
Don’t get hoodwinked, listen to your gut. Don’t rush to put
your incomplete vision into the ears of people who don’t
share the “why” of what you’re doing. If their heart doesn’t
match your heart for your vision, get a side job, save up,
then bring the vision to life yourself. You don’t need an
entourage to get started. We’re in the age of mass
communication. You don’t need a deal to communicate your
gift to the world. You don’t need a crew. Go to where your
gift is needed and start there. People who have sampled
and benefitted from your gift will be more than happy to
spread the word. Word-of-mouth was designed to be the
most powerful form of communication. Remember, spoken
words made the universe. You’ll build a bandwagon that
everyone will be chasing. It’s inside of you. This is a faith
walk, so a way will be made when you step out. There’s a
story of a man named Peter who walked on water. Jesus was
already on an ocean then he called for Peter to come to him
from inside a boat. Don’t wait for the waves to freeze up.
Don’t let your eyes, ears, and senses tell you if it’s safe
enough. Be like Peter and let your faith be your eyes, ears,
and senses. Faith can detect what your senses will never
know. Be like Peter and follow the voice of passion. Others
may not hear it, but have faith and follow that voice of Love.
Even the water will turn into a road to support purpose.
Following Love can break the rules and make a way where
there is none. Following passion is the ultimate purpose.
Do you think my father and I magically came to terms
all of a sudden? Do you think that was the last dead end
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where there seemed to be no way to win? There were a
couple more times my father and I got into it. There were
times I plainly didn't understand how my Father believed he
was doing things right. I had to walk on water with him, my
mom, my friends, and all kinds of random people. I had to
use faith and forget what I saw, heard, and felt. You didn’t
run into the contents of this book by accident, you’re
chosen for the same purpose as me. Before your skills and
talents, your first order of life is to be a living example of
Love. You may not always get it right, but so what. Every
day is another chance to get it right. Sometimes you have to
go higher, love from a distance, and let Love fill in the gap.
My father and mother were hard pills for me to swallow so
there were times I had to take them in doses. Sometimes
miracles don’t materialize instantly, even when they happen
immediately. Be patient. A lot of times, healing is a process
and doesn't include all the extra hugs and giggles. Space
can be the best mediator and time can be the best healer.
Who knows, we may even disagree in the future, but I
decided to love. I set my thermostat to cool, and that's
where it's going to stay. My gift to the world is more
important than any selfishness on my account. It’s very
possible to accomplish the feats of Michael Jackson, Steve
Jobs, Martin Luther King, Muhammad Ali, Michael Jordan,
Mother Teresa, and Bruce Lee, but without love you’re just
noise; just something to be heard about; just loudness for a
moment in time. Sounds fade away, but loving people is an
impact that echoes throughout eternity. Forget your image.
It’s not the difference you make in the eyes of others, but
the difference you make in the lives of others that matters.
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C H A P T E R 14

Swerve
“Welp! Ladies and gentlemen, thanks for coming
out to the Swerve Show! And now to bring out the cast.”
Seriously, thank you all for taking this peek into my life. Of
course, this isn’t everything, but it's enough for you to see
some things I had to swerve on. If I can do it, you can too.
There will never be an end to problems, but you can be the
beginning of the solution to all of yours. We often go
through things in life and wonder, “How the heck can I
possibly use this to better myself?” I'm here to tell you that
the worst you faced is some of the best you can use. The
harder the struggle, the greater the victory. The longer the
journey, the longer triumph lasts. Everything is relevant to
your success. Everything is useful. No one is too bad for
good use. No one is too weak to be used to give strength.
No one is too strong to be helped. You are all loved.
I want to thank my family for the upbringing. It takes
a village to raise a child, so you better believe all my friends
and family from Ohio and Georgia get the “dope” award.
For the sake of the “swerve” topic, so many laughs and
good times were left out of the book. I honestly believe the
fun we had over the years far outweighed the negativity.
We’re a strong family and have made jokes out of
whippings, poverty, and just about everything. We’re not
broken; we’re still smiling, and still standing. Speaking of
family, let me just say my Pops is a great man. He served as
a good antagonist for the story (just kidding), but he’s
responsible for so much of the good in my family and me. I
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needed to highlight some imperfections for the sake of the
story, but don’t get it twisted, those were just obstructions
on the road to the good life. I love you, dad and thanks for
all you’ve instilled in me and for being an actual father all
these years. For all the little things: the talks during haircuts,
road trips, your example of how to be a gentleman, your
discipline, and the greatest gift of all, Love. I need you to
know there’s no bitterness when it comes to us and our
journey. I wouldn’t want our story to be any other way. You
are honored, respected, and appreciated. Same goes for
mom dukes! I’m so thankful for the both of your paths. I’m
grateful for you doing the best you could with what you had
and with what you knew.
No shade to the manipulators, swindlers, liars, and
thieves I’ve met in my career. They’re responsible for the
spark that cranks me up to win. I’m so thankful for the family
and friends who talked about me behind my back instead of
praying for me. They taught me how to be consistent in my
prayers and affirmations for myself. I am so grateful to be
alive to be able to bless them when possible; to love them
into the truth of who I represent. My heart also goes out to
anyone who found a way to be offended by the contents of
this book. If that’s you, it’s all good that Love drove to the
depths of your heart and caused a reaction. Whether happy
or mad, agree or disagree, free or bitter, at least there’s
evidence He got through to you. My advice is repent.
Repentance isn't an apology. Neither Love nor I have a use
for apologies. Repent means leave selfishness to get to the
highest thinking. If you’re too concerned about only your
feelings, your mind is on four flats, and you’re thinking too
low. Your gift won’t get anywhere until you jack up your
mind. Lift it up! The “pent” in repent is sort of like the
“pent” in penthouse. It’s the top-notch, the crown, the firstrate, top-quality, A1, high-point of thinking. We know “re”
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means to return to something. Put re and pent together and
you get “return to the highest.”
My friends, Love is the Highest and the Most High.
He’s the Alpha and Omega, the King of kings, and the
Owner of owners. He’ll wrestle with you for ownership of
your heart and mind, so I’m not surprised when some of you
wage war. I'm aware of the history between Love vs.
humankind, and I know my place. I won’t be your enemy or
debater. I’m just the messenger. I represent Love who
wrestled with my heart and won. He kept me, raised me,
saved me, fed me, and has done nothing short of love the
literal Hell out of me. Love wasn't in the race for the fastest;
He was in the race for the finish. Love saw me broke down
on the side of the road, pulled over and picked me up. He
said, “Get up and walk! Let's go.” He said, “Oh, you're sick?
Be healed! Let's go.” Love said, “Oh, you’re dead? Wake
up! Let's go.” Love said, “Oh, you're dangerous? So was
Michael. Let me touch your heart. Let's go!” I saw Love look
at someone and ask, “Where are your children? Don't worry.
They’re mine! I’ll take care of them. Let's go!” Love asked
someone else, “Where are your mother and father? Only
Believe. I’ll be rest to the weary, mother to the motherless,
father to the fatherless, and strength to the weak. Let’s
G__”… as Love was speaking, James Brown interrupted and
put his spin on it saying, “Get up offa that thang!” Love
smiled and did the James Brown shuffle all the way back to
the stretch Hummer then said, “I feel good! Let’s go!” Lol.
Yes, it was random goofiness… can’t get too serious.
To all the young people out there, my heart and this
book is for you. You’re not alone. I get it. Some parents and
individuals for that matter can say some heartwarming
words, but experiencing them can give letdown after
letdown. There comes a time in life where even in your
youth, you become the teacher and have to love them
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harder. In those times, you'll have to teach your parents
respect and humility with your good behavior. You'll have to
teach by example and be humble enough to receive still
what you can from them, even when they’re in the wrong. In
those moments I realized how blessed I was to be able to
share with those who may have made wrong turns in life;
who may still have trauma from the crashes on life’s road. I
may not have the most dramatic story ever, but if there’s one
thing we can gather from each other’s stories, it’s to swerve
and drive in your gift. I used to wish someone could relate
to my story. I wanted to read about someone who
understood where I was while I was going through. I didn’t
run into any literature on my subjects because I was born to
be the open book. You may be the only one you know who’s
been through what you experienced because you’re the
help. Don’t be mad, be glad you’re different and get free.
Love your parents. It’s not their job to heal you. Their only
job was to give you life. It's your job to connect to the GPS
and live it.
Live your life and know you’re loved no matter what
you do, no matter who didn’t love you, no matter who is
mistreating you, no matter who disapproves of you. Be
obedient to your parents, but don’t do evil for them or
accept it from them. If you're being physically or sexually
abused, don’t wait it out. Contact the authorities, your
school counselor, or a local church for a plan of action. If the
one abusing you is in law enforcement or ministry, contact
their superior. Have faith that Love will lead you to a
responsible adult you can talk to and get some help. You’re
important to the world, and you deserve a fair shot at life.
Contact SwerveInYourGift@gmail.com and I’m sure we can
direct you to some trusted sources. Stay in Love and remain
truthful. I have faith in you.
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You’re all beautiful. You’re invaluable. You’re worth
more than any amount of currency. Love made you perfectly.
God is Love. He loves you, and He’s real. When Love needs
to roam the earth and take a physical human form, He
becomes Jesus. Jesus is real. His spirit of Love is real and
available to anyone who wants to be free; anyone who
wants to be better; anyone who wants to know true Love.
You can always ask Love to fill your heart and give you a
new start. If you don’t know what to do, just simply say,
“Jesus fill my heart with your Love.” There’s no wrong way
to ask and no theatrics are needed. Love can hear you. Love
knows your heart. He’ll come right in and make you brand
new. Trust me you’ll know. You have a new life now, like
being born all over again. Love will guide you.
I’d like to take this time to thank anyone who’s ever
contributed to my gift in any way. All my close family and
friends, thank you for sticking with me all these years.
Anyone who’s ever lent me a couch, a floor, a car, a house,
equipment, clothes, cash, food, advice, discipline,
reprimand, and any support, I thank you with all my heart. I
only pray I was as much a blessing to you as you’ve been to
me. Words can’t express how much I appreciate you
especially during the writing of this book. I thought about
you all at least twice. I see just how good Love is for
strategically placing you into my life. You know who you are.
Special thanks to Ashley Jones, Crysniss, and the Pullin
family for carrying the bulk of this load with me. Only we
know the depths of what you contributed and how much
you’ve all changed my life for the better. Infinity thanks to all
of you.
This is one of the most important paragraphs you’ll
ever get from me. Ready? Here it goes. I want everyone to
dream. When we’re babies, we come out head first. Our
minds are here 1st. If you can free your mind, everything
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else comes after that. So take 10 minutes a day to go
somewhere quiet, close your eyes, and dream. Let your
heart travel to the future. Each time you imagine the vision
for your life will become clearer, and you’ll bring back more
details. Write that stuff down. If you’re an artist, draw it out.
If you’re a musician hear the music, see the crowd, feel the
air, see the lights. Keep dreaming until you see what the
person in the last row is wearing. There’s so much of that
dream you’d have to soak in to get those kinds of details
from a vision. So dream on. Record that song you heard,
make that beat, choreograph that routine, practice that
note. Be in the moment and feel it in your heart. Imagine
you’re there until you feel the chills. Be there. Volunteer by
faith. Ride in your gift for free, with your vision in mind, until
you move up the road and reach the paydays. Faith will be
preparing your life for the real deal because it doesn’t know
you’re volunteering. It only knows you're in the gift, in the
moment, and the gift needs resources for Love to use it.
Treat your volunteering like you're in a rich and wealthy
career. Make it real to you. Make your heart grip onto what
you see when you dream, no matter what it is. When things
get hard, consider making sure you're lining up with Love's
idea for your life. Sometimes we want to coach Love on how
to be in our visions, forgetting it's His vision for our lives that
has the power to succeed. Love is the King. Be a servant to
Love (who Loves you more than you love yourself) so that
He can give you beyond your wildest dreams.
Lastly, having a dream for your life, a purpose, and a
long term goal helps you set your mind for those goals. It
challenges your mind to become appropriate to accomplish
your goals and identifies who and what is right or
inappropriate for your vision. You’ll learn you don't have
time for drama. Your mind is too busy to harness regret,
animosity, and depression. You're so active training for the
win that your losses get ignored. I lost so much in pursuit of
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my dream: I turned down deals, I left churches, sold a car to
pay my rent, lived in my studio, got evicted, lost a fiancé,
lost friends, lost money, even briefly lost my mind. I’ve been
homeless more than once, been without food, dealt with
con-artists, the works. I’ve been right and wrong, good and
bad, up and down. I’m sure I’ll trip a few more times, but I’ll
never fall anymore. I’ll never hit bottom because I’m too
busy soaring. When you follow your dream, you can see
from a bird's-eye view. The task at hand always uplifts you.
The stuff I lost is so minor compared to what and who you
gain. I was 50% sure of who I was back then. When you’re
confident you're 100% of who you’re designed to be, you
know what’s 100% for you. The signs and signals aren’t
blurry anymore. The spirit of Love is driving and telling your
passion exactly what and who you need for the journey. All
my allies and supporters know when I pull up, I’m in my gift.
You’re not meeting me; you’re meeting the gift. You’re not
doing business with me; you’re doing business with the gift.
You’re not a friend to me, but to the gift. You’re not
marrying me; you’re marrying the gift. If you think you know
me and never met my gift, we haven’t even met yet. This
isn’t me talking; it’s the gift. To you readers out there, “Your
gift will make room for you and bring you before great
people” (Proverbs 18:16). You’ll meet me one day, and
when you do, I don’t want to meet you… I want to meet the
gift. Start today and “SWERVE!” Drive in your gift and let
Love be the GPS!
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